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which are the prominent

‘Ove could hardly have helped raising the
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ing, if it do
fame, is doing a work for Christ, the influence of which shall never cease,
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To whom all letters on business, remittances, of the city taking their places at the tables as
&e., should, ve sem.
AN Sow
uRications
es
cation shou
addressed
to the waiters or assistants. - Among the children

nore,

ior,

;

ha

were

two

-bootblacks,

who, we were told,

Terme:
$3.00 per yedr; or if paid strictly IN AD- had lost their father and mother, and
VANCE, $2. Bp
yee:
r

were

left quite destitute and alone in the world,
but who rented a cheap room and kept

MEMITIANCES must be made in money orders, bank checks,
or drafts, if
possible.
When
neither of these van be procured, send the money in a
rextstered letter.
All Postmasters “are ebliged to
register letters whenever requested to Ao so.
Moneys
thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
e regular Sharges Jor money orders, bank
checks, and Post Ofice money oxders may
be deducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses,
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
received by ‘the Publisher for their
discontinuance,
and until payment of all arrearagesis made as required by law,
©
ul
3

louse
found

by themselves.
They must have
a well-cooked Thanksgiving dinner

indeed

a

luxury.

One

poor

man,

whom

the police said was well deserving of assistance, told a waiter, that he had been
receiving good jvages as stone mason,
which he had saved and sent to needy relatives in England. He had been thrown
h subscriber 1s partienlarly requested to note out of employnent, had found
himself
expiration of his sub-

the

on the label for the

scription,

friendless, because

and to forward what is due for the ensuing
reminder from this ofiice.

fupther

year, without

place.

must

his

orders

person

he

discontinued,

paper

pay all arrearages,or the publisher

wunue to send it until pavigntis made, and collectthe
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
» Tice or not.
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We

send no

premiums, no percentage
isallowed in addition.

books out to

be

sold on

sion, or otherwise, with the privilege

commit-

of returning

The Horning Star.
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Sunlight and shadow play upon the bills,
And chase each other on the restless waves,

churches, and

Seeming to follow but their own sweet wills,
Yet to the powers above them faithful slaves,—
Reflecting every changing cloud with ease,

he was a foreigner, had

O blessed shadows! who so kind as you,

So patient, bumble, generous and good?
Obedient to the sun, ani ever true,
_ Your presence beautifies the roughest road,
b Lends to the sternest rock a tender grace,

quent

‘ And throws a charm upon the meanest place,

Than In the midnight gloom or noounday glare,

Sh a

and

impressive,

che

of speaking,

here on Thanks-

and as some of our

and

which

sympathetic,

is particularly
we

give

two

direct

or

three

passages from this address, of which we
made memoranda :
*¢ 1 am told,” he said, ¢* that many of you
-'have no homes to which to go. There is
no home for any of us_unless we have a

home in God.

Correspondence.
Lr

were

readers may like a specimen of his manner

Ahd human hearts have little tenderness
TI grief and joy have met in fond caress.
«Sunday Magazine.

Boston

both

giving day.
The Y. M. C. A. gave a
Thanksgiving dinner to young men who
were unable’ to go to distant homes, and
to the unemployed, at which these distinguished evangelists were present, and made
addresses suited to the occasion. The remarksof Mr. Hall were peculixrly elo-

Stirr’d by a leaf, and dancicg with the breeze.

0 blessed lights that make the shadows sweet,
e the world so exquisitely fair!
That
Life is more full when lite and shadows meet

We may hy

but

we shall go out from them and not

return.

| You may have abodes in New York or in
London, but if you come here you are away
a leaden
from home.
Bat if you have a place in the

———

Bostox, Dee. 1, 1873.

Thanksgiving day came with
sky and a dusting of snow over the frozen

love

of

God,

wherever

you

may

be,

you

streets, yet it found the heart of Boston may have a home.
The bills ave his, the
warm with unusual benevolence and made streams are his, the mountains are his, we '
her the almoner of some liberal charities. are always tn his presence. Whatever be
The hard times affect Boston less than al- my danger he will protect me, whatever
most any oiher New England city, for my necessity he will provide.
Friends
her business, unlike that of i:+uufacturing | may not know me, but he will know me.
cities, is for the most pari such- es admits When no one ‘else will give ear to my sorof no lnterruption. Tas far no firms have
1 may tell it to him,”
fuiled, no banks }2.¢ credit, and but few of |"Again
: I was traveling over the mount|
réhave
|
ent
employm
of
is
the large centv
alng of Cumberland some years ago, when

duced the hears of work or their wages. |

I heard the bleating of a little lamb.
It
Still esutios, retrenchment and economy was a pitiful cry,—it seemed (0 say, * Help
and

are the wat hwords with business men,

this careful \ anagement of capital is most

me, pity me, save

ed as 1 believe

me."

I stopped.

Direct-

by a loving providence, If

severely felt by the poorest and most de- went in the direction from whence the
pendent peoyle. There have not been so sound came; the little thing saw me and
many people in this city who really needed came running to meet me.s * Help me, pity
giving

Thanks
of the war.

favors since the

early

days

mé.

me, save

1 took itup in my arms; I

think 1. talked to ‘it. I saw an old sheep
ned by, I carried it to her but she refused

NORTH END MISSION.
hundred children received tick- to ‘motice it. “As I walked away
(wo
Over

it came
dinner at tottering after me, Help me, pity me, save
this place. The platform was filled with me.’ 1 thought, I can not leavé ye to perthe friends of the mission and visiting ish, I wouldn't mind carrying ye seven
to
strangers, Among the prominent citizeus miles, but suppose the shepherd were

ets to the

annual

Thanksgiving

‘present was Ex. Gov. Claflin, who has long meet me, what would he think P
been

associated

the work

in benevolent efforts with

I saw

Just then

the tall form of a man rising above

It was my friend Richardson,
the shepherd with whom I had passed the

of the mission. - While waiting the'hills.

for {he dinner, the children

permis-

asked

at
sion to sing, which brought Dr. Tourjee
ence te the organ, and a half hour was

spent in vigorously rendering some of the
* Shout
most lively Sunday school hymns.
it out,” said Dr. Tourjee, and the refrains
were shouted out with a lusty vigor and
heartinese that would quite surprise the
ordinary workers in our Sunday schools.
: ¢

« When He cometh,
When He cometh
To make up his jewels,
All his jewels, precious

jewels,

His loved and his own, +37

Like the stars of the morniug,

His bright crown adgebing,

They shall shine in their beauty
Bright gems in his crown.
“ He will gather,
He will
gather
The gems for. his kingdom,
All the pure ones, all the bright ones,

The loved and bis own.

Like the stars of the morning,
His bright crown adorning, |

They shall shine in their beauty
His loyed and his own.

i

¢t Little children,

Little childrén,

©

~*

#

Who love their Redeemer,
Are his jewels, precious jewels,

His loved and his own.
Like the stars of the morning,
His bright crown adorning,
They shall shine In their beauty
Bright gems in his erown ”

refusing light, remains ‘in the dimness in
which those specters are seen that alone occasion our fear. We are all subject more
or less to such anxieties, in proportion to
tho vividness of our farey, the nervousness
of our temperament, or the foree of our natural affections and relish for the palpable
a
vealities of life. There is to every man
h
sense of loss in parting with every material
thing he has ever possessed, bis wealth, his
business, the fruit of his long years of in:dustry, and with the body in which he has
lived ; there is a sense of dreariness in the

and

heen coldly received.

We

heard

perfection

a holi-

ness or

Christian

Freeman

Place Chapel on Sunday

sermon “in

after-

noon, preached by an uncle of the Free
Baptist pastor, who, we believe, is a
Methodist. One question which this preacher asked in his sermen put his view of
Christian perfection in a strong light, He
said, ¢ Do you not believe that the infinite
God is able to fill a finite man?” The
thought has lingered in our mind. What

thought of his

THE BEGINNING OF THE SESSION,

night before.
the Jamb.

T told him the story about

¢ Yes,’ he said, ‘ the

sheep will

abandon them sometimes at this season of
the year when feed is so scarce. 1 will
take it.’ He took it in his arms and pressed it against his bosom, As1saw him go-

about death, and to invest

absorbed
new

form

if! with

a

very

different aspect, if we see it but as that
moment in our history when Jesus Christ
comes himself for us and to take us to himWe picture death as a hideous figure
self.
coming to destroy; let us rather picture
Jesus Christ in glory coming to save. We
think of death enduring; let us think rather
of life beginning,and that more abundantly.

good, pode woman, chosen from among the
a paid agent, she could be kindly and

seems

ed by the great preponderance of strange
faces, so much so that the House is said by
the old members. to wear a very unfamiliar
look. - The President's message and the
Department

reports

were

duly

presented,

all of which are satisfactory documents.
James G. Blaine, of Maine, was clected
Speaker for the third time, and the whole
organization of both branches was completed according to the Republican idea. An
early effort was madein the House for the
repeal of the back salary law, which will
doubtless succeed very soon, Even Ben
tler said in caucus that he had failed to
nvince his constituents that the law was
right, and Le should favor its repeal. . The
demagogue ! It remains to be seen what we
get in its place. Senator Sumner made an
unsuccessful attempt to bring his Civil
Rights bill before the Senate. The ques-

tion of giving the Liberals a. place on the
Republican committees is decided in the affirmative, all tnt Mr. Tipton accepling Republican assignments.
— An abstract of the

to be gathered up and revived when the
voice of God calls it forth. There is the
feeling of loneliness in going off on the mys- President's meésage will be found on the
terious and unknown voyage, the dearest
8th page, and also the usual sumni¥fy of
objécts of our love accompanying us. to the congressional proceedings.
shore, but no one able io step within the
"AN APPALLING DISASTER.
dusky barge that in darkness is to bear us
The
Steamship Ville du Havre, on a
away. Added to such thoughts as these,
trip
from
New York to Havre, having left
are the possibilities that death may come in
some dread and violent form, and what is the former place Nov. 15, collided with an|
equally painful to flesh and blood, in an iron sailing ship on the morning of the 23d,
and almost immediately sank. The Steamagonizing disease, in which we slowly pace
a large company of passengers on
our funeral ajarch to the grave, and can al- er had
board, amounting, with the officers and
most nuniber the steps that are to bring us
crew, to 314 souls, and 227 Jf them were
there.
Now surely it is enough to counterbal- lost. Among the lost were several Boston
and
ance all such real or purely fanciful thoughts families,—the Sigourneys, Mixters

their

proba-

bly be the‘most welcome visitor; while

almost

into the elements, and ouly in a

state could not possibly be reformed. Having observed the power of native agency in
Indian missions, it also struck her that a
classes she wished to benefit, would

which

storms of ages, until it has heen

say the Doctors?

them individually ; for, without this,

body,

himself, buing carried out and buried among
the dead,and thereto lie beneath the beating

.
H. HARVEY BUTTERWORTH.
dinner was distributed among the deservlt
a
:
ing poor.
The
First
Bible-Woman.
During the past year more than 2,500
meals and 600 garments have been given.
A London correspondent of the Presbyteaway al the mission house, and large quan- rian thus describes tne work of “the first
tities of coal and provision have been sent Bible-woman™. in that city :
from the place to the houses of the destiThe first. Bible-woman, so-called, went
tate. One hundred and twenty-five per- forth to a most unpromising field. She
sons who have visited the rooms during carried the Scriptures .into the courts and
the year have signed the temperance pledge, B alleys of St. Giles. Sie was employed by
and there have been some seven hundred a lady who had newly become 3a resident in
professed, conversions as the result of a London. She saw the state of these courts
and alleys with amazement, and, further,
few years of activé Christian effort.
:
‘
|
wished to ascertain whether the occupants
NEWMAN HALL & MISS SMILEY.
of these kitchens ‘and rooms were supplied
These
* distinguished persons have both with the Word of God, and whether they
been preaching in the city to overflowing
were taught to understand its message to

3. The courts have decided that refusingto take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-ofiice,or
remaving and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
tacie evidence of intentional fraud.

3 When Agents recetve
on moneys sent for the Star

human hearts, or by that unbelief which,

another letter we will speak of

* Dr. Cullis’s views of holiness are widely
extending, and the faith preachers and
workers find a warm welcome in churches
where a few years ago they would have

something to satisfy the eravings of hupger. All that was leifdfter the children’s

may con-

those fears which are created by our weak,

Park street church,

Re

Ifa

In

these meetings,”
and; of Mr. Murray

gone hungry, and slept in the statjon
houses, and even pawned his vest for food.
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who ta
a newspaper regularly On the day before Thanksgiving he had
from the post-oMoe—whether directed to his name or gone from door to door with his stone
another's, or whether he has subseribed or not—is :
:
hammer, offering to chip door stones for
responsible for the payment.
2.

supply: all the strength and comfort we require in our dying hour, and to banish all

Deaf Mutes hold their meetings here, and
Dr. Cullis bas semoved his Widely known
faith meetings from Pilgrim Hall to this

as

firm-

ly, though, perhaps invisibly, directed as
circumstances might require. That" lady
has besn permittéd to continue such direc-*
tion to this day.
A suitable Bible-woman baving been

We think of losing ; let us think of gaining.
"We think of parting; let us think of meet-

Curtises,

of ‘Beacon

St.,—besides

many

prominent parties from other parts’ of the
United States. Several returning delegates
to the late meeting of the Evangelical Alliance were also

were lost.

on

board,

some

of

whom

The accident seems to have

re-

sulted from gress mismanagement.
AGRICULTURAL

former

at

—

bd

Fitchpurg

To trace carefully and accurately the’ progress
of the discussion as it shall arise, and to note the
progress made in legislation, will be my purpose
during the coming session,
“One of the’ most significant mavifestations of’
the power of the people when they choose to rebuke their public servants for wrong doing, is
seen in thé celerity with which the members,
one and all, especially those of republican faith,
hasten to put things right in regard to salary and ©
back pay.
It is amusing to see how bard and
earnest the struggle has been to get in ahead

with some proposition of repeal, each man trying to distinguish

himsélf

as the champion

low salary, retrenchment and
Poland

has

reform.

of

Judge

a bill which proposes to reduce the

salary to $5,000 per annum, and to call upon all
the members of this Congress, who have received the aglditional amount known as * the salary

grab,” for reputed services in the Forty-second
Congress,to have the money at once deducted
from

their pay;

and

his bill furthermore

pro-

vides, that a call shall be made upon the defunct
members to return the * steal” to the treasury.
Such a bill will bardly

fective and

pass,

satisfactory

but

something

to the people

will

ef-

be

done by way of fixing the salary at its proper
status.

3

MR. SUMNER,

CIVIL RIGHTS, &c.

True to the high and pure purposes of a long
life, this distinguished man introduced his Civil

Rights

bill on the

first day of the session, and

could he have done it, would have brought it to
a vote. Such an act seems necessary to perfect

the great work in behalf of human hberty which

has been begun in this country.
not be rounded

That work will

off in full perfection, till
a law

like this proposed by Mr. Sumner.is enacted,
then will all, men be equal before the law, and
it will be enough for any man to say, Iam an
American citizen.

Mr.

Sumner

has

also introduced a resolution

looking to the adoption of arbitration as a substitute for war everywhere.
This is said to be
another of the Senator’s Utopian ideas. Per-

baps it is.
ing,
the
Mr.
will

Still, it-is an experiment worth try-

and if war is ever to cease, it must be by
adoption of some plan like this preposed by
Sumner, for it is impossible bat that offenses
come, and when they come some method

like arbitration should be resorted to for their
adjustment, and bloodshed should:be avoided.
Why not?
Mr. Sumner

also goes

for a law

which

shall

authorize mixed schools in this District. For a
time this system in our schools would be mischievous ; nevertheless, if it be right, let it come.
We shall get over it as we have got over other

innovations which shocked the prejudices of the
people and made the southern whilom slave-

CONVENTIONS,

Massachusetts and New Hampshire held
general farmer’s meetings last Tuesday and
Wednesday, the

rr

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dee. 8, 1875"
‘The Forty-third Congress must grapple with

and settle questions of vital national importance,

Events of the Week.

‘influences, has become the home of some
Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N.H.
elp in our last extremitwenty-five turkeys furnished the basis, was noble charities as well as of the Free Baptist of need will fail
The Forty-third Congress began its existMev. I. D. STEWART. Publisher. served, some of the best known ladies in | church. The Swedes ‘and the Society of |" It so, then this thought is sufficient to ence last Monday week. It is. ehaacteriz-

BoE

———

p

and

holder rave and foam with rage.

THE NEW

CHIEF JUSTICE.

All circles here are profoundly agitated, and
many are set back, not knowing what influenced

ing. We think of going away; letus think
the latter at Manchester.
Each was well the President in the selection of Attorney Genof arriving. And as a voice whispers,‘‘You
attended, and the questions -of sap-circula- eral Williams for this high office. It is said it
must go,” let us hear the voice of the Good
tion, management of grass lands, grape- was offered to Mr. Conkling, but declined by
found, the work began of venturing with a Shepherd, saying, *I will come.”
culture, fertilizers, &ec., were ably discuss- him. All classes agree in being surprised, and
If Jesus thus comes for us.at death,
bag of Bibles into every inhabited room,
ed. Prof. Agassiz lectured before the none, scarcely, accept the appointment as one
under (he auspices of the British and For- we shall never see the grave or the church- Massachusetts meeting on the structure and’ fit to be made.
The lawyers do not) like it, the politicians
eign Bible Society. The welcome from the yard. They may keep our bodies for a growth of domesticated animals, and the sneer at it, ‘nobody likey it,—still, the President
time,
But
we
ourselves
shall
never
die.
people was immediate and warm. Here
New Hampshire ieeting sharply discussed
calm about it, says
nothing, and keeps his own
} the grange movement. These meetings are ‘iecounsels.
was a motherly woman of their own class. We go with Jesus.
Mr. Grant} has his reasons for this —=:
If Jesus ‘comes for us, we do not go forth
She gave a narrative of her -gigits*almost
becoming very popular, andthe interests of act, and by and by, pérhaps, they will commgeud
themselves to the public judgment.
It is said.
daily to her lady superintendent, and one into a world of mystery and darkness,
farmers are materially/advdnced by them.
that the Chief Justice should be a great lawyer,
knowing not where, nor how far. We
and another were soon found to know
GOVERNMENT EXPENSES.
and that he should not be a politician. Great
enough of the book by hearsay, or by old simply ,go with and to Jesus. It Jesus
The report of the Secretary of the Treas- and learned lawyers do not always possess judiremembrances, to welcome her who was its comes for us, we do not go forth alone.
cial minds, and not unfrequently they may be
messenger. They had a general idea that When we lose hold of the clisping hands ury gives the total year's expenditures, ex- unfitted for such high trusts on other accounts,
it was something for their good. Here it of the most beloved of all on earth, another clusive of the public debt; at $290,345,245. and often it is position and opportunity. that dewas said—*““Well, I wonder what will be hand—of One in whom we are all one, and This is the apparent expenditure of the gov- velop the man aud show capacity.
Mr. Williams is a fair-minded man, avd a
done for us next?
It is time. We have whose love fovever binds us all—holds us ernment. The actual disbursements for the
good citizen, highly esteemed in tbis and other
year,
however,
which
are
found
by
deductfast,
and
tearful
faces
aré
withdrawn
only
been to ourselves long enough.” There,
communities where he has lived, and though not
perhaps as an excuse, one says, “Ah! vou to be replaced by the countepance of One ing repayments to appropriations in excess a great lawyer may make a good and an up-of
expenditures,
appear
by
figures
made
up
who
is
bone
of
our
bone,
whotwas
a
man
of
can not tell our struggles for a livelihood.”
right judge.
at the Treasuryto be about twenty millions
aD
FINANCE.
To which the Bible-woman could ‘answer, sorrow, who Himself died, and who while
“0 yes I can; I know it all. But do get this he takes us vay, 48 a triumph of his love, less, or $270,683,327, +
The financial projects "introduced into Congress are almost legion, .and who is going to
THE VIRGINIUS.
book ; it contains balm for all your Sorrows. can comfort hose he leaves behind, even as
order out of this confusion remains to be
I bring the book to you because I have he comforted Martha and Mary at Bethany,
A Washington special states. that it bas bring
seen.
Meantime the country suffers, and asks
or his own mother in her hour of agony.
found it so good for myself.”
been decided to deliver the Virginius to re- that something may be dope for its relief,
These labors of ‘‘Marian” were not for
———
presentatives of the United States in the
Mr. Morrill, of Vermont, introduced a propoAs
harbor
of Havana. “An American fleet will gition on Monday, instructing the Committee on
those who went to a place of worship.
The Two Mites.
concentrate at Key Westas early as possi- Finance to report a bill providing for Free Bankshe expressed it herself, *‘I could find
—
OO
{
underlifetime
a
ble, and on receiving instructions from Sec- ing and the resumption of specie payments on
of
lapor
the
for
enough
As the simple story of the ‘“ two mites”
retary Robeson will proceed to Havana and the first of January, 1875. Perhaps the Senator
neath all that,”
can tell the country just how we can provide to
has come down to us through the ages, how
What was the fruit of this month’s labor? many disciples has-it cheered and encourag- there formally receive the Virginins. The pay seven hundred millions on demand, besides
details of the ceremonies on the oceasicn the accruing interest, with,two bundred millions
{he answer is, that seventy Biblé-sabscribed!
have been agreedfo, but are not yet made or thereaboutsin gold.”
*
ers’ names were placed upon the books, two
When the poor widow passed in behiud
Mr. Summer's plan is, if I understand it, subWp
of them only being Romanists.. The purchas- the rich and great, whose offerings résound- public.
staMially this: —He proposes to reach specie payers were often‘ wandering folk.” They were
NEWS FROM CUBA.
no doubt she felt ashamed of
ears,
her
in
ed
ment in about a year and a half, by substituting
milk, fish, and flower-sellers, scavengets,
Despatches Friday morning state that the compound interest notes for legal tenders. I do
her paltry gift, and perbaps hurried out of
turf-cutroad-waterers, crossing-sweepers,
sight, as tnworthy to stand among the rich Spanish authorities in Cuba. are decidedly not yet see how this will do it, but I suppose
ters, vendors of hare and rabbit skins, bird- and generous ihrong who crowded about opposed to the terms of settlement agreed both the Senator from Vermont and the’ Senator
from Massachusetts will throw light upon their
stuffers, knife-grinders, and song-sellers. the treasury.
upon by Spain and the United States, and financial schemes when they come to speak. 1
y
1
Many of them didnot profess to get an honAs she disappeared from the crowd on that they will not consent under any cir- think tbat though the finan -ial doctors confer as
est maintenance. They were as idle as
way to her obscure home, she knew not, cumstances to deliver the Virginius to our they may, the fact still remains that there must
her
they were wicked, their wits being sharpenbe something like inflation, call it what you will,
_and probably never discovered to the end Government. The: Spanish Captain-Genered by “tossing,” by thieving, and passing of her life, that she had been pronounced by al Jouvellar is reported to have resigned his to lift the business people into business shape,
bad money. The chief concern of honest the great Judge of all the earth the most office,on the ground that his authority i the and to give toue and strength to the country : in
all of its financial arteries.
and dishonest, however, seemed to be just
to live, and then die,

knowing

nothing

of

bountiful giver of the day.

She little imag-

island is not sufficient to enforce the terms

IMPROVEMENTS,

Also the inhabitants are
During the session many improvements have
and ined that she acquired a sacred fame that of the agreement.
1 coul! but think the revelation of an existence beyond,
ing away over the hills,
would accompany “the gospel wherever it said to be making active preparations for been made at the Capitol. New seate have been:
of Him, ‘ who shall feed his flock like a not caring to know, for the very poor were should be preached in all time, and make war, and are fitting out privateers to prey placed in the hall of the House of Representatives,
Mothers’ clagses
These despatches may so that the House will now seat 308 members,
on our commerce,
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an object of interest throughout eternity.
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the
by
formed
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take
to
them
of
few
ation
applic
the
as she heard the honored women who were a canard.
We wish we had room for
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their
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ity.
money ever bestowed.
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Father s imparted sympathy and love, or
such. a change, induced by the physical
experience of
torture and the immediate
dying as made it seem

Sabbath or Lesson.,—Dee. 14.
QUESTIONS
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Jesus
be

a

deliberate

from

Father's

QUESTIONS.
Where wil§ Jesus erucified # Verse 33. ' Before
|

they give him?

Verse

Jesus felt it to

withdrawal

his soul.

' The

withdrawal

that the

It was most
forsaking of

was ‘doubtless’real.

smile

27: 45—b4.

did

Christ

was gone from him.
The
probably the former.

GoLpEN Texti— Who, for the Joy that
was set “Uefore him, endured the cross,
despising the shame.

crucifying him what

to

Father

~
THE CRUCIFIXION.
MATTHEW

MORNING

Jesus, or make light of his words?

* was Elias?

How

was

with the Messiah?

he

popularly

Who

associated

Matt. 17: 10.

may have been

to

let

Some

vicarious suffering of di-

complet-

ingg 1s. 53: 45: Gal. 3: 13. The “ory of
Jesus seems to utter what was a surprise
to him. 1Itis thé ory of conscious inno-

Mark 15: 86.

when they heard that, said, this man callegh

What is meant by‘ let be”?

50. What did Jesus then do?

What did he say

as he thus cried? Luke 23: 46. What words has
Luke omitted? John 19: 30. The meaning of
‘‘ yielded up the ghost”?

51. What occurred in the temple? What veil
is meant? Ex. 36: 35—38. What did this signify? Heb. 10: 19,20. The other events that took
place? The cause of them?
52, 53. How were the dead affected? When
did they come out of their graves?
Where were
these graves Sugar
To whom did the dead
when raised ap
54. The 3 abpeur of these occurrences on the

centurion?

Who are meant by * they that were

with him”?
The office of centurion? Of what
was he convinced? How ought our hearts to be
affected by what this lesson narrates? How does
the Bible teach us to regard the death of Christ?
Gal. 3: 13; 1 Peter 3: 18. If Jesus died for us,
what return should we make him?

NfTES

AND

HINTS,

The subjectof this lesson is not very happily chosen fipm the verses to be studied.
They contain gn account
riences on the
oss, and

of Christ's expeof nature's sym-

pathetic responst®>. The crucifixion has
taken place. The living Jesus is suspended on the tree, by nails driven through his
hands and feet.

Over his h#hd, on a piece

of parchment, is written his crime, “This is
Jesus, the king of the Jews.” By his side,
his companions in misery, are two thieves.
The people are asound

him, in groups, sit-

ting, and standing, some afar off, some
passing by him and mocking him with what
they say to him, others mocking by what
they say about him,

to

their

associates

or

to the people, justify his death and prove
to their satisfaction the unfounded nature
of his claims. Tt is but a little after nine
in- the morning when the execution takes
place. The crowd come out of the city
and return ‘to the city. The soldiers remain for six hours there,

eating

their

din-

ner on the spot. So, too, remain those dis- ciples who followed him, at first, * afar
off,” but

that

later, came

Jesus

close to the eross—so

addressed

them.

Our

opens at noon, after Jesus has
three hours on the cross.
John

crugifixion

took

place

hour.” John 19: 14.

lesson

been. for
says the

‘‘ about

the sixth

The discrepancy be-

tween him and Mark arises from the similarity of the Greek letters used for three
and six. The original manuscript of John,
no doubt, read the third hour, but in

copy-

ing it the transcriber wus not careful to distinguish between.the characters standing
: respectively for three and six.
45. ‘“ Now about the sixth hour there
was darkness over all the land unto the
ninth hour.” The cause of this darkness
has been a subject of much study, but, as is
evident, can not be determined:

Some have

Though he now experienced the
of sin, it was not by reason ofPhis

of them

that

stood

there,

for Elias.” The cry of Jesus was comfortingto his enemies. The testimony of his
own lips was that God had forsaken him.
The hallucination of: his life now had scattered, and

was

not

he

confessed

with him.

that,

Some

dying, God

writers

make

this verse, therefore, derisive, the language
ironical.
Meyer says, as qubted iin Lange,

¢* A blasphemous, Jewish joke, by an-wkward and godless pun upon Eli.” Baris
says, *¢ This
him and his
But it is an

may
what
cry,
souls

ers of Jesus were principally the chief
priests and elders and those whom they
instigated.
The chief priests would be
recalled to Jerusalem to atjend to their
official duties; the elders would return for
similar reasons,
In their absence few of

the people would insult Jesus.
48. Before the person rhentioned in this
verse ran and filled with vinegar the
sponge, Jesus said, ¢ I thirst.” John 19:
28. Thirst was developed by the pains,
inflammation and fever of crucifixion.
The
vinegar was sour wine mingled with water,

the drink of the Roman soldiers. A vessel
of this liquid was set near by for the soldiers ; perhaps, also, for the thirst of the
érucific ed,
The act of this person was
friendly, ‘and it the vinegar was for the
soldiers only, he must have been a soldier.
Probably the drink was also for the crucithat

any

give it to them,

one might take of it and

The reed ‘was, as’ John

says, a branch of hyssop. The hyssop was
a shrub growing a foot and one haif bigh,
bearing blue and white flowers. The stalk
of the shurb ‘is meant, and thus we. see
how

far

from

the

ground

our

Lord

was

raised. The sponge was used for its convenience, and seems to have been brought
there for the purpose for which it was used.
49. The others said, *‘ Let be, let us see
whether Elias will come to save him.” According to Mark, it was the person performing the act that said these words. The
inaccuracy is of no importance, let who
may be correct. It is not a remark of continued mockery, nor of irony. It means
what

it shys.

If it was made

in

ridicule,

the act of giving him drink would not be
in the way of the mockers.
They could

supposed that. an eclipse of the sun took ‘ridicules him-all the same. If they felt, unplace, but that is shown to be impossible der the influence of the surrounding darksince the passover was celebrated when the ness and of the startling cry of Jesus, that
' moon was full, that iis, opposite to the sun. perhaps Elias would come, or that some
Others have, thought the darkness to be that other wonder for his deliverance be made,
which usually precedes an earthquake. It is interference, just then, would be naturally
represented as mysterious darkness, spring- forbidden. Certainly they had seen enough
ing frem the sympathy of natave with him of his wonders to believe it possible for
who made nature.
Early Christian writers Elijah to come at his call.
They simply
quote pagan testimony in proof of this wanted to study the scene as it was, to see
staternent of the gospels, especially Phlec- what might nextioceur. |
gon, who lived in the first “century, and
50. Jesus cried again with a loud voice,
was a chronicler under Hadrian.
his
saying, ‘‘ It is finished.” John 19: 30. The
writers says, ¢ There occurred the greatest great work of redemption was completed,
darkening of the sun which had evenbeen the offices of the incarnation performed,
known ;, it became night at mid-day so that the mission of the Son of God to earth sucthe stars shone in the heavens.”
He also cessfully ended, successfully though on the
mentions

the

occurrence,

at

this time, of

an earthquake. The fathers referred opponents to the Roman archives as additional proof’ of this event.

God has created natural methods

of pra-

curing darkness, and he dou’stless employed some
of them, though we know not
whieh, in obscuring the sun.
As the deed

by whieh Christ was put to death was dark,
it was fit that the heavens whch witnessed
it should be shrouded as a symbol of its
nature, How far the darkness extended
we are incapable of deciding. The testimony above cited shows that it was not
confined to Judea. The langnage means,
it was not local hut wide-spread. It eon
tinned for thrée hours, until the middle of

the afternoon.
46. About three o’ relock Jesus § eried with
a loud voice,” a voice startling, melancholy,

unearthly, by its tones awing

the inmost

goul, by its utterances confounding our understanding of his inner experience, * Eli,
Eli, lama, sabachthani, that is to say, my
God, my God, why hast thou forsakep me?”

In Mark the passage reads the same, ex
ceptin the first two words, where

he gives

* Eloi, Bloi,” thus retaining the Syro-Chal-

cross it ends.

The cross completes it.

By

the dreadful agony endurcd,—bravely to
the last pang ‘endured, for the sinner, by
him ¢* ‘who knew no sin,” the atonement is
finished. Then saying, as Luke records,
« Father, into

thy

hands

I

commend

my

spirit,” he “* bowed his head, and gave np
the ghost,” that is, expired.
51. ¢“ And, behold the veil of the terbple
was

rent in twain, from the

top to the bot-

tom.” The holy of holies, where the mercy-seat was kept, was only accessible to
the Jewish high priest. The sacred place

was—sepirated
ment

which
was

of

the

ro

from the adjoining aparttemple

Gentile

rent into

by

might

a

veil,

pass.

through

This veil

two pieces, and the holy of

holies made free to the footsteps of every
penitent, or suppliant believer,
By the
death of Jesus the world is welcomed to
the arms of God, and all holy privileges of
retigion, before claimed, in a peculiar way,

oy the Jews are freely offered to mankind.
There is neither Jew nor Gentile before the
cross.

The

veil

of separation

is rent

in

twain. The mercy-seat, sprinkled with the
blood of Jesus, is open now to you, and
me, and to all men.
An earthquake, felt as
Jesus died, reut the veil, as'here described.

daic throughont: Matthew was written in
Hebrew
rwards translated into the The special arrangements of God secured
Greek. |
point of

mee, the translator, to show
succeeding remarks, keeps

(he
the

original whilg he also translates it. - Compare Mark 5: 41. The canse of this cry
wie,

either

an

actual

wi ithdrawal

of the

the earthquake: at that precise moment.
Nature responds to thé strange experiences
of him by whom all things were made.
Rocks

split

opening

the

with inward alarm and guilt.
53. “Many bodies of the saints arose, and
came out: of their
rection, and went

graves, after bis resurinto the holy ccity, and

appeared to many.”

The'words, ¢* After his

resurrection,” belong,in the opening

sen-

tence of the verse, for they qualify all the.
statements of the verse.
“Who these saints
were can not be determined. The graves
were opened by the death, the dad were
raised

by

the

resurrection,

of

the

Lord.

Christ canie to bring ** life and immortality
to light,” and these weré the appropriate
symbols of this truth. Alford thinks these
saints. weit up-to glory, with Jesus at his
ascension.
54. The centurion was a captain of an hundred soldiers in the Roman army. ¢ They
that were with him” were under.officers
and soldiers concerned in the crucifixion.
The character of Jesus made him an object of curidsity, while the singular cries he

asunder,

some..of

still geen on Mt. Calvary,

which

are

of tife, is the philosophical basis of modern
skepticism. These skeptics claim that their
conclusions are the logical deductions of
science. They array science and religion
as oppesite and antagonistic. Their aim is
to force a conflict between them. They
set themselves against religion as scientists,
not as skeptics; and so, to the éareless observer, the world seems

to

be the

scene of

conflict between science and veligion.s If
we estimate rightly, this is the chavacter of
modern skepticism, so far as it is in pny:
degree ormidable, How shall this skepticism be met? is the’ practical question
which the church Wi

answer,

Now, these men who array themselves
thus against the chticch are acting under
false colors. There is, there can be no antaggpism belween science and religion.
The church must never admit the possibility of such antagonism.
The Bible and the
book of nature, rightly interpreted, will
always teach the same truth, for all truth is
one. Each has its own sphere. The Bi-

uttered, and the darkness occasioned by
his crucifixion, drew attention more closely to him on the cross. The signs accompanying the death of Jesus frightened
these pagans, for they regarded them as
evidences of divine displeasure. In view
of all that occurred, they said, * Truly, this

ble does not teach science, neither do the
rocks leach religion. - The mere scientist,

was

it. It is necessary, first of all, to define
each man’s position, and the basis of his

the

Son

of

God.”

They

heard

this

charge brought before Pilate, by the Jews.
In the way Christ, met it, and from other
sources, they may have known that Christ
did assume to be the Son of God.
They

knew his crucifixion came about because
he taught that he was the Son of God.
These men imperfectly understood the
be regarded as a meaning of this‘ claim of Christ, yet they
Jesus said. He confessed that df agreed with his character.
with a startling He Was ns righteous as he pratessed to be.
of those already He died as only the innocent can die. He

terrified by the unuatural darkness, but
who still lingered at the cross.
The mock-

fied, so

places, thus

was done purposely to deride
pretensions to the Messiah.”
explanation of unnecessary

severity. The verse
misunderstanding of
cried with a great
shriek, chilling the

philogophical, 8d the scientific, or positive,
There is no room for doubt or perplexity.
All difficulty is put aside by simple assertion. This, together with Mill's association
theory, Bain's identification of thought with
matter, Spencer's development of all things

sentative of the sinner, was, thus

own sin.
47. ** Some

the

out of nothing, and Huxley's physical basis

cence.
wages

Who said this? ‘Compare

2d.

graves.

at did one pe
mn then do?’ The oceasion “of
act? John 19: 28. Where did he obe vinegar? John 19: 29. The nature of
Ta
as this a friendly, or a derisive act? What
is a reed?
Compare John 19: 29.

49. What was said?

religions,

Truly, the stoutest heart must have been, by
these unnatural events, appalled, and many
of the contemners of Christ been smitten

scious union with God by the intense ag‘ony he suffered. Some consider that he
h
was now buffeted by Satan and brought into a temptation to distrust God. The most
natural explanation refers this experience
to bodily suffering, the most scriptural to
the atoning work which he, as the repre-

stand

qf the earth, thrown out

in its development,

of the

flow was Jesus treated as he hung on the cross?
Verses
At what hour of the day was he
crucified?
45. What occurred at the sixth hour? What
time was'that? The cause of the darkness? Do
all the evangelists speak of it? How far did it
extend?
How long continued was it?
46. "What then took place?
In what language
Ps. 22: 1. Why did Jesus have this EXpcriencey
Was the abandonment real or imaginary?
47. What did some say?
Did they misunder-

were great stones which were,

the quaking

stages

1st. the superstitious, or

cause

vine wrath, some as the obscuration of con-

did Chrjst speak? (Syro-Chaldaic.) The meaning of his words? Where may théy be found?

by

through three

of their

Whom did they crucify with him? Verse 33.

31..

of the dead

The

it split asungraves were
natural cav<t
td“these homes

divine

ous with various writers and schools.

it as the

52.4 And the graves were opened.”
earthquake opened them when
der the ledges of Judea. The
cut out of the rocks, or were}
erns in them. The doors

10,

of the

the Representative of sinners die as the
sinner dies. Ie knows now the dreadful
experience of those who live and die without God. That experience wrung from Jesus this saddest sentence in all language. |
The explanation of this experience is variregard

STAR, DECEMB}

commended

bimself

to

his

Father,

and,

while the earth rocked, the graves opened,
and the
long darkness broke, he fell asleep.
Such a des ath never before nor since has
taken ‘place on earth.
Consider, to see its
magnitude, the person of hm who suffer-

ed it, the results effected by it and the . purposes of God whose love and grace thus
gave to men their Saviour and their Lord.
Remember,

too, one

most important truth,

we may not be able to explain fully how
the death of Jesus purchased our salvation,
but we may all know confidently, and rejoice to declare, that ¢* Jesus died for me.”

~ Communications,
Modern

Skepticism.

HOW SHALL IT BE MET?
[An Essay presented at the last session of thé
Boston Q. M., by Rev. A. L. Houghton, of Lawrence, and published by vote of the conference. ]

There
way

is a skepticism

for belief.

There

which opens the

is a doubt,

without

as such, is as utterly

1873.

turn.
On the otherhn
contrast Christian civilization with heathen barbarism,

and ask, ‘What makes the difference P” and

even the skeptic

will admit that “religion

of wisdom,

dll.

2

Very sl

of skepticism

‘may be

fovestalled by encouraging liberal education.

than

this,

that calture

determines

all specialists, men

who

are

cultured,

sphere, and

theories,
tween
them.
I.

contemptibly

We

of protoin his

weak

outside of

must

also

distinguisi

and

the

men

systems

own

be-

who

hold

It seems to us that the church will not

best oppose infidelity, and vindicate herself,by condemping every new theory which
may appear in science or elsewhere.
The
church presented Galileo as a heretic, and
brought
herself into reproach
therehy.

She branded the

system

of Copernicus

but

whose culture is in a single direction.

towards pantheism, as is illustrated

a giant

exclusive

study

of metaphysics

tends
in Des-

We

can

surely

af-

ford to wait.
IL Tt is not wise to drive every error into
open warfare. Such a course always produces a party spirit, and increases the
strength of opposition.
Dr. Chalmers did
his country a memorable service by preventing a collision between the theologians
and geologists of Great Britain. The first
step in refuting an error is to allow it to
state itself clearly. The church must show
a willingness to recognize

all true reforms,

whatever may be their source.” Preaching
the gospel to the lost is a “much worthier
employment than scenting out heresy.* But

‘which there can be no intelligent faith.
t the church has a work to do to meet and
Such was the skepticism of Luther, who
overcome the skepticism of the age. How
doabted
the dogmas and traditions of the
shall she do it? We think she will do it
Romishchurch,
and who was led by this
best, first, by keeping a clear statement of
doubt to accept the simple faith of the
her own truth before the -masses.
Preach
gospel, as the only grount of justificaChrist whether men will hear or forbear.
tion.
Keep the form of truth ever before them.
Bat such is not the character of prevailA deal of skepticism arises from a miseoning modern skepticism. The thinking of
ception of what the church believes and
each age has its own peculiar characteristeaches. Displace error by filling the mind
tics. As faith is developed in different diwith truth. As a clear statement of error
rections, and under different forms, acoften amounts to a- refutation, so a clear
cording to the peculiar mental tendencies of
statement of truth often secures its triumph.
any given age, so also unbelief is swayed
The membership of the church needs to be
by the intellectual currents in the midst of instructed in Bible truth. This is the surwhich it springs and grows. To under- est means of preventing defection. It is to
stand the skepticism of any given period, be feared that ignorance of the fundamenone mustvbe * familiar .with the mental | tal doctrines of Christian theology exists to
growth-of. the period. As in the case of an alarming extent within the church itsdif,
disease, the difficulty is to find the true diWhat proportion of its membership is able
agnosis, not in preseribing the remedy aft- to give a clear statement®of the evangeli-

er this is found.

Life.

BY J: FULLONTON.
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It is in nature. Apple trees sometimes are

years old; pear trees

two hundred;

in some cases

and the "cedars

when

on Mount

cartes, Fithte,Schelling,Hegel and Carlyle ; Lebanon, believed to have
been in existence
so an exclusive study of science,a continual ever since the days of Solomon, more than
examinationof matter, tends toward mate2800 years ago, still produce foliage as green,

rialism, as witness Comte, Spencer, Huxley,

Darwin, and Draper.
Scientific thought
possesses the present age. Let this be offset
by a close study of metaphysics, even. in

and beautiful as ever.

It isin literary, military and patriotic
men.
Franklin was beginning to be old
when he commenced his philosophical purour higher institutions, and the form, at
suits, atid was most useful as a statesman
least, of skepticism will be changed and its
and
author in advanced life. Socrates was
power weakened.
A little learning may be
-the most useful as a teacher of good morals
a dangerous thing, but a broad, symmetri-

cal culture is the only safegus wd of intellect-

bigots need fear from the increase of knowledge,
DBut-the ehurch must diréet education, and shape culture, or she may find herself wounded by her own choicest weapon.

theories shall be demonstrated to the satisfaction of scientists themselves.
It was It was a happy fact that the colleges of New
thought once that, if the theory of Coper- England were born of the church, and it is
nicus were true, it would utterly overthrow | to be lamented that any of them have dethe Scriptures; now it is-seen that there serted the mother; for the church should be
the educator of the world.
never was any real conflict between them.
1V. In order to neutralize effectually the
The church ‘had misinterpreted
certain
skeptica!
tendencies of the age, we think the
things in the Scriptures, and it is quite
ehurch
must
secure in her ministry: a higher
possible, at least,that the absolute truth has
not yet been reached.

in Advanced

As flourishing and bear fiuiit when one hundred

nal freedom. The church ‘bas nothing te
| fear from learning, or science, if intellectual
Only
as | development shall be symmetrical’

*‘damnable heresy,” The theory of Darwin
may or may not ‘be against the Bible, the
church ean at least afford to wait until these

Useful

charac-

an

be

F. Russie.
Sale

Mo.

ter. Given the prevailing culture of any ‘They shall bring forth fruit in old age. Ps.94: 14.
age, and its character may be_approxi“Green as a deaf and ever fair,
mately determined. The men who give
Shall their profession shine,
=
‘While fruits ot holiness appear
:
character to modern skepticism are " nearly
Like clusters on the vine.”

to grapple

‘the properties

Mexico,

By this is meant a culture which is broad
and symmetrical. There is no truer saying

the theolo-

Each may.

They know,

industry, temperance, ; und morality, can
not compare with the freedmen.
They
‘have -been blessed with frequent and powity, is a potent oue with’ the mgsses, if it erful revivals, We have nine churches in
is kept clearly before them. The Unitarian our city, but there have been more converrevolt in New England was fortunate in al- sions, and more manifestations of the spirit,
most all the circumstances of the time, and in the colored churches, than in all others.
especially fortunate in its ‘leaders, Its ar- It you wish to hear the Gospel in its purity
guments were put in the strongest form, and simplicity, asin the early days of
and crowds flocked to hear them; but it Christianity go to one of the colored churchfailed to enlist the sympathy of the masses, es,
because the influences of gospel truth were |. ‘When we compare their present conditoo strongly impressed upon their minds ‘tion’ with the past, their thirst for knowl: :
and hearts.” The power of a single exem- edge, their industry and temperance babplary: Christian ite, within .the sphere. of its, their zeal in sustaining the institation
its influence, is more than all thé. ‘logic.of of the gospel, their loyalty. to goverymént,
Parker, oy the dreaming of Emerson. If may Wwe not anticipate the day, not far
- the church would be: wisé to oppose error, distant, when they may, with honor, fill
let her embody much of ‘tlie Spirit of God, more than they do now of the’ Wort imfor ‘the fear of the Lord> is the beginning portant offices fn‘ the nation ?
i

unfitted

plasm.

neighbors.

and shey feel, their independence.
The
average portion ‘of the whites in Mo., for

has wrought it. I'his practical argument,
the effect upon the individual and commun-

with questions of theology, as

gian is to discuss

with their white

gr

+4

{
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THE

and broader culture, -which

shall command

the respect even of skeptics,
Soclety is
being developed. New und increased
demands are constantly being wade upon all
her reguant classes.
Both the clergy and
the laity ought to feel the impulse. The
clergy ought to be, not only the religious
teachers, hut the intellectual leaders, of society. . In the early days of New England,
this was the case. Wendell Phiilips says:
“Lyman Beecher tanght me to reason.”
Why have the clergy lost this position once
held? Because they have allowed themselves to be outstripped in the line of higher
learning. Mr. Murray is partly ‘right, at
least, when he says, that the people neglect
the church because the minister neglects the

study. In our age the people crave inte!lectual food. In the language of Dr. Man-

nipg,

“‘A new

text, and a few lines of po-

etry, with the same poor, old thoughts, will
not go down Sunday after Sunday”.
People will not feed on husks when they can
get meal. Let every young man, who aspires to stand in the pulpit in coming years,

feel the necessity of supplementing consecrated heart with cultivated brain.
The
fathers have dene their work with the means
within their reach. To-day, larger opportunities are: offered.
If they are not improved, both we andthe cause of truth must

suffer. Space is exhausted, not so the subject. Our object has been to suggest, not
to treat comprehensively. We believe the
church will conquer, trusting in ‘the Lord,
“For in the Lord Jehovah is everlasting
strength.”

when neatly 70 years of age.
nearly 70, commenced
the

Homer's liad.

Milton

wrote his - grandest

works when quite old and

80 learned the Greek
when

Latin.

Dry den, when
translation of

blind.

Cato,

language.

nearly 80, commenced

at

Plutarch,

the! study

of

Talleyrand stood at the head of af-

fairs in France under the first Napoleon,and

when that dynasty fell, continued at the
Blucher was 70
head under the Bourbons,
when he led bis hosts in the fight at Ligny,
and on the terrible field of Waterloo. Cass,
Benton, Calhoun, Clay and Webster had the
fire, arflor and ability of those younger in
Congress-or in

Cabinets,

far advanced in years,
Itis in the kingdom

when

|,

were

they

of grace.

* The

righteous shall hold on his way, and they
that have clean hands grow stronger and
It is glorious to see a religious
stronger.”

youth, and as much so to see the aged firm
for God and earnest for the promotion of his
canso, The hoary bead is a croyn of glory,
if it be “found in the way of righteousness. '

To see an aged man, perbaps a minister,’
bowed, care-worn, wrinkled and grey, seize
thie banner of the cross that he never al-

lowed to trail in the dust, and heave it aloft
as he plunges intg the thickest of the fight,
wining laurels for the ¢¢ Captain of our
salvation,” is glorious, wogal hewoism. The
angels ** that excel in strength”
God blesses,

assist,

and

WickJiff, the morning star of the Reformation, was the most active and useful between 48 and 60.
Latimer, a martyr, was
the 10st laborious in the cause of truth at

67. Young was 60 when he commenced
that deep religious poem,
*‘ The Night
Thoughts.”

Thomas Scott, a commentator,

wrote as much at 70 as at any period of his

life.

John wrote

the book of Revelation,

when 90 years old,and when about
out in tones of melting tenderness,
love.” Isaiah taught when young
tinued with unabated interest his
cies till he was advanced in years,
useful life was brought to an end.
a priest of the Lord, accompijshed
derful revolution in the kingdom

100 rung
** Godis
and conpropheand his
Jehoida,
a won-

of Judah,

when he was 100 years old. And Moses began his great work for God in giving the
law and leading the Israelites when 80, and

The skepticism of onr day cal doctrme of the atonement? The pulpit
continued till 120.
is bold and defiant. It denies not the au- may be at fault here. Too many sermons
Ye aged, bear up as long as possible.
thenticity and genuineness of the Christian are either mere literary essays, or only
‘* Fight the good fight of faith.” The conOur Colored Citizens.
Scriptures merely, but the very existence, ‘fervent exhortations. The end of preachflict is glorious. God and angels look on
at least within the range of human- knowl- ing should be, by clear statement, assisted
with interest where there is faithfulness.
THEIR USE OF FREEDOM,
The result of labor will be good. The vicedge, of God himself.
Modern skepticism by every possible illustration and simile,
Mg. Eprror:—)aving from my birth,
is not. deistie, but atheistic. It doubts, then to teach the vital traths of religion, and to
tor's crown iy certain. The bliss of heaven,
until recently, been a citizen of New
disbelieves, then blasphemes. Many of the set Jesus Christ, as a real presence, before
an eternal reality. In the future happy lite
England, and knowing the influence your
skeptics of the past have professed great the multitude. In this work the Sanday
those who are aged here and laborers for
paper exerted in th&abolition of Slavery,
veneration for God, as they conceived of school is a most powerful auxiliary. The
it may be interesting to ‘your. readers to God will flourish in immortal youth and
him, but modern skeptics begin’ with being church can not afford to let men fall into
the full vigor of eternal bloom.
know the present
condition and future
.
irreverent.
They discuss the sublime error for want of a definite knowledge of
prospects of our colored citizens,
themes of God's being and attributes, with the truth.
First. That the colored people are as
Rev. Nathaniel Sweet.
the same boldnesd! and nonchalance with
et
ee
A second means of meeting the skepti- susceptible of education as the whites,
}
which they criticise the acts of civil gov: ‘¢ism of te present is to exhibit more and recent
REY.
NATHANIEL
SWEET,
aged67" fears,
developments have proved beyond a
ernméent, or discuss the properties of miner- more the practical results of Christianity.
doubt.
‘My first acquaintance with this died of consumption, in Johnson, Ri I
als.
This insensibility to ‘whatever claims
We live in a practical age. Systems, like class of people was in 1866, near the close Bro. Sweet had exétcised the functions of
veneration, can not escape the motive of
men, are judged by their fruits.
Society of the war, when not one in one hundred the gospel minisgpagre or less for nearly i
any careful observer. Skepticism, becom- cares nothing for what a man professes. knew the
first letter of the alphabet. A fifty years, tothe co version of sinners
ing thus defiant, glories in assailing what- The question she asks him is, “What can school was establishe
and the comfort of God's people. ' For the
d in this city,through
ever the church holds most sacred. A disyou do?” So of systems it is asked, “What the benevolence of the Quakers in Iowa. last few years, ill health and his own temtinguished American divine has said, “The
poral support had mainly engrossed his atis their: fruit”
Now, religion and skepti- They have now two large public schools
question which the church must meet in the
and occupied his time. Ilis sickness
tention
in the city; conducted on the same princicism, faith and doubt, have existed side by
immediate future is not a question of ritbut we trust he bas gone from
painful,
was
ples
thet,
schools
side singe the dawn of history.
Even the
are in New England,
uals, or ordinances, or even of revelation,
pain to rest, and from labor to reward. He
present form of skeptical thinking is not with comp@tent colored teachers.
Their
but the fundamental question of all religion,
leaves a widow in’ feeble health, to whom
new, but a reproduction of the heathen phi- progress in the sciences is wonderful,
whether there is a God at all.”
divine strength and comfort be given
may
losophy of the earlier ages under a new
Fhe ordinance of the abolition of slavery
MW. B.
hour of laneliness.
this
in
This-skepticism, so far as it is a system,
name. Every essential principle of posi in Mo. was passed in Jan., 1865. Being
rests; on an assumed philosophical basis. tivismaas taught by Epicarus. Let these thrust out by their
indignant masters in
What a man is as a philosopher, determines co-existent systems be compared as to their that inclement season,
Stealing the Promises.
many of them per"very lar gely what he is as 4 religionist; results, There is no argument so favorable ished for want of shelter,
food and cloth-|. i;: This is a kind of theft which is very comModern skeptics, as philosophers, are most- to the.one, or damaging to the other, as ing, and many more
would have perished | mon. It does not affect the credit of those
ly positivists, and modern infidelity is ac- this. Question the skeptic of his system. but for the charity
of the. union element in who are guilty of it, . It is practiced by all
cordingly materialistic. . This Philosophy What civilization has it fostered P.-What the state, Their
. masters had said they unsaved persons, more or less,
Indeed,
claims, for its founder,

Aunguste

French scientist, . His sy stom
matic than the teaching of the
Pope of Rome.
Ig starts with
that, all knowledge , come

Comte,

1S more Hi
most bigoted
the asgertion
through the

senses, ‘that even matter can not itself be
known,
but only its phenomena ; and,

hence,
God.
forever
‘claims
v

though there may or raay not be a
He Gap not be known to men, but is
uyknown and ‘*‘unknowable.” He
that the mind naturally
passes

moral institutions has it built?

Whose life

would die if emancipated,

and they were

hag it transformed into beauty ? Whose
fiery passion has ‘it* chained ? Whose saddened heart has it comforted ?- Whoge dying
hour bas it made serene? The mission of
skepticism i is not to build, but totear.down,
It possesses nothing positive, . Its most vi-

determined they should do so. But’ whe
can compare thai present circumstances
with the past, sand not acknowledge a
special providence in their behalf? Many
of them; now have good homes of. their

olent assertion is only

forts of life; they can call. themselves

negation.

It

seeks

to convince the Christian that he is deluded,
and leaves him ip delusion.
out of the i 4 and gives
LYE,
i

It takes hope
nothing in re-

own, blassed with
their families their,

wealthy.
Pride and

all

the

own.

necessary

Some:

'com-

and

are. quite

Their labor is in great demand,
ambition stimulate them

to

vie

this is one of the principal means by which
Satan keeps Christless persons at their ease.
It is most common amongst those of the unsaved who are respectable,

moral, and, after

their own fashion, religious people.

teaches them to live by theft.
to appropriate to themselves

Satan

He gets them
promises

and

hopes which do not belong to them; and by
means of this stolen property, he cucceeds
in keeping them at their ease until he has
Fined them forever,
>

ya i?

Ys
He

Was

4

a Leper.

———

ed, he is the man on whose

nevolent

The Syrian lord had wealth untold,

tion for promptness,

:

He held the favor of his kg,
The honors of his time.

his.’

It had no power to save.

Only the Jordan's sacred waves
Could wash the leper clean;
yet

glad to hepe,

He went and bathed therein.

night,

:

And health once more came to the flesh

Vain aré our own fierce rolling tides
’

gr

A cure for every woe.

Far He who views with pibying love
Each sinful, dying soul,
made one stream where they who will
ay wash and be made whole,

’

:

—

give voice to the tumultuous feel-

ings surging through ber sou). This was
all the boon she craved. She asked not for
love, for wealth, or high estate; neither
as yet, ambition had

no place in her heart. She asked but for
power to weave together the loose matter
that was clogging up her heart; to write
out its unwritten music ; its glowing dreams

and prophecies ; and it was granted.

Will

it bring ber happiness ?

Years
pas ed
away. Again she knelt to
pray.
ler dark eyes, radiant with the
ight of genius, were fixed upon the distant heavens; her lips were half unclosed,
long, dark, ringlets

uncovered

shoulders;

inspired.

Suddenly,

fell over her

she looked like one

the fair head

was

bent low, and her hand raised with a kind
of deprecating gesture, as if some sorrow
had crept in upon her joy. Then, folding
her arms over her heart, she bowed her
face in the dust of humiliation, and, in

Jroken words exclaimed ;
Father, to be loved I"

Ha! she is not happy ! she craves the
boon of love,
It was not enough that
; misty power was given he® over her own

m

and the winds of others, She had
made her a world apart from the world she
lived in. She had won fame, and bevies of
friends ; and yet her woman's heart craved

for Jove.
head

bowed

It was sad to see the fair young
so humbly;

to see that proud

heart humiliated with the thought that the

boon

she craved

so

passionately,

asking

that, and only that, had failed to satisfy

her heart. Again her prayer was Lisi
The love of a noble heart was given her;
a princely home, and the homage of the
multitude. Will the love she has coveted
fill her heart? Will love do more for the
woman's heart than fame did for the girl's ?
She had a happy home ; sheltered in from
the world’s clamor and change; that far-off
world she thought so beautiil.
Would
that she could part the thick curtain that
hung between it and her, She did so, and
found that the curtain Was of coarse gray

serge; that the beautiful colors it had worn

at a distance had been wrought by her own
brain. . She wished then that she had not
peered beyond the curtain that had been
so

wisely, bung between her aud the world

that seemed so fair;

for she had gained

more light and knowledge than was wise
for her, She lound out the fallacy of her
early dreams; that love and truth were not
the things they seemed: that happiness
wasa myth; and that the ‘trail of the
L was over them all.”
las! her heart is yet unfilled; her sou!
unsatisfied.
And now from white, quivering lips, a
pew prayer rises. Bat this time she does
not

kneel, but

attention

to others.

Itis not

a knack at it.
Tulip, Aquila, Doreas,
Lydia; and Luke, all belonged to this guild,

They left others to do the shouting; it was
their province to do the silent lifting. Probably a large proportion of the best workers
in

Soul's Longings.

Fifteen years ago to-night, a young girl
kuelt beneath the starry sky to pray; and
the burden of her
prayer was, that she
might be endowed with the power of genius; that power might be given her to

her

who,

| geniuses. The helpful people are common[ly men of moderate means, modeyate tal:
7 ents, and. modest character. : Talking is
not their forte, but working is, They have

A balm is here for every wound,

and

all those

[ am not sorry that the Lord creales so few

Here come, nor price nor money bring ;
The waters freely flew;

she ask for fame;

sure to be there.

hthey are often baulky and eccentric when
harnessed in to the lay-labors of a church.

‘The sin-sick soul to cure;

Bat, thanks to God! the Jordan’s waves
sin keep their healing power.

did

is always

their genius.
The geniuses are often very
dangerous characters in the pulpit, and

wash the spots away!

write; to

a

{heir own business to give time

or personal

Think not in floods of wealth or mirth

tl

for: he

pied with

ye within whose cankered hearts
rruption seeks its prey

Ph

of being made

its, go by

unkindness,

falsehood.

and

is in heaven.,"—Mail,

dis-

bears it about in her heart;

the

Apostolic

churches

are never men-

tioned at all in the New Testament. It is
only now and then that a modest Harlan
Page finds a biography to tell the world the,
story of his useful life. The great mass of
the best lives and the best deeds that our
Lord delights to look upon, will never be
put into print. But they will read beautifully. when * the books are opened” on the
last great day.
The secret of useinluess with the helpful
people is that they are so unselfish. In this
prime grace of Bible-reiigion they copy
Christ. He pleased not himself; he came
not to be ministered unto but to wait on
others; he was among
his disciples ‘‘ as
one that serveth.” Helper is not a name so
often given to our kind Lord Jesus, but he
deserves it as truly as that more frequent
and adorable name of * Saviour,”

This unselfishnessof the modest, helpful

people

makes

them

willing to do the hard

work, and the obscure work,

agreeable
of doing

and

the

dis-

work, for the solid satisfaction
good. If they invit¢ an impeni-

tent fiend to prayer-meeting, or talk with

him about his soul, they aie listened to
When
with respect for their sincerity.
say

they

They

are the main stay of the church in times of
revival; they are too solid to volatilize inIt is not brain-power
to mere excitement.

that gives them weight, it is heart-power.

They love Jesus, and love their fellow-men,
and this gives them a prodigious momen-

tum. They move others by it, They. constitute the real force in all our churches.

The saddest tears J have ever dropped over

4 coffin were when I looked down into the
face -of one

of my

helpers,

whose

right hand was for the first time motionless,

The number

LEE

:

of these helpful folk might

be irereased imtiensely. We pastors do
not hunt envugh after them, and call them
out. Thousands do not ask themselves the

‘The ‘moment

one

We

are

cuted they

are

until

tion :

ornaments

sources

of

high
is

enjoyment.
just

now

so

ex-

we

invite

atten-

dened, and help take care of the friendless,

sinvers

on

the

To prepare for such useroad to heaven,
fulness, the best prayer is that God would

help

us to kill our selfishness, and to con-

seerate what is left to the blessed life of liv-

ing for others.—Evangelist.

The

Sunis

There was once man
healthy life. He
out or ride in the
and flowers, but
day, and a part

can furnish

or old, with any number of Chromos,

from

perience it. How sweet and deep it is, to one to eight, of such a character and on
what hights it leads, to what amplitudes it
conducts, to what knowledge, purer vision, such terms as afford us no little pleasure
beauty and ecstacy. Feed thé body with a in announcing. Something different from
thousand pleasures and it is the same dead
thing always: Only the spirit is capable of the things heretofore offered seems! to be
a multiplied life, and to the loving spirit the called for, and in. oar premiums we have
veryfstocks and stones open into avenues of
glory. Love is the magician’s wand that sought to meet the want. We. claim nothshows the secret riches of the

most

barren

ing

spot. It is Aladdin’s Jamp that compels the
finest ministries. How weak we are when
we are selfish. How strong when we are
Joving, how varied, how manifold.
It is,
indeed, more blessed to give than to receive; for giving is the most receptive of
We
give from the finite, but we
all acts,

receive from
the Infinite.
Love is creative. It is continually

pro-

ducing, aufolding, enlarging, sweeping

of b eauty

to new forms

and

in-

power,

may be hung.

Not lotig ago I met a clergyman in whom
a worthy man, who some-

to ** get on.”

beyond

what

Nobody

stores, several

“The first of these Chromos is a Floral
Piece, entitled, « A Boquet of Flowers.”

A fine vase

discuss it fully. . I like w do justice to 2 ance all that could be desired.
subject, even if I have to go rather beyond holds the flowers, which wear all the freshthe ordinary limits.” ‘‘ Gracious grandmother!”
subject!”

ness and glory of life.”

1 exclaimed;
‘“ justice to the
And is wo justice or no mercy to

for, then look out for the souls, and

The pieture is just

Good

Advice

1. See that your

——

religion

makes

4

would scarcely ever walk
open air to sce the fields
stopped indoors, poring all
of the night, over books

you

Shun all censoriousness.
Remember
that
each one ‘“ to his awn Master standeth or

falleth,” and not to you,
- 8. Let nothing keep you

away

from

to stay

the

away

culiarly rich

tints

of

the

autumn

after earthly happiness; all ‘yearnings for
human love! Let the
prayer of my heart
ever be, Not my will, Father, but thine be

done!
Thy will,let it be done on earth, as
it ie in heaven, now and forevermore !
“ Lord! make me what thou wilt,
Bo thou wilt take

What thou dest make,
And not disduin
To house me, though
ameng
«Thy coarsest grain,”

oA

«~The Home Journals,

Hl

whatever the doctor told him to do, that he

did; and fortunately it ‘was

not tuo

late,

and his eyesight, instead of becoming worse,

became much better, But if the sum bad
growin
not told the poor man that he was
blind, he might have gone on. in his ba

habits till it was too late, and then perhaps
ne would have been blind forever.
&

A

OO

i

Christian profession must be

1. Sincere and hearty.
not be basely

hypoeritical,

must not be even

Not only must
hut

self-deception.;

in

it

it there

It must

measures

8

1-2

by

13

Last of all,but by no means least attractive,

stand out in fine contrast with the wild and

magnificent

mountains rising majestic and

spey-crowned

in

the rear.

Each

of these

pictares
has features and merits peculiar to
itsslf.

They

wre alike in the artist’s inten-

tion, which makes

them

all

represent

the

Swiss Summer; but are wholly different
from each other in specific design and details, and in the objects represented. They
are of uniform size, being 8 by 12 inches.
Each is complete ia itself; though any two,
or

three, or the

four may well enough be

1

;
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and, at last, the trembling lips utter pas- and papers, so that at last his doctor said to more intimate with him than with any
him, **If you go on like this, your eyesight earthly friend.
sionately, ** Give me children, O Father !”
A little life fluttered into existence; = will soon fail.” But the man, instead of be4. Never rejoice in your own strength.
sweet, pale blossom of wondrous loveliness. lieving him, went on just aS before.
A child locking up to Christ is stronger
The blue of the violets were in its eyes, In time he found he could not read his than a strong man armed. Be resolute in
and the rose-flush upon its. cheeks. There hooks so easily as before, But instead of looking to him alone for strength. +
was a mew, delicious feeling in her heart, blaming himself, he blamed the books, and
Finally. Do not be discouraged if you
and her soul thrilled to the touch of those ‘said, “I don’t think people print so clearly fail in everything. If you were perfect,
boy,
a
was
I
when
print
tiny fingers. Was the want in her soul fill- as they used to
what need would you have of a Saviour?
.ed ? had the babe’s coming stilled its long- and the printing of my old books seem to
ing ? Ah! no; something’ was wanting; fade somehow.” Presently he found that
|
Little Sins.
what could it be? There came a night pictures seemed less distinct than before,
color.
one
of
all
were
they
though
as
almost
when the breath floated out from the babe's
There are two ways of coming down frgin
lips, and it went to dwell beyond the pearly But instead of blaiming himself, he blamed | the top of a ehurch steeple ; one is, to jamp
clouds.
Then there came hours of dark- the pictures and said, ‘People do not paint
down, and the other is to come down by the
ness and sorrow; afterwards -there was pictures as they used to; and the old pict- steps; but both will lead you down to the
one
that
so
color
change
and
fade
ures
light !
bottom. So there are two ways of going to
As the stricken mother
gazed upon the ‘would hardly know them again.” Then, hell ; one is to walk into it with your eyes
used
he
him,
see
to
called
friends
when his
wee, waxen babe she had
loved so well,
few people do that—the other is to
she could scarcely ** believe and quiet her- to say to them, ‘‘How is it that you look open—a
You are mot so fresh and go down by the steps of little sins, and you
self” betore Him who had bereaved her. so changed?
will soon want a few more. Even a heathen
But, even in the midst of her anguish, a bright-looking as you used to-*be, but duil could say, ‘“ Who is content with one sin?”
answerfriends
his
Sometimes
gray.”
and
new revelation dawned upon her.
She
Your course will be growing regularly worse
saw that she had boen blindly following her ed, “It is not we that are changed, it is every day. Well did Jeremy Taylor deBul
our eyesight that is growing weak.”
own will; regardless of His who created
scribe the progress of sin in man: ‘‘Firstit
:
he only laughed at them.
hei. Every prayer of her life had heen
At last, one bright spring afternoon, he startles him, then it becomes pleasing, then
answered.
Genius had been given her, |
easy, then delightful, then frequent, then
and fame, and love; and, more precious went out into the fields, which were all gaall ‘habicual, then confirmed. - Then the man is
and
hyacinths
blue
and
cowslips
with
than all, the sweet child-love, which is
the flowers of June. | He looked at them impenitent, then obstinate, and then he is
+ surely a foretaste of heaven.
damned.” Reader! the devil only
wants
Once more beneath the stars she knelt’ to and picked a few, and said to bimself, “It to get the wedge of a little allowed sin ing
pray 3 not thé young girl of fifteen years is very strange; somehow the flowers do your heart, and you will soon be all
his
ago, but a woman weary
and worn. The not seem so bright and clear as they seemed own. Never play with the fire—never trifle
but
ever,
as
sweet
as
smell
They
once.
prayer this fime, is not for intellectual enwith little sins.
their colors seem faded.”
dowment’;’ not for human love, nor fame,
Wihile he said this he happened to glance
nor the patteriug of children’s feet; but
faintly from white lips, come the words:
| up at the sun, and the thought suddenly
Christian Profession.
came into his mind, “Why, even the glorithan
whiter
be
me, and I shail
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and help some poor fellow
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honesty, our souls are darkened and can
not see goodness so clearly. Then some- fearless. ‘We should.not seem to be asking ~The terms stated ilove have reference
ardon for being followers of Jesus Christ. to the Chromos plain, as ‘they come from
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To buy
his spirit peace;
One loathsome thing marred all his joy,—
A lepers skin was

the

to be laid” * He has earned a

)

The strength of manhood’s prime ;

shoulders

it; he
current
wot of.
requir-

10, any seven ;.and for $2.40, the whole

can see goodness with our soul or spirit.
| shine before men, that they may see your
But as we destroy our eyesight by bad hab- good works, and gloxity your Futher which

——

«¢ Ask Deacon Ready; he can do
is. always willing.” This is a very
formula in a certain church that I
If any special job of usefulness is

BY ADDIE L. WYMAN.
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I. D. STEWART, Dover, N. H.
¥,

wer to

calls, and t

i

¢ think pon] want, Ne a

cencly published
in w
a four-page tract,
:
Il ting
ay
brief way, an outline of our hisPREY"

A ~

.

tory as a denomination, its docRACT
trinal basis, its chureh polity; and some of its chief
benevolent institutions. They are fitting things to
put into the hands of those who would learn,
by

means of a few words, what are the pecilinrities of

the F'. Baptists. They will be sold at eost to those
who order them for this purpose. Prioce—-$4 per 1000
;
50 ots. per 100; 7 ots. per dosen. Send orders to
:

I. D. STEWART,
Dover, N.H,
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| did.

business, remittances of monéy, &ec.,
dressed to the Publisher.

should

;

A|,

be ad- {the

Thirty-nine

Articles

embodying

them.

see

likes

them.

any way

bai

Hard times
When wages

demand

go, and carry a pure

pleasure

to

the |

Fourth.—This

{jects the

“inmates.
We shall be glad, especially on
our subscribers’ aceount, to send out a large
number of them.
We now have and ex-

church

following

condémns

erroneous

Every state

for ample food and fuel very press-

what is not really necessary may be fittingly dispensed with. . And most of us can

readily discover that there are many
and ways in which retrenchment is
cable, when the Jean purse and the
larder put us upon the study of the
lem,—How to make a little go as

and re:

and strange

| doctrines as contrary to God's word :

SR

ing, many must needs cut down or wholly
cut off some items of expense. Luxuries
must now and then’be given up, and lavish
expenditures of every kind may pwell.ceases
What is not useful can be properly omitted ;

aud to any extent.that does not in-

First,

|
|
|
pect to keep on hand a good supply, so that |
the orders, may ‘be filled without delay. |

“places
practic
scanty
probfar as

Explanation.

-

vd

fod

i

et

1

other satisfactory evidence.

.

so.

.

One can better afford to wear coarser cloth-_

the

Chromes

|

—

plain, cover

the

postage, &c., whatever be the

expense

of | west.

He at first peremptorily declined the

number

or- position and the honor, but at length yielded
the | to the urgent pleas of his brethren so far as
«ered.
Subgertbers wil £4 : Tost
| to leave the matter open for further thought
amount of money specified, and we will de |
And then, after such fra| and consulfation.
the rest.—When one mounted Chromo is|tern4], earnest and reverent .words as the
ordered, add 15 cts. to the charge for plain | occasion naturally suggested, the meeting
Chromo; when two mounted ones are or- adjourned, and the attendants went to their
3
|
dered, add 30 ets. to the charge for two | homes to:work for the thorough triumph of
plain Chromos; when three are ordered, |
add 35 cts. to the charge for three plain |
ones,&e. For example : the amount needed ||
to ‘obtain the seven Chromos
mounted, |
which we send by mail, is 85.65; —that is, |

the new movement.

:

It istoe early to predict

the

this fiesh schism, and perhaps

outcome of

an émphatic

and unqualified opinion over its moral ¢har-

er might be now

in danger

the element of injustice.

of earrying

Certainly, at first

£2.50 for the Star, 82.10 for the Chromos | view, the formation of annther
plain, and $1.05 for mounting and sending. | tion seems an ungrateful thing.

denoniina-

The numso larze as to occasion some
the |
{ distrust and no little scandal. And while
i her i snow

We think there need be no mistake on
part of any careful reader’
| the plea for unity is so urgent,and so much
—P.' 8. Several orders for the Floralis said. in advocacy and defense of the
Chromo. meunted; with directions to send. idea, that all the evangelical sects of Protare essentially one, a
it by:expless, have been received. Some estant Christendom
fresh
schism,
even
in
the name of reform,
of these orders come from points from 500
| seems calculated to weaken men’s faith in
to 1000‘ miles distant. We are ready to
the churches, and throw fresh Buspicions

send them thus if it is really wished.

But upon the gospel itself,

The

Frenchman,

taking his nationality and his home expericases is likely to run all the way from 75 ence into account, was not unnaturally
cts. to $1.50. Our decided suggestionis, surprised when he found, as he said, that
‘America had fifty religions, and only one
that, except in those cases where the
gravy!” And not a few minds that look
, mounted Chromo can be called for at this deeper and think more profoundly than the
the cost to those

office, or

reach

receiving

the

them

subscriber

in such

by

passing

over a single short line of railroad,

it will

be better to order it plain, -by mail, and
have it mounted afterward ‘by the framer.
Is not this! arrangement preferred by the
subscribers?
|

Frenchman,

will find the testimony

left by

the Evangelical Alliance weakened by this
fresh schism that in some sense springs out

of it.

They

ean not well help

asking,

whether there is not some human impatience and ambition mingling
with the
Christian fidelity and eharity for whose
sake the movement is professedly carried
forward. Even if there was a real necessity for this step, it is a necessity equally nnwelcome and painful.
It is openly discountenaunced by a large number of earnest
and well known Low Churchmen in the
body from which these seceders separate.

at such

a

time

as

this.

Want

looks

long adherents going off.to organize the |if it be at the expense of loyalty to his
Old Catholic party. And now the Episcopal | church.—No ecclesiastical anthority' has the
hody,—that has. so complacently spoken of || right to tyrannize over the individual soul;
itself

as

** The

Church,”

and

so

patron- | and when

izingly made mention of “the sects” about |
it, although it is itstlf the product of a
schism, —finds itself rent hy a secession and
hears the imperative damand for reform
coming up from those who have given it no
doubtful loyalty and no feeble love.
But,

ra long struggle within

body™for what they deem

Christian

the old

liberty

of thought and speech ; after trying to 'induce a fraternal toleration toward Christians
of other denominations ; after seeking such
a change in the liturgy as would withdraw it from the support of ritualistic dogwas and practices, and still finding that the
resistance was too grea! for

and their patience,
plant themselves on
define their position
for active work, and

their

strength

the seceders depart,
new ground,
frankly
and purposes, organiz;
indirectly but really,in-

vite all who sympathize and think with
them to join

in giving character

and effi.

. ciency to the Reformed Episcopal Churcl),

he

proceedings of the meeting, held on
at New York,in response to a

call 8

ig

a

“mally in
in the

yp Cammins and others,

e hew

movement

was for-

rated, have been fully reported
daily

papers, and
so need not be de-

tailed here. - It is evident thats good deal

.

andon
sultati
»

for the score
borvespondence,
ger number
lar
ich
rgs Ah ii andthe
u cle
Wok did
H

it attempts

it, it

is fittingly

met

with protest and resistance, and even with
revolt. And ifit is really so, that these
men’can'not keep a whole conscience, nor
foster a

rational hope

of a

better state

of

things within the old Episcopal church,
they can not properly he asked to stay. within its pale. If they really believe the Episcopal form of government better than any
other, nobody can properly blame them for
stopping where they do, instead of going
over to some denomination already exist|ing.—If others choose to join them, for
| Christian reasons, and so build up a strong
| segt, who shall say them nay ?—If the new

demands at once

The whole Mississippi valley is teeming
with golden opportunities, which” we may
improve to the

glory

of God.

Read’ how

those colored children, with their parents
and grandparents even, are pressing for
more than we are yet able to give them.
Harper's Ferry, obliged to be the only
three

states;

Cairo

literally

crowded and almost confused by the manifold voices that beg for instruction ; church-

es in large cities struggling for existence,

-and others in other cities waiting the

mons to life; brethren

sum-

from various quar-

ters pleading for help ;—all these and more
are the Home needs that press themselves
upon the attention of the churches.
Does
the contemplation of them impart no impulse to the spirit nor inspiration to the

pen?

;

;

The effort in behalf ot the Foreign Mission has been well and justly made. It was
needed, and the demand -for yet other laborers there is almost.as pressing as ever.
Not dne jot of effort should be abated, nor
“one word less be uttered in favor of that
cause. Butiwe can not see why the Home
work should be left with hardly a word in
its favor, while the care-worn Secretary is
obliged almost guaided both to make his
appeals and do the work. it may be, indeed, that the Home interest is being promoted after the Scripture injunction, the
right hand being kept in ignorance of the
ministerings of the left. If so, we shall be
greeted by the falling of golden fruit ere
long. But it may also be, that the attention has been directed so frequently over
the sea that fhe multitudes perishing at
home are well-nigh forgotter,

in

taa T et

.

hard, resolute, practical

work,

with as

few

put-up jobs and speeches for buncombe as
possible.—Our Washington correspondent;
will keep us advised of whatever is especially " noticeable, in the weekly lettersh
is to ferve up for our columns.
:

The Duty

pecially thus should it ever be With the sery-

myt-of

is

light.

of,

and employment,

Turning

fruit

unto life

-

eternal.

many to righteonsness, they shall

Current Topics.

fn
a,3

ie ’

~——A MISDIRECTED CHARITY.
Since the
deserving objects of charity are so numer-

ous, and since the influence of even a small

measure of misapplied aid isso damaging,

it would seem highly desirable that not
even a cent be wasted on the idle and prof-

ligate. Two years ago in these columns
we called attention to a project just then

formed in Boston to distribute free soup
at the city’s expense from the Police stations to such as might apply for it, and
expressed the belief that it was not only
a charity poorly applied, but that it would
encourage idleness to a needless extent.
The soup was dealt out through that and

be

’

No one recognized this principle more
earnestly than the apostle, according to his
own declaration. *‘ Having then gilts differing according to the grace that is given
to us, whether prophecy, let us prophesy ac-

the following winter, but with increasing 4
disfavor in circles best calculated to judge *
of the effect, and

cording to the proportion of faith; or min-

at the

commencement

of

this winter a strong movement is made
against the ‘whole matter. The overseers
of the poor declare that it has resulted
mainly in harm. The charity institutions

1stry, let us wait on our ministering; or he
that teacheth, on teaching; or he that exhorteth, on exhortation; he that giveth, let
him do it with simplicity ; he that ruleth,

and city missionaries at the North End op-

with diligence; he that showeth mercy,
with cheerfulness.” Not but that he who
labored in the gospel so persistently in

pose it on moral and economical
grounds.
oreover, the City Solicitor
declares the
expenditure illegal, and it pow looks as
though something better would take its

word or deed, could return for a time to
tent-making,
when the necessities of the

place.

Of course we

church requjred it.
i
| Such necessity is rarely imposed on the
ministers of Christ at the present day. The

of countenancing

fields are white unto the harvest,and laborers

quantities.

are few. . Other professions

heavier.

shine as the stars forevef.
= 3, ».

his/ap-

they would

incomparably

vest, gathering

t

:

burden

They who sow, in tears shall reap in joy.

ciely. They conceive of otheyy situations £5
more desirable than their own, become restless and unstable, and so acconiplish little ;
Whereas if they would cleave *o one settled
successful in it.

are

the

The faithful gospel laborer receives a boum!
tiful re yard as he. goes along, a Eundred
fold wow ; and is rgaping ah immortal han

propriate task. Happy those who find their
place and fill it. Numbers are out of their
place, hence often the jar and discord of so-

purpose

The yoke of sin and

disobedience

Few bave the power of doing many things
well, Nature has provided for a divisioprof

worker

"True, he bas hardships,

the yoke of Christ is easy and his burden

of Consecration.

labor, assigning to each

~CHFist.

self-denial, a yoke and burden to bear; but

the

from the poor.

soup

and employ-

is

shall not be accused” _
withholding of food

The point is Sieh

provided

in Boston

in“fimitless

It is practically free to all who

present themselves with a pitcher and the
statement of their want, and (hus the ablebodied aud lazy can, as they do, impose on
work in the vineyard.
And how responsi- the authoriti day after day, and live at the
es
ble this calling. If there is not a full supply public expense, while the really deservin
g
‘of lawyers, physicians, merchants, or other objects of charity, those who are poor
as
secular laborers, there will be no. essential
it were by fate but too noble-minded to bgg
loss 3; but who can tell the consequence; if in such a way, are left to starve.
More|. the masses famizh for lack of the bread of over, loafers actually come into Boston :
ments are crowded; yet the Master finds
many idle and waiting who ought to be at

eternal life?
He who converteth a sinner
from the error of his ways savesa soul from

| from adjoining
dinner

cities, and daily get their

at the public expense.—Now this

death and hides’a multitnde of sins.
a local affair, in one sense.
In another, it
But of those who yield to this high calling, is a matter that should claim the attention
all are not fully consecrated.
Else what of the whole country, for we always have
The work at the national capital com- shall be said of a paragraph hke that going
the poor with us, and it is of the utmost
ests.
The more outward want presses, the
mences with a good degree of promise.
greater the need of keéping the inward life The House was promptly organized by the the rounds of the papers respecting the pas- importance that we usé great wisdomas
healthy and strong. This will help to bear re-election of Mr. Blaine as Speaker, with- tor of a metropolitan church giving a pub- well as charity in caring for them. "If we
the burdens which are brought by the press- out any real opposition from the republi- lic exhibition of his steed, and making a offer them an opportunity to indulge their
speech on the occasion? Would that every idleness, giving them the food that
they are}
ure, and the earpest and taxing and self- can side. The democratic rally was not
pastor had a good horse, as an efficient help "too lazy to work for, we gain
nothing. It
denying effort will build the inner nature very enthusiastic or united.
There was a in his labors; but when he comes to love
is only as we plainly and forcibly condemn
into new strength.
Because niore or less
little bolting, and more half-hearted or sul- fast horses, fishing and hunting, more than
in
them the habits that bring them to povwill be compelled to withhold their usual len aequiéscence in the support given to
aid to the good causes, there isa’ special one of the magnates of the party for this the work of saving men from sin, he shows erty, and then judiciously supply what their
a fearful degeneracy. The abler the man, and necessities actually demand, that we really
reason why they who do not suffer such ab- office.
:
the higher his position, the more pernicious belp them and benefit their class.
solute necessities should keep up their conOne of the most significant things is the the tendency of his example.
Itis a deretributions to the objects which will sorely
A.
caucus called especially to consider the liction from duty tha* ean not be too plainly
suffer through their withholding.
The givquestion of repealing the act passed at the rebuked.
~——INSOLENCE
ReEBukep.
The insults
ing that costs and” the soul-toil that taxes
which
Tweed's
last session increasing salaries. The pubcounsel
showed
Judge Davis
The
evil
is not confined to a few eccentric
are the things that bri¥ng the. largest profit lic protest against that measure has made
| during the great thief's trial were hardly nomen,
bat
is
0
common
us
to
be
alarming.
and the highest sort of strength.
ticed by him at the time, but the insulters
itself felt.”
Members have waited -in vain It is no very rare thing
to find half a dozen
for the oppesition to die out, and give ministers residing within the bounds
of a bave since received the severe treatment
The Home Work.
place to acquiescence if not to approval. single church, all without pastoral charges ; which they deserved. The efforts of counsel to prevent Judge Davis from trying the
But the remonstrants have kept their disOf about one hundred afticles contribu- satisfaction active. They would not for- while the church fs served by one of com- | case, and various other acts
during the trial,
paratively
feeble
abilities,
or
not
supplied
ted to this paper during the last year on
get. They would not be still. - They would at all. Where are the half dozen, once sol- were-plainly meant to intimidate him, probthe subject of missions, ninety-seven have
not listen to apologies. They would not emmly consecrated tp the gospel as their ably with the hope that either their case
dealt especially with the Foreign and only
yield to menace. They would not put up life work?
One is an insurance agent, an- might fall into easier hands or they be enthree with the ‘Home work.
We do not
with defiance. They were not to be caught other a vender of patents, a stock-broker, abled by insolence and brazen assumption
include © in this ‘statement the regular
to wrest from a jury what they could barely
“with blandishments
‘and sophistries. They
monthly mission column on the first page, kept on repeating their verdict, and swell- &c. What is the influence of such au ex- expect
would be recommended by the Judge.
ample?
We assure men of the value and
nor the timely chit-chat of the Home Sec- ing their demand for repeal. And how
The words which were used in administernecessity
of
the
Christian
religion
; we point
retary on the fifth.
The articles referred
effectual the popular will has rendered it- out the evils of sin, the danger of delay, the ing the rebuke and imposing the fine, since
to have come unsolicited, from all parts of
self is seen in the fact that almost no voice importance of immediate and full consecra- they are so rare in their way,deserve reprothe denomination, and may properly be
was lifted in opposition to the proposal to tion to God, ' But bere is the ‘example (duction here. After quietly summing up of
regarded as indicating the general interest
sternly just now at many ‘doors. But it is
worth the while to make a special effort to
take the needed care of these higher inter-

fell in

the two departments

of mission

work.

Is there, then, any good

reason

for this

wider interest in the Foreign work ? Essentially there is not. A soul in India is worth
no more than one in America. But for the
Schism—Reform—TUnion.
last year or two our missionaries in the
Foreign fields have been unusually but
And so we are to have another denomina- |
commendably persistent in pleading for
tion.
Or, rather,we have one already.
It]
help. Their appeals have had the natural
is the Reformed Episcopal Church that now |
effect to stir an interest at home.
Their
comes into the circle of the ecclesiastical |
statements have helped to put the condifamily. Nothing stands secure against the | Ve perceive readily enough what may be tion of the heathen more clearly before the
A mav must be minds of the people. Thinking on that
disintegrating 1endencies of the time. Even [42d on the other side.

the Romish church, that has so hoasted of | true to his own conscience and to the seemher unity, finds no mean company of life| ing call of truth and dufy and God, even

in the South

the attention of every Christian in the land.

of almost

Rev. Dr. Cheney, of Chicago, whose con- ing and set a plainer table, than to dispense
To render misunderstanding impossible,
troversy with Bishop
Whitehouse
has with knowledge and leave the soul unfed.
+ we insert a word about remittances for the | wakened so wide and deep an interest, was
It is not indeed wholly easy to keep up
Chromos.
The figures given in our offer of | elected Missionary Bishop for the. North- ‘one’s contributions to these higher objects
—

larger: oppor-

school of its kind for that clags in an area

that the church of Christ éxists only in ane
order or form of ecclesiastical policy. Second, that Christian ministers are priests in possible.
another sénse than that in which all believers’
But there is reason for saying that reare a royal ‘{ priesthood.” Third, that the
| Lord's table is an altar, on which an obla- trenchment ought not to begin with those
Let the new subscriptions and the renewalsg)
‘tion: of the body and blood of -Christ is of- things which egpecially
minister to the
come in at once, and both the paper and t fered unto the Father.
Fourth, that the brain and heart, dr with those objects which
the pictures wlll be promptly sent accord- | presence of Christ in the Lord’s Supper isa concern the support and promotion of re| presence in the elements of bread and wine.
ing to the orders.
| Fifth, that regeneration is inseparably.
con- ligion. It is not fitting that one, when the
pressure for funds begins to be felt; should
The full statement of our plans and of- { nected with baptism.
fers will be found on the third page of this | As an indication of the larger catholicity at once give up his pew in the church or
which they commit the new denomina- leave the rent’unpaid ; that he should decide
paper. “Tarn to that statement.
Subserib- to
|
tion,
we copy the Provisional Rules which 10 onder no aid in paying the ministers
ers will be kind enough to read carefully,
salary ; or that he should withhold all econ| were adopted. Thus:
to decide just what they want, and make
First.— Ministers of good standing in other | tributions. to missions, to education, and
their orders and remittances conform pre- churches will be received by this church, other great charities that are. concerned in
cisely to our announcements and offers. with letters of dismissal without reordina- | spreading the gospel, providing tor the
tion, they sustaining a satisfactory exami- | needy and helpless, lifting up the lowly,
We hope to hear at once from many of | nation on points
hereafter
determined
them ; and we ask those who prize the pa- upon, and supscribing to the doctrine, disci- and improving the lot and the life. of mankind.
Nor isit wise to dispense with the
the atténtion of their acquaint- pline and wership of the church.
peK, oo
|
.
Second.—All ordinations of bishops and { family and
:
religious
newspaper,
with
ances o it, and do alittle work in the way | other ministers will be performed by one or | wholesome books, with the scientific and
They will | more bishopsby the layingon of the hands of literary lecture, or with the stimulus and the
of canvassing’ right. at home.
the Presbytery.
;
- thus render a doubie service.
Third.—-Communicants of good standing in culture of the school. Starving the mind und
other evangelical churches will be received leaving the soul without needed stimulus
fr
ft
PE
Xe
.
ron presentation of a letter of dismissal or is not the wise way of practicing economy.
:

a

greater work than that which our own mission in the Shenandoah valley has in hand ?

to Hconomize,

|

volve a sacrifice of its substance.
The final
paragraph in this Declaration, involving as
| it does a decided
: protest against - what they
them, and the liberal ‘policy which offers
| deem objectionable in the old’ church, dethem Hn such favorable terms. They will | serves to be copied entire.
It is as fol
help to beautify any home into which they lows:

had

labor difficult to be found, and prices ‘do
not fall, and the cold weather renders th¥&

Where

Fhe verdiet from. various quarters more
thi justifies the painstaking in selecting

may

What country ever

make economy
necessary.
are low,- and remunerative

They |

Roemt

10, 1873.

tunity for Christian service literally thrust
upon it than ours? A part of this work
rightfully falls to our own denomination.
We must perform it, or miss that rare
means of growth and strength thatit easily offers. Who could ask for a part ina

«he

| faith of the old Episcopal Church.
recognizg and adhere to Episcopacy, not as
The New Premiums.
{of a divine right, but ax a very ancient and
| desirable form of church polity.” They alThe several Chromos offered as Premiums,
| low extempore prayer, and, while retaining
both to new and old subscribers to the Star, |
the old liturgy, they insist upon full liberty
yield real satisfaction aud pleasure (o all to alter, enlarge, abridge and amend it in
RSE

Everybody

unity is not a thing to be treated to pas-

i

v

ta ed

of the matter to point {o the churches and will not command so general or hearty an
prevailing Christian sentiment of this land, approval.
gg
and contrast them with the jungles and paOn the ‘whole thgre séem strong reasons
ganism of India. The real point is, so to for believing that the President and Copextend and fortify our proper -denomina- gress will work in harmony during the sestional work at home, that we can always | sion that bas just opened, mnd that the real
safely rely upon a working reserve for interests of the country will be sought and
service abroad. |
;
a promoted. We ought to have a’winter of

[+
In their Declaration. of Priveiples,
they give sionate accusation and heated clamor, or
| their approval to what is usually known as written down in advance as a pitiable fail¥We will wait, and hope, and see.
| the Apostles’ Cred d, and to the substance of ure.
nie

Editor.

#@ All communications designed for publication
suould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on

who

STAR. DECEMBER

| of laymen present were of one mind, so
that there seemed no need of debate and no

Editor.

Ass’t

A

a

they may clasp hands with all the churches.
They leave a narrow domicil that they may
| reason. for delay.
They met to put their aid in makirg homesin all the real house:
| purpose into action; to perfect- by votes holds of faith. : Whether this is the wisest
10, 1873. | what they had already "ppry: ed in plan. way may not be ceftainjbut a schism that
{And this they promptly and pmpbatically aspires for reform and means a higher

DECEMBER

nx

A

condition, they have felt impelled to speak
and write in its’ behall. The good results
are already before us, The Great Book has
them all faithfully recorded, and

have helped to

achieve them

ther reward.

these who

need no fur-

:

Bat we have lately queried whether the
Home work was not in danger of heihg
overlooked.

Are not its

condition and

re-

wards such as to inspire the’ pens of these
who have so sirongly seconded the appeals
of the Foreign workers? Why, then, should
there be in one year so much more contributed to this paper’in behalf of the Foreign

than of the Home work?

We do not ques-

tion the fitness or the need of sending
ninety-seven articles on topics connected
with the Foreign interest, Our only query
is, why there should be only three suggest-

The Beginning at Washington.

repeal the act’
Even Gen, Bitler came
forward to say, that he had found himself utterly unable to convince his constit-

uents that the salary act was needful or
right, and he therefore was in favor of its

prompt repeal. Tt will be hard to doubt the
sovereignty of public sentiment after witnessing such a triumph as this. And so

those who have often proclaimed

the same truths, forsaking the sacred office for

the sake of selfish emolument. This influence is more demoralizing than all the assaults of open enemies and skeptics. There
is not so much need of defending spiritual
religion against Gitibo i, Hume, Darwin,

fob the repeal

of; the

uct, and trust it may

themselves an increase

at

no

distant

day,

and get the public approval, - We shall see.

Tacticsin the interest’of selfishness are not
likely 10 succeed with a vigilant and resolute
people. Th’s Congress will be watched.
Mr. Sumner opened the campaign in the
Senate by bringing forward and urging his
Civil Rights bill,—a thing which he will
probably

press

till

opposition

gives

way,

and justice is freshly formed into a statute,
The controversy with Spain and the affairs
of Cuba are sure to get early attention, and
the financial situation is already taken in

tice in my country. No lawyer is justifiedin

any act, for the sake of his client, which

would render him amendable to the bar of
his own conscience, oritend to degrade the
tciounal before which he appears, or lessen
The great demand of the church and of respect for that official authority on which
the world to-day is for a truly consecrated so much depends for the preservation of our
ministry and membership. Give us men, ‘institutions. I must make the work so deep
men of God, men of prayer, of faith, of ear- and broad tha! all members of the, bar will
know hereafter that all such efforts are obnest devotion.For want of such the churches noxious to censure
and punishment and fine.
languish, the ways of Zion mourd, there are * * Upon the two Jove men who were
few revivals, and numerous declensions,
engaged in behalf ofthe defendant I shall imose no penalty, except what they may find
few conversions and many backsliders,
n these few words of advice.
ask you,
What is needed is an example consistent
young gentlemen, to remember that good
with the gospel precepts. An example, be faith to a client never can justify or require
it remembered, binding on the lait equally bad faith to your own consciences, and that
with the ministers of Christ,
Fhe ‘same however good a thing it may be to be known
command, in substance, comes to all: Go as successful and great lawyers,it is even a
better thing to be known as honest men,and
into my vineyard and labor: It is vain for that there is no incompat
ibility whatever in
the idler, whether lay or clerical, to plead as the possession of both of these titles.
an excuse, that no one has hired him. Who
Such advice as this is far too rare in our
ever labored for God unrewarded? Away,
courts. They invest the functions of a judge
then, with this selfish distrust. *. Obey ‘the
with a dignity and those of a lawyer with a
summons, and trust the divine promise.
duty that are too frequently betrayed or igHuxley and

Abbott, —

thesé

we look for the early introduction of a bill {ences in the very bosom of the church.

be carried. Tt is even proposed in certain
quariers’ to make the bill retroactive, and
fix the salaries of members of Congress at
$5,000 per annum; so that they wiil be
obligdd to refund money already passed
over to them, and get along without any
special provision for mileage, postage, &e.
Perhaps that means an effort to induce a
re-action, so: that they may safely vote

the objectionable points, Judge Davis proceeded as follows :
As God is my judge, w
to do, I do, oe Pigs sarist Lol i IY duty
but from solemn duty to the court, the
r
and above all to the administration of jus-

to them

Is not

the

condition

influ-

of discipleship the

game to every class?

We must forsake ali

earthly prospects and

emoluments

and

en-

nored.
|

of ‘——A PLEASANT AcT. The Queen of Enghand by some of the ablest members of the
land while on a recent visit to Spotland parsacrifice. So did Jesus and his apostles,and
Upper House.
the good of every age and elime. Ministers took of ‘communion in ga Presbyterian
ed by the condition at Home.
The President's Message, —the most im| nRvement issnes in an increase of zeal and
We know very well that the mind is apt. portant portions of which will be found on are not to charge the fault of delinquency church. This act, since the Queen is really
{effective Christian Jabor, the results will tobe more
foreibly impressed by contem- our eighth page,—is a plain and straight- upon the church, nor the church upon the the head of the Angliciy! church, wears a
| prove its amplest and highest justification, plating the squalor, misery and wretchedforward document., It deals frankly with ministry.” All have a mutual duty, of toil, very pleasant Aspect, and should be set in
{ Time and trinl will fashion a trae verdict.
| ness, the idleness, ignorance and supevsi- the various topics that require the attention devotion and. sacrifice. ‘Bear ye owe an- prominent contrast with the sharp opposiOut ‘sympathies and convictions go with tion of fellow beings in a'state of heathen- of Congress and the country. His state- other's burdens, and so fulfili the law of tion which generally.
3 between those
the liberal principles which these men af- ism, than ‘when reflecting upon the more ment, covering the case of the Virginius Christ.
two bodies. Maytit not also be accepted as
firm; they go also with the higher type of respectable status of sinners in a state of and our relations with the Spanish governThis duty of consecration is at the same another sign of the approaching time when
{ «piritual }ife which they lift up. Their calm civilization. But is the need of the former ment, offers a real relief to an anxious na- time an
exalted privilege. Happy, blessed Christiainty shall not be held to consist so
but decided protest against ‘the assumptions really any greater than that of the latter ? tion. He shows that be has been both con- consciousness
of a full surrender of the heart, much in the prescribed observance of forms,
and exclusiveness of the Episcopal church How, indeed, shall thé material for For- siderate and firm in denling with that mat. the mind,
agin the effort to keep the heart warm
influence, substance to the work
is a good sign of the times. They une- eign service be secured, save as it is man- ter, and only members of the Cuban junta, of the gospel.
How cheerfully does the and true, the soul lifting constant praise,
quivocally recognize the Christian charac- ufactured by the faithfulness and devotion and the professional political fault-finders
husbandman till bis fields the live long day, and the whole life and service ministeringto
ter of all true believers, and admit the en- of the Home churches? If we devote our of the opposition, will seriously quarrel year
in and out.
assiduously does the humanity as unto God himself?
tire validity of other church organizations. energies, in the proportion of ninety-seven with him either on the ground that he has merchant bring intoHow‘service
—
‘every energy,
That, therefore, means fraternity. They to three, to the :salvation of the heathen, been too belligerent or too hesitating.
His just as much after rising above the need of ——A
SARTORIAL
, DiscussioN./ At the
separate for the fhke of a wider fellow ship. how long will it be before we shall not have statements touching onr finances are at once gun
as before, The true laborer acquires Friends’ National Conference in Lynn the
Their schism is in the interest of unity. even the three per cent, of force to draw clear and just; his. theories as to the policy a passion
for bis toil, to be. removed. from other day there was a discussion on the
They withdraw ' from ** the church”. that upon for Foreign work ? It does n't dispose to be pursued in the present circumsta
which
wonld
nces
be his greatest calamivy. Bs- | subject of clothes, in which it appeared,—
’
9

dearments—all must be laid oun the altar
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was remark-

the bat in meeting

wearing

paid $12.00,

joying

interest.

tween this and next

al Williams

torney-ge

has any

* good knowledge

of the other.

religious

meeting

seven,

In our

lately

for

last

Praying

ones

are still asking for more of the Spirit, and we
-hope the prayer may be heard and answered.
:

M. ATWOOD.

app.

\

1

Rowell,

might be accomplished if we could send a wise,
earnest and warm-hearted missionary to labor

among the people,

preach,

visit, circulate

books and periodicals, and

gather

into

Certainly,

$30.00.

paid

There are 23 churches,

that

app.

the coming of some

have

- Wentworth Q. M. has five churches

longing

Missionary Baptists;
ian theology and our
to be clearly set forth
from the best portion

and

seems

nd enjoyable, and -we
ng. *
r
2. That the large

from those
caste,~not

by ad-

success.
ored and

Mission work some-

We

dollar
week,
penses
cludes

net increase

of churches in the North that have been
wholly or in part sustained by the Home

Mission, is 163; inthe South the increase is
1365; making a net gain to the denomina-

the

Register would hay reported a loss of 862

the increase to
Register, from

members. Since thé war
the denomination, as per

churches organized by the Home Mission in

the South, is 4120 members; the number in
the North we have not the means of ascer-

taining. ‘But these churches are weak, it is
said, and add no-strength to the denomination.

have we that were not,

churches

strong

Bat, in reply, what

Many

weak?

‘once

of our very best churches were once small
and feeble, and were helped to be What they
‘are, the pride of the denomination, by the
Home

churches |

mission

These

Mission,

are the hope of the denomination. They |
are the recruiting agencies of our Zion. In
u few years some of them will be the strong
churches, and able to help us in establishing
other churches, and to help ‘in every department of Christian effort.
in, These mission churches do us good by
creasing our benevolence,

work

us

giving

to do forthe Master, giving us objects of
faith and prayer, increasing our love to
God and to man. The poor we are always
to have with us, and that in mercy for our
good, Inasmuch as ye do it for these poor
weak

ye

ones,

do

it

In

Christ.

for

Nission you

youi"donations to the. Home

t sustain the poor missionary
to
p
helhelp

laboring without even the comforts

that i is

of life,
in
of

the day
to bring souls to Jesus, and in
act
whieh we shall be judged for every

life, vou that have prayed, and

money

for

this

“holy

given

purpose,

shall

your
then

investknow that it was the best paying
ili]
ment you aver made.
in an
that
you
m
infor
we
ed,
belov
- Dearly
wants
egpecial manner the Home Mission

funds to aid the poor during this long, cold

winter, and will you, before the new year
1874 commences, give
Phe apportionment
1878 is due, the year
what is done must be
churches

in

a liberal donation 4
to the churches for
is most gone, and
done. quickly. The

Rockingham

QM,

hgge

paid as follows: Concord paid $122.83, ap-

portioned $20.00; Candia paid $18.00, app.
0;
$21.00; Danville paid $1.50; app. $40.0
Dover, Washington St., paid

$34.50,

app.

per month; table board
with epportunity to defray
by labor,
Our teaching
five professors, together

of Providence.

esting things spoken.

Quarterly
BERRYVILLE

Tin our village no intoxicating liquors are

Hereisa good field for Free Bap-

tists,—all good people. Here is a firstrate
opening for a good saddler and harness maker, a good shoe store with & shop for making and repairing, also for a clothing store

Good

farms with improvements can be bought
pear by, for prices ranging from 25 to 35
The region is very
dollars per acre.
healthful. Come over and help us. Inall
the region round about there is a wide and
an effectual door opened for gospel labor.

Come!
:
Jonx G. FEE,
Nov. 28.
Ky.,
Co.,
Berea, Madison

to be severed,

an
‘
therefore
pastor
Resolved, 1, That we recognize in our whose
worker
an
Christi
and. earnest
a kind
by the
labors, under God, have been blessed during
ingathering of many. (29) into the church
the past four years of his pastoral labor. in the
nce
9. That we have unqualified confide his godChristian character of our brother, and reminded
ly walk and conversation have often Christ in
us, that his life was daily hid with
.

:

C bo
Christian
i That we cordially commend our
sympathy of
brother and his companion to the
e in their
those with whom they mav associat
with them in
new field of labor, ag co-luborers
om; and that
advancing the Redeemer’s kingd
both ,at a
we shall unitedly remember them
throne of free,
tarsh

i

oft ve

“A TiMpLy

churen,

TT, D. BALLEY, Clerk.

Bro.

Girt.

Caleb

Hodgdon

has

of i Ey
lately won the deep gratitude
dollarsy, Bro. B.
(Me.) church by a gift of fifty;

with numérou
is crowning bis advanced years
not only
whicli
for
sort,
this
of
acts
graceful
nce.
mbra
reme
in
ifm
hold
bit angels will

brethren, have now about half
2
rn
Houlton
The
note of $620 due Jan. 1, and
a
meet
to
gh
enou
gratefully accepted. aw
be
will
further gifts

There are only
reported in the
of Rev,
Register. It should be 90. The name ding, IS
in good stan
ber
mem
8
s,
rew
And
C.
G.
in West Ey Virginia.
o
Isjnnow
left out. Bro. A Jisf

181. WOL¥BORO® Grumon:
9 Sabbith school “Stholats

2

SN

teach

that they understand

the

scholar

the lessons

will

A very

versary of his marriage.
enjoyed.

was

The

people

hoped

WANTED.

seated,

pleasant time
were

work

and is a very

social

pleasant room for school purposes
meetings.
which has been
The church at Rehoboth,
to
without a pastor for some years, is uhout
settle one, if they bave not already done 50.
A. Bi B.
¥

Dec. 3, 1873.
&

Phoenix,

An

KEEP

in

growth will soon indicate.
35 cents per bottle.

the complexion.

TO

illustrate®

7

next

session

ofthe

their

Q.

Cathartic and

Debility,
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RETURN

will

be

ing
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many

of business

changes, $0 thut now

our

have

active

caused

member-

live so far
Ship is small. ‘Ahd many of them
the social
in
little
but
do
can
away that they
this people
| meetings. I have now been with
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Choirsof all Denominations.

Price, $1.50.
"Per dozen Ooples, $18 50.
One Sample Copy, by Mail, $1.85,
Street, Philadelphi
WALKER, 922 Ch
A

A Gem wrth Reading !—A" Diamond worth Seeing

FHRON AWAY JO0R SPECTACLES,
By readi

over

four

BY ADJUSTING
WASTE NO MORE MONEY
HUGE GLASSES ON YOUR NOSE AND DISFIG-

URING YOUR FACE.

at

The

presence

M. to be

to all
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Pamphlet of 100 pages.

Agents Wanted

Constipation,

of the

No.02 Liberty Street; New York City, N. Y.

1y46

ae

1

or,

three

J. W. DAUGHADAY & CO.
436 Walnut St., Philadelphia,
4

“The Queen”

Rev.

I. D.

Stewart,

Mr.

Cyrus L. Jenness and Miss Seddie E. Holmes.

Magazine of America is OLEVER

In Biddeford, Nov. 27, by Rev. J. Stevens, Mr.
George F. Randall and Miss Olive E. Peavy, both

Wm.

by Rev.

Ea

;

H.

Mr.

Fonerden,

Lake, Renn-

Aug. 31, by Rev.

Taylor and

Hulsapfle

Peter

and Miss Eunice Horton, both of Sand
selaex Co, N.Y.
Mr. Owen

parents,

the bride’s

residence of

Me.,

Magazine
a

cents a

t

Montville, Me,

MACAZINE.

S. 8. Lesson

address, not weigh-

cent,

city, Nov. 12, by

80

CO., (P. 0. Box 97.)

&

«DR. J.BALL

~

Ask

each per month, or 75 cents

ouuces, one

to us

your address

$5 to $10 a day guaranteed.
Gentlemen. or Eadies.
sent free. Write immediately, to
8

OF IMITATIONS.

price

for Oldramd Young, 80 page
trated.. “The Coming
gant PASTELLE, size 16 x
subscriber. Now is the time

by Rev.J.
M. Crandall, REV. WELLINGTON JOY, of
Depauville, N. Y,, and Miss
ELLA S. LATIMER,
daughter of D. Latimer, of Ames.
In Strafford, N. H., Nov. 15, by Rev. W. Rogers,
Mr. Charles E. Ham, of S., and Miss Ellen A. Uan
ney, of Barnstead..
Nov. 2L,Mr. B. Webber Bartlett,
M. D., and Miss Lizzie 8. Foss, both of 8. Nov. 29,
Mr. NattJ. Hanson and Miss Olive A. Leighton,
both of 8.
In Litchfield, Nov. 27,by Rev. A. D. Jones, Mr.
Wilber F. Little and Miss Ida N. Bolden, both of L.
"In Freedom,N. H., Nev. 27, at the residence of.

Agents wanted in

every city and town to canvass for it and .thnee-spe -cial Holiday Books, just published, containing
over TOO full page engravings each, gilt edged; and.
Illuminated covers of various golors. Fos-full particulars apply to or address
DURKEE
1339

-

2

& FOXCROFT,

151 Washinzioa

St.,

Publishers,
Boaton,Mass.

PEARL'S WHITE

GLYCE

INE

penetrates the
skin wi
injury, eradicates all Spots,

Freckles, Tas, Moth-patches.
Black Worms, Impurities and
Discoloratioris, either within or

GIVES A
Pormanently

the bride’s father, by Rev. J. B. Leighton, mr. Hen-

ry J. Blois, of Boston, Muss., and
Miss Sarah M.
Hern, ot F.
In Hillsdale, Micli., Nov. 25, by Rev. R. Dunn,
Mr. Oscar A. James and Miss Vinnie E. Hill,both of
Hillsdale.
In Strafford, Vt., Nov. 25, by Rev. M: Atwood,
Timothy Holt, Esq., of Derby, Vt, and Mrs. Maria
Keyes, of 8.
3
In Manchester, Nov. 30, by Rev. N. L. Rowell,
Mr. Charles F. Young and Miss Katie Donnelly

OPTRC'S.

and beautifully ItlusWave,” an_ele-.
20, is given to, every
to subscribe or-send

15 cents for specimen number.

L. W. Ray-

Miss Ella M. Jordan,

both of Bridges. In Dixfield, Oct. 12, Mr. George
E. Wright and Miss Clara E. Smith, both of D.
In tne Baptist church at Ames, N. Y., Nov. 27,

upon
the
Skin,
leaving it
smooth, soft and pliable.
For

BEAUTIFUL
Complexion.

happed

hafed Skin,

TAKE

149
of

Hands; Rough
#

8 the best

or

thing

To the world:. Ask. your Qeuggist
. for it.
NO OTTER.

WANTED,
AGENTS. —Worthy the speciak atfention
old canvassers.—Cole’s Celebrated Engraving,

Miss Flora S. Gould, both of M. Nov. 26, Mr. Albert
M. Carter, of Concord, and Miss Jdu E. Tarbox, of

“The Voyage of Life,” vepresents Childhood, Youth,
Mawhood, and Qld Age, nothing like it ever offered to
the American public—rare chance.
4649
B. B, Russsar, Boston.

)5, Mr. Daniel M. CotAnderson, both of M. Nov.
ton, of Brownfield, Me, ani {Miss Ellen A. Morse,
. William 8. McLeod
Nov. 11.
of Norway, Me.
and Miss Estelle §mith, botijof M.

UI

Nov. 27,

both of M.

‘M.

Nov.

Mr. Charles S.

Mr.

servey,

Boyington and

15, Mr. John W. Heaton and Miss Kaleren

Frank

27, by Rev. A.B. Me-

Noi

In Bridgewater, N. H.,

be dedi-

Send

Free,

Mailed

MARRIED
In this

mond,

our Illustra=

Wenk,
A Eyes
Near-Sighted
and
Inflamm
Watery,
yes.
the
of
Diseases
other
Eyes, and'sll

Attacks, and alll
Bowels.

AR

your SIGHT,

RESTORE

SCHOOLDAY
PAPERS.

In Harrison,

Addresses.

Atwood~-J

e

BEST TUNE BOOK ra

SAVE YOUR EYES

sent on re-

received.

Letters Received

Alley=M

B y

LEE &
10w30

quarter or-twelve cents a year; over four ounces and
not over eight ounces, double this rate, and so on.
On 50 Lesson Papers, one quarter, six cents, paya
ble quarterly or yearly in advance, at the office Where

Rev. A, B. Taylor, Box 570 Fond du Lac, Wis,
is Ne
“J. Wilson, N Scriba, N Y.

Mrs ET

Bilious

Postage :—In packages to one

French—S M Foss - Vrs Susan Klye—Mias L Grant—Mrs

Office

BOOKSTORE,

40 Cornhill, Boston.-

:

Medicine. —SAN:

Stomach and

per hundred.

We have
tist, with congregations nearly equal,
well furnished
a very good house of worship,
Our chunch at times
and horse sheds attached.
But death
membership.
large
a
quite
has had

"here are three churches in the village,—
Free BapMethodist, Congregationalist,. and

Post

AND

38 &

B

instructions

Tonic—For Dyspepsia,

Papers will be one cent

Clerk.

furnished

WAREHOUSE

A

F. A. Barnard, Pres.

Sick-headache,

LessoN

Notice.

FREE

& CO.,

EATEST,

McKEE,

Family

derangementsof Liver,

olden in Auourn, Dec. 16—18, will confor a favor
by sending their names at once to the pastor of the
E. N. FERNALD.
chureh.
Auburn, Dee. 5.

N. Y.

Hints for Living...... i=

S.,
N.Y.

Institute,

J. W.

Best and Oldest

M.

Bowdon

BIBLE

4%

FORD'S LiVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely. Vegetable,

Sermon by Rev,
“H.N. PLUMB.

Friends expecting to favor us with

at the

Hour Stories,

PUBLISHERS & IMPORTERS.

Cures all erupSold by Drugane,

75

;

For Young Men.
25 Helpful Thoughts..... 1560

‘D. LOTHROP

smoothness, transpar-

cirenlar and full

Crdss

W.

and

Knights, both of Lynn, Mass.
Y.

NOW

In Perinton, Nov, 26,My. IH. C. Foller

of Penfleld,and Miss Delia 8, Taner, of Perinton., = «
In Hallowell, Me., Aug. 28, by Rev. C. B, Peck-

ham, Mr. Thomas Steve and Miss Silima Stone,
both of Chelsea, Me. Oct. 11, Mr. George W.Wake-

IS

YOUR

MENCE

EH

on

oy

i isTORY.

TEME

NEW

TO

COM-

PRCTORIAL

REFERENCE DICTION

ARY
BIBLES (a new feature.) Best,
Cheapest and Largest Bibles for Agents in

F.

Ida

Miss

d,20, by Rev. C. HH. Jacksom Mr.
Nov.
In Penfiel
W. S. Farman and Miss Lucy Crocker, both of Pen-

fiela, N.

Q.

Price

ceipt of $2, or finished in silver plate for $2.75.
Address The MoKee Manufacturing Co.,
809 Broadway, New York.
lyeow2l
AGENTS WANTED.

Concord, Nov. 22, 1873.

Bowdoin

Happy

Uncle MaxX............-

[6 vols., each....... 25Cirele of’ the Year.
Chimney Corner Sto,
Everyday Objects.
[ries, 4 vols.,each.. 25 Myths and Heroes..,.}b
Any book sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of
price.
.

This simple and ingenious Machine is as useful as
the Sewing. Machine, and is fast becoming
popular
with ladies, in the place of expensive needle-work,
its work being much more handsome, requiring
less
time and not one-tenth part the expense. No lady’s
toilet is pow com;
hout it. A Machine with

Convention.
auspices of

cated Jna.8,.at 1 o'clock, ». M.
D M. Stuart, Buffalo.

7

Good Work..... wisi 150
Broken Fetters.......150
Uncle Anthony.......125
St. Augustine’s Ladder] 50

25

Pictures & Stories,
[6 vols., each.......

Samuel D. Tillman, Qonresgouding Sec’y.
New York,
November 20, 1872.

See Notice.

:
Dedication.
meeting-heuse in Elton, N. Y., will.

Whaler........
!

For the Little Ones.

Pictures and Songs..:

It

Exhibition of 1873.

reliable

N: F. WeyYmouvru,

Young

T.eaves of Comfort....
75 Famous Islands......100
The Garland..........3 00 Wonders Near Hone. 100
Wise and Otherwise,..1 50

Embroidering and Fluting Machines.

16—

session

Peter’s Strangs Story.1 50
recked, n
st....5 00
75 My Mates andI.......100
Ben’s Boyhood.......

Rock of Ages. ....... 150
“
Red line Ed.
2 00
The Auld Scotch
[Mither............. 125

It is ingenious and will meet the wants of every
matron in the land.” - *

the ** N..H. State Temperance Union.” will be held
at Eagle Hall, in Coneord,on Thursday, Dec. 18,
1873, commencing at 10 o’clock, A. x. All churches,
Sabbath schools and temperance organizations in
this state are invited to send not less thay three
nor more than seven delegates, each, to the ConE. Apawms, See,
vention.

The

Poetical Gift Books.

lyeow

next

75

FOR

and rent it on
It will be a good

its

be sick.

LE
113 Maide:

American

Convention, under’the

hold.

Adventures. .1 50

Golden Gems. ,....... 150

DIPLOMA,
AWARDED BY THE

North Boothbay church, commencing Friday, at 2
o’clook, Dec. 26 und hold over the Sabbath.
E. ROBINSON, lerl.

EXETER Q. M, will
Garland, Dec. 9-11.
.

FOR BOYS.

Price 30 gents per box.

Address
26639

| EDGECOMB Q. M. will hold its. next session with

A Temperance

SYRUP

Sold by druggists.

1t imparts

gists, ox sent by Mail.

Notices and Appointments,

Annual

never

ency an
rosy freshness to the skin.
tions of the
face. 1s not injurious.

as

' Tha

Fanny’s Bible Text, .Lucy’s Wonderful
[Globe .ivesernenn. .
1

MADAME DE ROSSA’S
ANTHEO
is the best preparation in the world for beautifying

its play, with

published.

REGISTERS for 1874 now

:
4

A Little Woman. .
.
Grandma Crosby.....1 00 Will Phillips... .....~150

ytomach, dysentery, griping

your Druggist forit. BEWARE

and

lightful Stones,

Petite .cvvueesrneaises -125 African’

phine.
Relieves your child by curing, not by causmg it to sleep, as its restored health and thrifty

pass over the Maine Central RR. R. and its
who
branches, to attend the next session of the Bowdoin
Q. M , at Auburn, Dec. 16-18,
C.F. PEXNEY,

the fluctuations

BABY

children will

will instantly cure sour

Brethren

the lecture?

Presents.

GIRLS.

00.| Little T0B8.cvveuevnns 125

$119.50
Treas.

DEMERITT,

:

lyeowid

(9 77.) FR

PH

in the bowels, wind coli¢, &c. Gives relief in teething. Pleasant to take. Contains no opium or mor-

and
This is a village on the Oswego river
Syracuse and
canal, about half sway between
is about
population
The present
Oswego.
powers in
water
best
the
of
one
have
‘We
2,000.
AR. R.
the ‘country, but little used at present.
through the
is now building, running directly
will afford manufacturers all
village, which
hoped,
‘hecessary transportation, and this, it is
induge ‘ome capitalist to build factories
ill
;
among our: watSg power.

‘and

MILLER’S

on hand, and“your

wishes to come west.
A. D. WILLIAMS,
3t50

who

Phil-

OF

vols., each.......
Annie Ken
Maylie........
Kitt
hs Troubles #150
1 po Lattle Three-year-old.

MOTHERS, READ THIS!

Have the old games

energetic, judicious

opening for some one
Addi ress
Kenesaw, Neb.

called at the
ninth anni:

and

from

tivation. I will find everything
shares, or will hire by the month.

may be revived in the place, the church quick
A
ened #nd souls saved.
At the Free Baptist church, in Pawtucket,
Rev. D. Boyd, pastor, revival méetings are beinquiring what they
ing held, and some are
Quite a number of young
must doto be saved.
peqple asked for prayers last Sunday evening.
The congregation is much larger than it hus been
for several years. The Sunday school room has

baen newly painted and

you

p

YDer C/A

COUGH,

0

FOR

Special Notices.

man, to work a Nebraska farm,150 acres under cul-

d

that God’s

N H

SEVERE

STANDING.

Mrs. Ramsey’s Poems 150 For Family Reading.

Now. 19,at the

wide awake in this matter, and when they went
to their homes they left behind nearly seventy

Itis

us,

a combination of keen-enjoyment

in his las

of Greenville

Candia,

WITH

Holiday
7.00

:
bi
MrsJ A

opean

|

ELEGANTLY BOUND AND SUITABLE FOR

Society.

perb

from the

oMmE Godp BOOKS, Jos READY. : :

1 43.63
8 wry

per Mrs A 8 Hilton,

wQundia,

PHTHISIC

generally.

Miss. Soc., Lake Village, N H, per Mrs H
all,
ira
Woman's Miss, 8oc., Haverhill, Mass, per AJ Doton,
:
Woman's Miss, foc., Danville, N H, per MrsJ A
Lowell,
12.50

so much useful information conveyed by the beautiful pictures of Birds and their fine and correct descriptions. Sent post paid, for seventy-five cents,
2t19
by West & Lee, Worcester, Mass.

ing.
The Pond Street people are working hard to
get their church completed.
The house is now
but it will be some time yet before
plastered,
they will be able to occupy the upper part of it.
bors with this people.
Rev. C. S. Perking’s parishioners
1, to celebrate the
parsonage, Dec.

keep

5.6

ean,
Soc.,
0c., Ashland, N'A H,

Miss. Soc.,

brick

become worn and lost their freshness? Get now
Avilude, or Game of Birds. No game has so happy

and

or Yearly Meet-

Bro. Dunjee has been greatly blessed

oman’s

F. H. BUBAR, Clerk pro tem.

Does the storm

OF

Womans

The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINE have
induced many physicians and apothecaries, whem
we knew, to prescribe and use it in their own families.

many others. : Philip Phillips-led the singing.
The Warwick plains church (colored) have
dedicated a church edifice, recently
removed
from Pontinc and newly fitted up for their use.
Bro. Dunjee, of the Pond Street Free Baptist
church,
preached
the
sermon. This church
claims to be a Free Baptist church, but is not

connected with any Quarterly

8
Woman's
Y
una, Miss,

with

Next session with the Alva church, Jan.
Business meeting Friday, at 2 P. M.

the winter evenings seem long?

2.8%

22.15

Mission

8 Parsonsfield church.

Sold by all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

see

3.50

Woman Mine . Soo, Ma a 8t church, Lewiston, Me,

FATAL INDIFFERENCE.—It is literally courting
death to neglect any affection of the lungs, the chest,
or the respiratory passages. Seek safety in Hale's
Honey of Horehodd and Tar. No cough, cold, sore
throat, or bronchial ailment can resist that inestimable preparation.
Crittenton’s, 7 6th Avenue.

noted 8. 8.
Rev: F. A.

Crafts, Bishop Wiley, Rev. J. M. Freeman,

Woman’s

L.A.

ong;

and feel that

it
is God’s truth, Among
the
workers we saw Rev. Dr. Vincent,

ville, this week,

AT the close of the last conference of the
First Freewill Baptist church fn Madison the
following resolutions were read and unanimous!
ly adopted:
called
Whereas, God in his providence has
field of
out pastor (Rev.J. W. Carr) to a new
be has
labor, and the pastoral relation which

An Behuif

they

F. B.

were revived. Sermons were preached by Rev.
oe, Bennett, Methodist, and Rev. Mr. Bickford,

lessons,

CURE

its last session

favorable and the Lord was with

dollars in cash. Would that other parishioners
might follow the example and do the same.
Three days meetings are being held at Georgia-

Ministers and Churches.

sustained to the church is about

when

M.—Held

7.10

1181

C.0.LIBBY,

John E. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.

to get their hearts so full of the love of God
that

Dover, N. H.

HourTtoN Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Patten church Oct. 10—12.
For some cause
the delegation was small, but the weather was

interested in the Lessons? Many good points
were brought out on this theme. The leading
thought wus for the teachers to make themad

oi

Meetings.

SANDWICH Q. M.—Held its last session

ask

iid

bleeding

:
LONG

2.00

3

Remedy.

Clarke’s

Mr. Wm, W. Strout, .of Windham, Me., was for
many Jour afllicted with that: distréssing malady
the phthisic, accompanied as usual in such cases
with severe sough was entirely cured by Clarke’s
European Coug
y.
|
We have certificated enough to fill a volume.
When everything else
has
failed the European
Cough Rentedy
has ofter cured in a few days or
weeks.
Prepared by Walter Clarke: & Son, Minot, Me.,
Proprietors of Clarke’s Rheumatic
, &C.
Sold wholesale by Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston,
by H. H. Hay and Jobn W. Perkins, & Co., Port:
land, and retailby Druggists and Medicine dealers

2.50

"

Cough

“4

been

the 1st church in Eaton, Oct, 24—26. The entertainment enjoyed was well appreciated.
Important business was transacted in the conference with barmony.
The preaching services
were interesting, and the social meetings spiritual and awakening.
It is hoped that the churches in Eaton will rise above their trials, and soon
make a forward movement which will ensure
success,
The
collection
for - Missions
was
$15.76.
Any church desirous of the next session will
forward their request to i SLT
L.
B. TASKER, Clerk.

and inter-

the

Madison,

good, and we trust in the assembly good seed
was sown which shall spring up and bring forth
fruit to the glory and honor of God.
Our hearts
were made to rejoice by the presence of the
Holy Spirit. Remarks were made concerning
Harper’s Ferry school, and it was a unanimous
vote that we do all in our power to sustain that
school, Rev. 4. D. Vengy
wus ehosen~Cor.
Mes. to
Harper’s Ferry Q. M.
Next session with the Winchester ¢hurch,
Feb. 15 and 16. The collection was $8.25.
S. S. JACKSON, Clerk.

Among other things was,

‘with

2

50
2.80
1.20
27.00

id

Me.) was cured of

with

lungs, and restored to health by

6.30

big

"

a severe coughy accompanied

1.00

y
.
3
fe
5
‘Orchard,
aa
h
Te.
Hd
Marble Rock,
=
*
“$10 of ‘which
to con. Mrs,J M Darland L M, °
2.58
Danville, N H, to eon, Mrs Mary A Courier and Mrs
Mary ¥£ Bradley L M’s, per J A Lowell,
20.00

unanimously connected with. the Berryville Q.
M. Social meetings were interesting, preaching

of earnest work

selves thoroughly acquuinted

3

we had an interesting session. Business was
done in quietness and order. Ministers from
other churches were present, also the Baptist
and Methodist ministers of the
place. Lura,
and Richmond churches were
heartily
an

18.

useful

Central City,

Noy. 15 & 16.
The different churches were
mostly represented by letter and delegates, and

How can we best gain the attention of our Sunday school scholars, so that they will become

$2.25 per
part of exforce inwith two

with cutting, making and meuding.

A great deal

have

3

Waterloo Q M,

regret his leav.

which

CURE OF SEVERE CASE OF LUNG DISEABE. .
Mr. B. H. Lagaavee, of Go

?

hid

Otter Creek,

by from one to six

bottles of the European Cough
Remedy.
The following certificates just received are given
as examples:
’
:
:

per 8 C Kimball,

Richland,

‘M. E. GEORGE,

Island Notes.

has been done ind very many

male tutors and six lady teachers.
sold.

We

additions

‘Consumption, have Deer cured

A friend,
Waltham, Iowa, per R D Frost,
J Sharp, E Coate, Mrs Hizer, 1.00 each, Mrs Boyle,
3 Quarry, Jowa, per RD Frost,
Mrs A Peterson, Mrs M
Peterson," Miss M Forbes,
R Loughlin, 1.00 each; Mrs Thorpe, 50; col,
2.60. Carleton, Iowa, per R D Frost,

|

The Methodist Episcopal Anuniversaries have
just closed a very interesting session in the city

those who have but small means.
Tuition,
including ‘the full college course, is one

will try to briefly answer this question. In
the Register for 1x74 we learn that the
whole increase in the denomination the past

but for which

Rhode

The co-education of the races,colwhite, male and female,is a prac-

tical thing,—a successful,harmonious demonstration in the South.
Education is put within the reach of

Mission Chit-Chat.

tion of 1628 members,

condition, edu-

Break up caste and’ the South will be in
some measure prepared for harmony and
efficiency. Christian culture, with the attendant facilities which such culture brings,
will accomplish the work.
Our educational enterprise is thus far a

be

Less will help us.

Belknap QM NH,

8. That in his new field of laborto which duty

a simultaneous collection on the last Sabbath in
this year, 1873. Do what you can, and the blessing of them who are ready to perish will rest on
you.
Remit to J. W. Corwin,or J. Rodgers,
Bellevernon, Fayette Co., Pa., who will receipt
for all money in Star and Union.
Com.

cate, give habits of neatness and cleanliness, together with wealth and comfort,
and, with all sensible men, caste will die.

dressing REv, I. D. STEWART.

The

dollar will save us.

deeply

oh

Mission,

Forestville, Towa, per N W Bixby,
Bear Creek, ** |
,
Yodomtne, N3
L P Bi oh
orthwood,’
, per
ckford,

CURE

That it has made most wonderful cures, no one will
deny. Hundreds of
ns; who for months had
been emaciated’ by coughing,night sweats and raieing of blood, who were thought to be in hopeless

Martha T Dyer, Norton, Towa, gold dust sold for

as to

;

Unequaled by any Medicine Known.

-

Penn,

J A Cassidy, Reading, Mich,

has seemed to direct, he may be assured of our
best-wvishes and prayers for his future success.
‘8S. HAMILTON,
T. P. SMITH,
¢
Com.

money panic is pressing heavily here. We can
not sustain the gospel and pay our debt.
We
must have help from some source or die. We
have helped others in the past.
If each F. Baptist church will give us a small collection, call it
a Christmas gift if they please, we would be on
our feet aggin, over this rough spot in our history and so grateful to God and our dear brethren.
Pastors, will you ask your congregations for a
collection for us? An average collection of one

outsidé.
Condition makes
color. ~~ Put the prescribed

ih confortable and elegant

sent 10 any address, post paid,
Th work
will be sold in quantities at the usual discounts. Persons wishing to act as agents

year was 666 members.

It

home, which inspires self-respect in those
who are inmmhates, and commands respect

for sale at this office, and ready for'Qelivery.

times make the inquiry, Does it pay?

so fortunate

:

its powerto

RELIEVE AND

EXPRESS.
Foreign

we

obstinate and long standing coughs, and pulmonary
‘diseases in general, is

D Lothrop & Co, 40 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

pastorate here are mainly
due, under God, to
the earnest efforts of Bro. Rowell, and that we
have ever found him a devoted Christian, laboring for the prosperity of this church and society,
and for the salvation of souls.
>

Waiting and Watching.
The following is extracted from a private

tended social gathering in the evening.
The large, elegantly finished building is
itself an educating force. It is a grand

The History above referred to is

Phe friends of Home

large

made tofthis church and congregation during his

and
and

by the presenceof efficient helpers.

tives, with occasional sallies of wit and good
humor; then to disperse for a more’ ex-

of preservation.
Of course, 1 wish for a speedy sale, so as
nearly to repay expenses as possible, the
copyright being my own. . The edition is
only a small one.
A. D. WILLIAMS,

Home

of the

J

esolved, 1. That we recognize in Bro. Row-

enterprise ‘in our Home Mission work.
We
trust our brother will labor on with courage and
hope, and that he may soon find himself cheered

was a pleasani scene to see all sit down in
social converse, partake of the bounties
spread, and then listen for an hour to short
addresses of thauksgiving, pleasant narra-

reliable, and that what it contains is worthy

&o.,

The

ell an able, instfuctive and efficient pastor, in
whom we have entire confidence, and that during his labors with us the unity and fellowship
between pastor and people have been most hearty

but he thinks our Arminopen communion need only
to meet a hearty approval
of that body.—His letter

awakens sympathy, offers encouragement,
makes a strong plea for a larger liberality

$6.00; Deerfield paid $16.15,

white, nearly all citizens of Kentucky.

«called Free Baptists.”
1 wish to say to the friends interested, that
I have taken unwearied pains to make it
worthy of its subject; that each year of the
-delay has added something to the materials
that have been worked into it; and th
financially it has cost me more than I
hope to realize from it, I believe there is a
great deal in it that in the aggregate ca
found nowhere else, that its statements are

terms,

eyes

that

“A H Milifken, Parkers Head, Mc, .

his connection from this church and society ; and,
whereas having accepted his resignation, a public expression of our feelings
at this time would
be 2
per and consistent, therefore, 4

for

to him so important and so full of promise. His
membership is with what are known as the

and

not one has paid.
Weare Q. M.—Contoocookville has paid
$6.00, app. $18.00; Grantham ‘and Enfield
has paid its apportionment.
15 churches
have not paid anything.
New Durbam Q. M.—Barrington paid

$5.46, app.

constant

Denominational News and Notes.

learn

sermon.

Fleetville,

‘FW Towne, Kittery
Point, Me.
* HM G Corliss, Waterbury Cen, Vi,
* WH Littlefield, Vinal
Haven, Me,
Wm B Flanders, Cornville, Me,

to

app. $38.00; 1 Dover paid. $11.00, app.
letter lately received at this office. It tells its own
$50.00; Milton paid its app. Northwood
paid $11.80, app. $38.00; Nottingham paid stop, and should awake its own response :—
I came here [Rennersville; Ind.] over a year.
its app. ; 3d Strafford paid $8.25, app. $15.This
InLYNDON LITERARY INSTITUTE.
ago, and have not seen a Freewill Baptist, out~
stitution, situated at Lyndon Center, Vt., 00.
14 churches. have not paid anythingon side my own family, since I came. Iam strongpresents as comprehensive a course of study apportionment.
t
ly attached to the denomination.
I am anxiously waiting, bften asking myself the question,
A. H. CHASE, Cor. See.
as will be found in schools of its grade. . It
when will some -of our mimsters come this
is well officcred, its rules and regulations
wr
way?
I read what our home missionaries are
Thanksgiving at Berea, Ky.
are wholesome, and it desewes prosperity.
doing in the far’ South. I rejoice to hear it, but
The last catalogue, a model. of neatness,
can not help wishing that some one would come
I know that the readers of the Siar feel
shows an aggregate attendance, during the
this way,
But Iwill hope on and pray on, and
interested in every thing that indicates inwait God’s own time.”
J. A. D.
last three terms, of py
227 BN
téllectual, moral
apd social well being in
.
the South.
Se
Christmas Gift.
Thanksgiving day {the students of Borea
The F. Baptist church at Bellevernon, Pa.,
college, male and fen\ale, white and colorappeals to all the F. Baptist churches for help to
“That “ History.” ma,
ed, together with the
tyustees and Faculty
|. pay. 4 debt on their house of worship. ‘We hold
ilies (white), all
. The long talked-of History of the oft ree apd some neighboring
an important point on the Monongahela river,
Commanionists is at Inst out of press and sat down to a sumptuous “dinner spread in’ and at the junction of the railroads now being
meady for sale, under the title of ** Memo- the large dining-hall of our new building. constructed ina rapidly increasing population.
None
of us are rich.
Many are poor. The
rial of the Free Communion Baptists; also About one-half of the entire company were

for its sale, will

the

in Biddeford on having been

minister from the north

who can devatizhis time to the work that

Tuftonboro’ have paid $10.50, app. $10.00;
Effingham paid $2.00, app. .$8.00¢f 13
churches have not paid anything.

consideration ? However, perhaps Chief
justice Williams is the best available man
for the place, 4 Time ought to show.

will

closing

Carpenter,

ry cron. yor

European Cough Remedy

N Y.

"Cami
cei
BR
ton, Madison, N H,

audience as Byo. R. uttered his parting words,
Bro, Rowell his done a good work in Manchester, and we col
fulate the’ church and Society

greatly cheered by the regular perusalof the

-Stary has obtained quite a list of subscribers

ro

Wolfborough Q. M.—Moultonboro’

of doing those things. It¥s something that
the appointment is calculated to be especially pleasing to the Soathern mind. But
isn’t that according too great force to that

a copy

his

tears flowed frgely from

our

congre-

gations and churches, those whose views’ of religious truth and ¢hurch polity so nearly accard
with our own, The writer has found himself

$33.00,

paid + $49.30,

not paid anything.

cessor of Chase and his famous list of predecessors,
But the President has his own way

Price $1.25, for which sum

preached

(oa

H

Watkins.

W H Fonerden, E Poestenkill,
J B Davis, West Buxton, Me,

* JR

church was crowded to its utmost capacity, and

.and waits with a deep and

Village

>"
*

Last Sabbath, Nov. 80, our pastor, Rev, N. L.

from which he writes, and shows also how ‘much

Whidden—H

R Wade—~H E Whipple—hl re

Diana Waldron, Hallsport, NY.
,
Mrs Judith A Day, Brewerville, Ind, (2)
Elizabeth Allison, New Paris, Penn,
Rev 1 M Walker, Grists Station, Columbus Co, N

+

the interests of religion in that part of the state

—

Books Forwarded,
BY MAIL,

good field for a young man to work and grow,
and he need not fear suffering from want.
This
church ought not to be neglected, but should be

$22.00; 2d. Sandwich

Hampton

Wallave—M

to

app. $45.00; 1st Sandwich paid $25.00,app. |

00; New

ed lawyers, and particularly to the Supreme Bench itself, for the most fitting suc-

N.B.

anxious

looked after and encouraged. Will the prayerGoop Worps ¥rRoM TENNESSEE, A letter ful pray for us, that the Lord of the harvest will
E. CROWELD?
from a correspondent in Henderson Co., Tenn.,’ send us help in due season?
brings us some interesting information touching
_ Pastoral Resignation.
A

pects) app. $385.00; Meredith paid $4.50,app. $10.-

Mr, Williams.
has no judicial ;r¢eord, from

o

am

:

terman—J Wilson—R R Walters—C A

have some suitable man to take my place, that
the work ‘may not be interrupted. This is a

converted to

Jesus.

spring. 'I

secure his services, At the close of the service
the following. preamble and resolutions were
A
the 8.8. papers, has distributed copies of our unanimously passed by a rising vote:
New Tract which have been eagerly welcomed
Whereas, It has become the duty of our much
and heartily approved, and now wants copies of respected and beloved pastor; Rev, N. L. Rowthe Treatise to aid in- doing Missionary work, ell, after prayerful cousideration, to: withdraw

which one may judge of his fithess for this
very important office. One would vaturally have looked among our most distinguish-.

H]

some

God, gave testimony

sanitary law. This, along with the genuine
revival meetings, interspersed with singing
and prayer, which the Friends have lately
held, marks a long advance m their polity
of forms.
:
if

fitness for the office of Chief-justice, President Grant should know it, for heir personal intimacy must have given each a pretty

:

i.

about three years, and inténd to leave them ‘be-

monthly

$15.00; 2d Belmont paid $6.00,app./$15.00 ;
Franklin paid $12.00, app. $12.00; Gilford
Village paid $16.65, app. $33.00; Gilmanton I. W# paid $5.00, app. $22.00; Laconia paid $2.50, app.
$30.00; 1st Belmont, Canterbury, E. Tilton, Lake Village,
.
The Pres- Loudon, Lower Gilinanton, Meredith Cen. THE
NEW
CHIEF-JUSTICE.
ideht has made another of those executive ter, Northfield, not.paid.
appointments which are remarkable chiefly
In the Lisbgn Q. M. there are 8 churches,
as representing almost bis sole choice. But
one of thend has paid anything.
» it should doubtless be conceded that “if At- (, Sand ch Q. M.—Bristol paid $22.50,

.

The church here is en-

’

~ Belknap Q. M.—Alton

awn

lL RR

10,

~ 80. BTRAFFORD, VT.

ment,

able chiefly ns being. a stupid violation of |

hh

¥ DECEMBER

a
5

00% Great Falls paid $50.00 app. 50.00;
“What Tas Tong 550 appare nt,—that the
Quaker oddity about dress is fast giving Manchester paid $44.77, app. $36.00; NewOne'speaker advised that the ques- market paid $13.85,app. $36.00; Portsmouth
way.
Hampton, Kittion of dress should be treated as one of ‘paid $70.00, app. $27.00;
utility and convenience, and he ‘quietly af- tery, Raymond, S. Berwick, 8. Kingston,
firmed that the long continued practice of have not paid anything on their apportion-
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America.
$loeo ta 2en per month cleared on
Bibles and oyr New Cyclopentia of the.
Herse; recommended a necessity for all horse

bog

Oxwmers.
ub:

3130

best

Nia

Pictures Apply at once to
Concord, N, 1a

Charts

and

D. L. GUERNSEY.
13th

fleld and Miss Annie Clary, both of Gardiver, Me.
Nov. 2¢, Mr. Rufus IH. Jones and Miss Angelette
'
B. Bussell, of Hallowell.

A new work of infendé INTEREST and intrinsic VARUE,

John H. Judkins, of New York eity, and Mies sarah
A. Dimond,of D.
In Bangor, Me,, Dec. 8, by Rev. Arthur Given, Mr.

By the gifted

In Danville,

Now

27, by

Rev. J. A.

Lowell,

Mr.

Rinaldo F. Collamore andl Miss Abby M. Dyor,
daughter,of the late Watson Dyer, all of B. ,

In wakpleld, Nov. 21, by Rev, J. 8. Potter, Mr,
Heary Ch so and Mrs, E liza A. Bean, both.of W.

! tases
REMARKABLE SUCCESS

in 4 days, and another $158.00 in 8 days, selling

OCEAN'S STORY.

OCEAN'S
STORY.
son of theefomous *‘ Peter Parley.”

A graphic
History of Ocean Navigation, Adventure
and Discovery since the Ark. Replete with startling
incidents, fearful disasters, piracies, perils, &c.,
ABOVE, 8150, the WONDERS BENEATH the SEA, Div-

ing, Dredging,

trations.

four days,

lographing. &c.. 225 spir‘ted Ilus-

Agents just stated report 101 orders in

127 in five days,

Jin

sells wonderfully fast. 3000
for full description amd of
BROS., Pub’s, 723 Sansom St.

ts
Fhila.

twa days, &e.;

.

Wanted. Send
HUBBARD
ly

rary of
perfect Lib
A,Adventures
upon, and

the Wonders heneath the great-ceans.

More Agents

Wanted for this and the history of

Livingstone 28 Years in Afrion.
Also our splendid new Bible, just ready. Address,
HUBBARD

1y4s

BROS,

LADY

5

"SEND

AGENTS

Address LA

PERLE RUBBER

Chambers; 8t., New York:

FOR

CATALOGUE.

14136] DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO., NEW YORK,

Wanted to introduce our celebrated Rabber Goods
for ladies’ and ghildren’s wear. They sell rapidly,
and give perfect satisfaction. Active agents can vealize small fortunes. Send for our illustrated cata-

logue.

S

- Agents Wanted.

Pub's, 53 Washington St., Boston,

CO.,%0

13t40

T%

A.—~TEA

lar ht A dy
and

induce:

ents ydagents,

Address,

13640

wanted in town and coun,
up club orders, for the
yin America; Importer’s prices

AGENT

hy

1

Send

d

for circular.

ROBERT

hig

43 Vesey Street, New

York

Twilight Musings.
-

;

=
:

Q’er the silent river-brinks;

bal

been such constant visitants in their

Bind the heavens, in starry bands,
"And a calm ang holy light

uy a grain from the burden taken,
* But when in the land immortal we waken,
’ ’ After the weary but ended strife,
That day we shall see in our crown of life.

The exgsvn which the holy Christ shall give

live,

gain at last that blissful ¢

Where dwell the, redeemed, TE

vormote.

house through all the hours of the day.

49

Out

in the
—

Snow.

—

Merrily down from the dreary gray-clouds
Dances the feathery snow,
Trimming with down the’stifl green hedge,
And the frozen ground below.

So

And little brown birds come fluttering down,

Like leaves arcund the doot.

But hirk to the laughter and joyous shout
That ring through the falling snow,
As troops of merry-eyed boys and girls.

Go skipping to ard fro.
How eager the fingers that gather up
The treasures from the sky!
No matter how stiff and red they grow—

dared not allow Henry and Allen to go

ourselves,

in

°

That brightens the eyes of my tiniest boy

ahd |Bennie,

covered

ahd

A

put down the ear-laps, soft and warm,
button the little coat,
;
into their mittens the restless bands, - =
mufile the fair white throat;

« And the little red mittens scoop up the snow
TA

And toss it back to me.

“And I think the snow Tot a whit more fair
Than the brow on which it falls,
Or the tiny hands that gather it up,
And shape it info balls.

)
ERASE

Dollar and Its Lessons.

One day Sullie Gaines and his little sister
were feeling quite grand, for their mamma
had given them pérmission to go to market
and buy some veal cutlets and peas for dinrer. She gave them money for this, and a
penny each to spend as. they chose. They
were speculating, as most little folks

But a “ great big boy” is he,

would

do

under

by experience
very far.

With as clear a light as now!
And the eager hands—the treasures they grasp,

Union.

thata

this real money?
ining it carefully.

ever come,”

exclaimed Amelia Leonard in an impatient
voice, as she turned away from the window
times

in the last few hours, to look down the

with a Tittle girl's eagerness for the
of her father and brother Bennie,

hill

return

who

bad

been over the mountains fifty miles away,
and were.10 return that day. Going to her
mother, who was busy in the mysteries of

preparing for a Thanksgivingditiner on the

¥¥
i
i

a

‘§

Amelia

coutinned,

do

does

not

go

Sullie, see!

isn’t

It’s got a green back.”

¢¢ Yes, indeed,” said her brother, exam-

BY MARILLA.

mamma! what

penny

walk, exclaiming, ¢ Oh,

A Thanksgiving Storm.

v

circumstances,

Of course, Sullie would like to buy a
whole regiment of wooden soldiers, hobbyhorses and drums, and Pet an army of
dolls of all sizes, sets of dishes, ete. Ast
she was going over her list, she stopped
suddenly and picked up something on the

The § amily @arcle.

morrow,

similar

what they would buy with their pennies,
and wishing they bad more, as they knew

Oh! the dancing eyes! may they ever flash

ES

Half

—

And out goes my ‘baby—=& baby no more,

where
she had been at least twenty

you

‘ Why,

sug

hinders

“5

and 0 make

fifcy.

C-e-n-t-s spellgeents; yes, it's fifty cents.
We can have jt for our own, cause we
found it. Now we can buy lots 0’ things,”

he said, not having much idea of money;
but fifty cents sounded large. So they
walked along with their two heads close
together, planuing how they would use the
precious half dollar. They bad just concluded it was best to take it home and tell
m
about it, which was right, when
they'heard a loud,angry voice behind them,
saying:

#¢ I'll teach yer ter lose money

this ere,

here it is, after four, and they haven't come

way ; it ain’t a growin’ on every bush yer
see. _Itell yer ter find it, find it, I say.”
Whaek-! whack
| went-a- great stiek -on-.the
thinly covered shoulders of a little boy no

yet.”

larger

them ? Bennie said they would be here with
the new oxen by noon, and papa said himself they would be here soon after; and
#

:

“1 presume the storm winders them
‘some; ut they will be here ‘sometime
to-night, for your papa said he would come,
and you know he never disappoints us.”
«J know it; but it seems as though I
can’t wait. They've been gone a week,

and something awful

might have happen-

ed,” was the reply of the imaginative little
girl. Then noticing that her. words deepened the shadow on her mother’s brow she
ran again to the window, hoping to have a
pleasant report ; but the storm raged harder, and the wind was piling the snow in
drifts.
¢¢ Dear me,” sid Amelia, “ it just snows
and snows all the time, If it keeps on like

this, Thanksgiving will be snowed under so
deep we never can find it.”
Mrs. Leonard tried to smile, but to her
already overburdened mind there seemed a
sad significance in ber little daughter's
words, .and tears

Resolving

not

cime

to

instead

add

of

another

smiles.

pang

ed away until she could compose her

feel-

So often, during the last few years,

had this woman's life;path

been

swept

by

sorrow’s wave, so many timés had Death
come near hé?, “taking one after another,
children; parents and friends, she felt that
life had little left for whichdto

be

thankful;

and at times, in the depths bf her grief, she
had exclaimed,— There is no sorzow like

my

sorrow.”

Now

she. copld iil help

thinking that even her sorrow miight be
‘greater, her affliztion deeper, than any she

had yet known.
Their home

was

far back

on the

New

England hills, where the snows fall deepahd the winds blow hardest, but never

3

had the last of November brought
a furious storm and wind as this. All

od afr igh od sowed

and blowed,

Wheh Amalid's” “ big tatters,”

Henry

+ and, Allen, came home fram school, Wednesinformed them that,

did not comé that

‘go |after: them herself;
for, said she, * hi

not have any

or anything without Benvie.”

than

Sullie.

The

thanks

woman

looked

dreadfully, so heated and so angry. Sullie
and Pet, half frightened, backed up close
to a friendly fence to let them pass,
“ Pll skin you alive, if you don’t find it,”

continued the angry woman. “‘1 worked
hard a blessed half day for that, yer lazy
hound.”
The boy was trying to stammer something about he ‘‘ didn’t mean to,” but

whack ! whack! went the merciless whip

from the pitiless hand, while

the boy

was

80 blinded with tears and choked with sobs,

he could not have seen fifty gold dollars
had they been strewn before him. He and
his mother had gone nearly a haif block
before our little pair recovered themselves
enough to move on; then suddenly Sullie
exclaimed, *“O Pet, I didn’t think of it
before,
maybe it's the very money we
found,” opening his hand to look at it.

~ ¢ What shall we do?
woman,

she’s a dreadful

she'd say twas hers anyway,

te: ask her; thenif ’twasn’t

Amelia’s troubled heart, she resolutely turn-

ings.

and talk

so

are

good

and

always feel I ought to have
ment than they give.”

more

Biterary Review,

angel-hood

himself known

‘kind,

I

punish-

of the personalfconscience.

he

to me,

He wis like

pecially in the domain

if we

hers, ’twould

too bad for her to take it, we want
much, too,” said Pet, her toy visions

be

it so
fleet-

ing Away at the "prospect of losing the
money,
«T wouldn't want it if ‘twas bers; let's
run and ask her, anyway.
I guess that's
what mamma'd like us to do; then just
hear that,” Whack!
whack! went the

whip again.
That decided the diidren.

and

Pet

said

as they ran, ‘“ Maybe she’ll stop whipping
the poor boy if we give it to her.” They
called loudly to the woman, but she was
too angry to hear or heed, until Sullie
touched her arm and asked, * Is this
yours?” He held the money. out; she

snatched it quickly, with; Where'd (you
find it P
* On the walk, "ween Washington and
Grove streets,” answered our heyy, bravely.
Y tye said the boy; ““that’s where I
theught it blowed out o’ my basket.”
* No thanks ter yer ’tis found,” the
woman said, and without even thanking
Sullie, ig wrned and walked rapidly
away.
| dropped upon the walk,
rested his
upon his kne:s, trembling
with pain.”
ashy

« Poor boy," eaid Pet, sympathizingly,
“are

you

dreadfully

hurt?

Why,

your

so often pressed warm

On Sunday afternoon a big boy stood at
the door of ‘he Sunday school. He was so
bad that he had been turned out of school
the Sunday before. His father and mother
brought him, and beggedbe might be re-

The superintendent said:

Your

not

their heads.

surety

for

suppressionof thestruth,

due.

bushes,

hesitating to point out

out

into

the

ple who are caught doing

can be proved as

that

cigar?”

as a surety.

As'the children were leaving school, the
superintendent saw the big boy and little

a

]
One sin leads

Just at that moment

a

little

blue

smoke

came curling from uader Clintons apron,
just above his belt. He (urned pale as he
saw a hols burning in his apron, and there.
was the burnt end of a cigar under it !

is

your son Tom?”
“Oh, he’s just gone up-stairs with a great
boy he brought in with him. I don’t know
what they are dong.”
vil
“May I go up ?”
0b, yes, sir.”
zi)
The superintendent
went softly and
quickly up the stairs, and as he reached ihe

Ah, Clinton, your #in found youn out!

hita

to

school,

and

hide it, the very thing he

after

that sent him to colleges so -that at lengih
he went as a missionary to the heathen,

Death

of the
.

—

First-Born.
—

>

This beautiful extract, from Dr. Holland's
new

book, Arthur Bonricastle, will be read

with deep and tender interest by many
‘whose experience it trushfully portrays :

4] stand in a darkened room before a
little casket that holds the silént form of my

first born,

My arm is around the wife and

mother wh

weeps over

the

lost weasurs}

and can not, till tears. have their way, be

‘does

to hide

it

quite. often becomes the means of bis
being discovered.
“When you want to sin in sildly £0
where God is not.” But since God is in
every place, you may be sure youy sin: will
find you out!
mas

Oe

i

Familiarity is.i a suspension of " liost

all

the Jaws of civility ; libertinism has introdueedit into society under the notion of ease.
Use

and exercise

promote

facility and

dispatch in the habits of the mind,
virtuous actions as well as
tions,

and in

in external

ac-.

springing

up

as

With

numerous

ilustra-

ete. 1874. 18mo. pp.

exhibit

their old’ qualities, yel he

has here given us a large amount of trustworthy
information, covering the peculiar
life and
the wonderful phenomena
which appear
i?

the higher latitudes. It is a choice book for the
entertaiument and instruction of young readers,
and the word young, as here used, may include
almost anybody on the juvenile side of seventy.
The skillful and genial author of * Normandy

Picturesque”

18 equally happy

in dealing with

basis underlying the extravagunces. ilis work has
called out an immense amount of strong approval and hostile criticism.
He now comes forward to answer some of the questions raised by

whose handsgyit may fall. It is sketchy rather
than profound and critical, but its photographs
finely copy the Arab lands and life.

here

is an

hardly fail to gladden every class of readers into

RHODA THORNTON'S GIRLHOOD. By Mrs. Mary
E. Pratt.
[lustaated byC. G. Bush. Boston:
Lee & Shepard 1874. 16mo. pp. 273. Sold by
E. J. Lane & Co.

THE TEMPERANCE

called a religion.
one, though

A Series of Dra-

16mo. pp. 230.

Then he considers the

affirmative

DRAMA:

mas, Comedies and Farces, for Temperance
Exhibitions, and Home and School Entertmioment. By George M. Baker, author of** The
Social Stage,” ete.
Same Publishers, &c.

‘I'he first of these volumes seems to us to justify and emphasize the recorded estimate of Whittier, who describes it as ** a very successful) pict-

His

ure of New England life, fo its jocal coloring

he

and characterization.” We may add that the
pictures can hardly be inspected witheut an
abounding enthusism,~they are as taking as

they are true,
our Conception of the Universe ¥ and, What is
In the second volume we have another very
our rule of Life?
These answers are too extensive .good illustration of Mr. Baker's ability and skil}
to be repriwluced’ here eveu in epitome; but he in providing dialogues and dramas for the soclal
‘seems to leave out the idea of a personal God, stage. He has done only good things heretofore,

and the highest moral authority recoguizedis
that heard in each man’s own nature.~These
are Strauss’s views, and this volume is sent abroad
for the purpose ot defining and justifying them.
The book is written with great ability, calmness,
and seeming candor, and the personal character
and long-continued and eminent service of the
auhor forbid us to think of him as anything else
than a sincere and earnest advocate of what he
deems important and vital truth, For ourselves,
we have to

say that

the New

Testament wou'd

and this collection compares favorably

with the

best of his previous work.

A MaN or Hoxor.
Illustrated. New
12mo.

By "George Cary
York: Orange yu

leston.
&

Co.

pp. 222.

Mr, Eggleston may couldentiy expect a favorable

word

over

his story, from the

intelligent

critics, whose verdiet he says heis most anxfvusly waiting for. Even the most moderate,
discreet und patronizing of them will probably

be inclined to pat him on the bead, snd tell hii

seem tous of very little account after his work
of emasculation had been completed; Christ

he has done very well indeed, on the

ceases to be the soul’s hope and stay and helper
and guide, and the Universe degenerates into a
coldand pitiless organism without a God who
can really hear a prayer or console a smitten

a beginner, and encourage

whole, for

hrm to go on.

Seri-

ously,we have a ‘storyof southern life that is
very admirable, whether considered ass whole
or in detail, , Character-painting. and analysis,
desc ription, management of plot, the selection
sufferer. We have only Science instead of a | and use of incident, the indireet but. forcible fu
Messiah, aud a Cosmos in the pluce of a Creator.
culcation of high “lessons, and the émployment

Tt is indeed a dignified

and

intelligent unbelief | of a style that at once embodies art
—-all these are noticetible features,
mently welcome, both for what it
what it indirectly promises.
=

that is offered us, but it is just as destitute ot a
sympathetic soul as any other system that bas
glored in a bald atheism and insisted that man
at his best estate is but a handful of perishable

dust,

We

can

honor

the man

und confess

to

and

vigor,

It is emiis avd for
.

THE GALAXY shines on, in spite of oloudy
nights and all the literary luminaries in the firmament, for it derives its abounding light from

sources that do not suffer or thréaten exhaustion. It'completes its’ annual circuit with no
loss of brilliance, The last number is greatly

THE ARENA AND
THE
TuaroNe.
By L. T.
od | like its predecessors, certainly wot poorer, and
Townsend, D. D., author of ** Credo,” “Go
Man,” ete. Boston: Lee & Shepard. 1874. | it always meuns progress.—New York: Sheldon
& Co.
:
16m0. pp. 264. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.

OUR YOUNG FOLKS had too thoroughly estab—

Dr. Townsend 18 a forcible and fervid writer.
He bas faith in bis Bible; «nd the Christian sys—
ten gets not merely his formal agsent, but hie

Tished itself in the confidence of the juvenile pub-

reverent

through rivalry or the

vious

and

enthusisastic advocacy.

volumes

have met

His pre~

with much favor, the

lic to be in mu:h

danger of losing reputation

y | mavent attractions.

lessening of real and per-

It has been for yeurs the

have carried » strong and grateful ivfluence, magazise for young readers,and it has kept all its
and they have really thrown light upon th e | excellent qualities as if to stay in the future,
It
great themes which were dealt with in them.
ends its separate life with its ninth volume, avd
He is more unique and not less vigorous here.
will henceforth coalesce with 8t. Nicholas, and
The title of the book suggests nothing definite, help to make that a richer thing, if possible, then
to

state

its specific

design

it is not easy

in a sentenee.

Its

unity is not obvious, and it is confessedly made

up of different discoures prepared as independent

things.

its human

He seeks
inhabitants

to exalt the world and
beyond what would be

approved by those who think of the heavenly
bodies generally. as inhabited; he draws a forci-

ble lesson

it zow is.
ARTHUR'S HOME MAGAZINE, if not one of the
‘most brilliant and unique, is certainly one of the
wholsomest and cheapest.
It has, as it deserves

Lo have,a host of old and tried friends, who keep
an intelligent attachment to it, and count it
among the needful things to

provide for literary

in seeking | entertainment and culture at home. And there
he lifts up the trizmph of Job’s is reason in their estimate.—A'large steel en-

from the defeat of Judas

ill-gotten gain:
patient piety to

a very command.

ng

level;

and | graving,

with

a

scriptural

subject,

entitled,

he urges the view that the highest embodimen ¢| “ Peace be to this House.” is to be given as a
of the authority and rule
~ God will appear in premium to each subscriber. They will get the
worth of their money. ~Phlty. T, 8. Arthur &
the human form,—as in t

to the ;work of setting forth its claims, and
tn whi Ir. pas«
tors may
escape the errors that often
rate
against their success, and show how labor may
be fruitful in joy and profit. With net much
ume

seeking to point out the methods

that is remarkably fresh aud original, the book
is yet crowded witn the most wholesome and
practical suggestions, sueh as
teachable minister could well

no earnest and
fuil to find en-

couraging and. helpful,
THE PROPHET ow THE HIGHEST;
sion of John fhe, Ba List. By

«, Nahum Gale, D
~ton,

16mo.

pp. 224

or, Thé Mis
the
the R

np m. Tract1 Soclety,
oS Bos=

A careful and yaad

Son.

THE
for the

NURSERY, —that
youngest

splendid little monthly

readers, over

which

we leng

| ago exhausted our vocabulary of complimentary
words, without using one of them insineerely,—
is at hand, choice as ever, with no idea of losing

a single attraction now

given it by the skillfal

use of pen ard pencil. Put it into the children’s
rooms and homes. It will allay fretfulness and
silence

snarling

sooner

than

soothing syrup.—

Boston { John L. Shorey.

{= James Vickeeof Rochester,N. Y., Issues
the
first and crowning number of his FLORAL GUIDE!
practical
and
condensed
of
for 1874,~136 pages

information to gardeners and florists, and of ar-

tistic beauty in the shape ot illustrations, such
as one rarely sees. Three other numbers will
be issued during the year, und all for 26 ots, We

have often spoken strongly of Mr. Viek’s work
us a publisher of magnificent seed catalogues, as

the produeer of Floral Chromo
ers that are marvels of glory and

for his custom:
economy, and

as the straightforward, enterprising and extensive dealer in all sorts of seeds and plants for

the parterre, the garden,

&c.

We are glad to

call fresh attention to his publications and his
busingss, and commend all our readers to Hoth
them and himself with confidence and emphasis.
eo publishes two new chromos, which we bave
not seen, but which

study of the Baptist’s

charueter, jun the light of Scripture, and of the
sacred and secular history of the period in which
[4

sl

ete.

Same Ppishers,

indulged and

I will not tell yon how Clinton was pun‘Christ who wears
ished, only you may be sure he did not sour semblance forever hihi is much scientific
smoke any more cigars,
knowledge implied and unfolded,
und the aim
«I think he was a silly fellow to put a is to muke it lend sanction and give fresh em _|
top, he could see through the door that Tom lighted cigar under his apron?” some child phasis to what’ are, regarded the especial teach .
ings of Scripture.
Its an interesting and sugand the boy were kneeling together. He says. “I would bave hid it better than
gestive book, not always sulislying; but crowded
:
!
soon heard Tom’s voice saying, “O Lord, that
with real stimulus,
No, you wouldn’t. You do not know
make this boy that has been the worst boy
HINTS AND HELPS IN “PasToRAL THEOLOGY.
what you would have done. Unless you
in the school, O Lord, make him the best.”
By William 8. Plumer, D, D., LL D. New
have
been
a
great
while
learning
to
deThe superintendent knelt down by Tom's,
Xork Harper & Brothers. 1873, 12mo. Pp
ceive, and grbwn cunning, you woald uot
side, and they all prayed together.
Dr. Plumer always writes with a definite
God heard them and he maddthe big boy have been wiser.
und in plain and incisive words, He has
purpose
When
a
ckild
or
man,
who
is
generally
to become one of the best boys in the
honored the pastorate by his long and efficient
honest,
commits
some
sin
and
wishes
to
school, and raised up friends for “Ragged
service; he honors it afresh in devoting this volTom,” who put

gratitude

into free play, and bis wit ‘and bumor liberally

they exhibit and

and after one has read the volume

this the truth?”
y
“No, ma'am, [ haven't got any,” persisted he. “Fred and Benny bad, though.”

self, “I am afraid that boy will do Tom
harm. 1 must go and look after them.”
When he reached the cottage where Tom
“Where

f

dh
you

find

Jules Verne againi-And, while his imagination is still active, his descriptive powers called

confesses that this remaining religion is a somewhat peculiar thing to bear such a name. He
then asks and replies to the questions,~What is

“Clinton,” said his mother, solemnly, “is

Tom walking together. Fle sid to bim-

mother,

‘have

of

The

stition, though adufitting an important and vital

answer

It

we seldom.tire.

Algiers, whether he uses the pen or pencil; and
the result of hig efforts with both, as they are
embodied in this charming little volume, can

$'left that deserves to be

act

often

So:

question, whether, after discarding what is peculiar to Christianity, they have really anything

and Clin-

will

Picturesque,”

in statement,in

him well known in both hemispheres.
More
than
almost any
other man, he has voiced
the distrust felt, especially on the European
continent, over the miraculous and even the historical element in the gospels.
He would make
the ‘evangelical napratives balf myth and super-

thought at all; it was what is called an im-

that!

“No,” said the little " oy.
to another,

his

Never

against what

the ability displayed in las book; but we have
still much more fuith in Jesus of Nazareth as a!
4sleacher, and greatly prefer the Bible to this exdo’ position of the German freethinker,

He was helping Tom

to

errors

of which

in the inti-

confidences

Jules Verne. ByN. D’Anvers. With Ove
Hundred Hlustrations.
Boston: James R.
thy ood & Co, 1874. octavo. pp. #34. Bold by
. Lane & Co.
Pldode AND ARABS; or,Sketehi in Sunshine.
i Henry Blackburn,
author. of ** Normand y

for the exercise of this manly justi
and
this Christian charity. His is no new~Nname.
‘His Leben Jesu, his Dogmatik, and other
works, both theologiehl and scientific,have made”

is as true of grown-up people as of children.
It is very easy for persons to make up their
minds what they will do if caught in a

pulse.
¢Clinty,” said his mother,

said

their

utterances

‘apaffected

Tae Fur COUNTRY ; or,
oF, Seventy. degrees Nort
Latitude, Translated «from
the French of

n down,
policy.

and

they go ovér these pages, and seldom quarrel
with the judgment and taste which find so welcome a
bodiment,

every real and conscientious service they render.
Strauss and his works furnis®. an opportunity

garden.

wrong never

T’Il never let that little . fellow..be punished
for me—no, never,” ‘God had graciously
put that thought into the big boy’s, mind.

lived, he

good

eiedit for every manly quality

when he is a bad boy I am to be punished
crime; but strange to say, they seldom
for it.”
‘And you are williiig to be punished for ‘the thing they planned, and most often do
the very thing that proves them guilty.
that big boy ?”
“Yes, sir, if he’s bad again.”
Clinton might have thrown away his
“Then ceme in,” said the superintendent, cigar, I suppose, before his mother reached
looking to the door; and the big boy, with him ; but instead of that, he thrust it under
a downcast face, walked across the floor.
his belt. He did not do this because he
He was thinking as he walked, “I know thought it the best plan, or because he
as

| ers

opinion and logic, we ave only illustrating
the
justice of sound morals and the charily of the
gospel when we give them ready and ample

big

as they thought they would if found out.

womanly dsughter of

compiler speaks mode
y of her work and almost deprecatingly of the criticism which she
seems to feel that she has igvited ; but her read-

i=|
were sworn ea-

and protest

relat

| life ure things

baye their

by all means be

is neither good faith nof

The two boys who were with him mn
when they saw her; but his mother called
Clinton in a load voiceNo stop so he stood
still. He knew he had been doing wrong,
and his first imploce was to get rid of the
cigar.
i
What do you ippose he did with it ?
It is very strange, but it is true, that peo-

and was very sorry no one would be surety.

I'm a bad boy, but I'm not so bad

ionshipand unrestrained

mate

or secret and plotting foes
who may be fittingly
met with the megt repreh ‘nsible sort of strategy,

ton with a bundle of matches in kis hand.

The little boy went by the name of ‘‘Ragged Tom,” It was not his fault that he
was ragged, for bis mother was very poor.
The superintendent soon heard the Tittle
voice, “If you please, sir, I will, sir.”
“You, Tom? a little boy like you? Do
you know what is meant by being a surety,
Tom ?”
it means

Let them

ty, to treat them as though they

run-

with

si.

here an admirable book of its kind.

letters set her forth ina most uttractive light,

literary

To meet them, with Suspicion and hostil

emies who must

You Out.

each with a cigar in his mouth,

too

well. The others did not care for him.
But one little boy pitied the big bad boy,

please;

and

and disguise the evil tendency of their teachings,

There the children stood, in a shady corner,

The elder boys shook

if you

lilac

bonnet, and walked

;

They said th® knew him

‘Yes, sir,

Find

garden, behind the

So he stepped back ipto the schodl, and
rang the bell for silence; All listened
while he said, “That boy wants to come
into the school again, but we can not take
him back without making sure of his good

be

of zoology

yet that is no reason for false charges or for

Fred Saunders, and Fred was smoking a
cigar.”
«Did Clinton have a cigar?” asked her
mother, .
i
‘No, I didn't see any; I just saw them a
minute; [ guess they didn’t see me.”
“I will go and see, myself.”
Saying this, Clinton's mother put on her

I will sée,” thought

Will any one

Sin Will

have

The gifted, cultivated and

ous and manly thn much of that which appear-

ping into her mother’s room. *‘I believe
I've found out what makes Clinton sick
every day. [I saw him just now, out in the

the superintendent.

him ?”
“A pause followed.

We

ed at an earlier period, and expressed itself i n
Welaclons denials and malicious assaults. The
thé ability, the .niruess abd the high
learn
moral
aracter of many. of the bpen skeptics of
to-day ust be at once conceded by, Christina nu
‘ven if these qualities add to their power
men.

those

“Mother, mother !” said Mary Jay,

take him back.” *
“We could take him back if we could se-

behavior.

Crown octavo. pp. 528,

thing far_mor¢ intelligent, considerate, courte

they

own,

in

And so it is frankly

forth assume or wear it.

“We should be glad to do him good, but
we are afraid he will ruin all the other
children. HR is very bad for a school when
a big boy sets a wicked example.”*
© “We know he is a bad boy at school,”
suid the parents, “bnt he is ten times worse

cure his good behavior.

our

sons suggested by the record. The author has
really helped in the formation of definite opin~
ions respecting the man and his work, and he
stands out in a freshwmajesty as one studies him
through the record which this volume offers.

sleep-botind eyes which have béen so full of
love and life, that sweet, ‘unmoving, alaLaster face—ah ! we have all looked upon the attitude which he had assumed in his
them, and they have made us one and made’ previous publications. Pressed by the query,
whether itis fitting that such men as he should
us better, There is no fountain which the call themselves or be recognized as, in any
angel of healing troubles with his restless ‘proper seiise, Christian®, he goes on to consider
and life-giving w ings so constantly as the that matter at length in the volume before us.
fountam of tears, and only those too lame And he is frank enough to confess that he and
those agreeing with him are not really entitled
and bruised to bathe miss the blessed into the name,and suggests that they do not hencefluence.”

Ragged Tom, the Surety.

de

to

volumes

a

criticisin, And it is only just to confess that the -while we are afforded glimpses of not a few of
skepticism fostéred, by sciéntific pursuits is some- the notabl¢ personages whose genial compan-

with you. I bless your hands, I weep with
you, ! trust with you, I belong to’ you.
Those waxen, folded hands, that still breast

what does not belong to you, and now that

Two

varied aspects, and

of the principles And les-

the great man who left so marked an impression
that it is gaining in self-reliance and feeling itself fortified by the influence of great names and upon the cultivated minds of England was worthe large and recognized achievements made es- thy of her parentage; and these memoirs and

are! The mourners above thera, how vast
the multitude ! Brothers, sisters, I am one

you are going to love papa and mamma
more, we shall be encouraged to teach you
other good lessons. Your love shall be
our reward.”—Interior.

at home, and he will be lost if you

which exhibit him to us in

skillful enforcement

defining its relation to religion in general and
Christianity in particular. It may be added,

him,

“The little-graves, alas! how many

said, * I'm so glad you want to be houest,
It will never give you pleasure to Keep

ceived in again.

| be lived, a vivid presentation of the incidents

Hot & Co. 1878,
12mo. pp. 480. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
The scientific skepticism of the day feels th ¢ | MEMOIR AND LETTERS OF SARA COLERI
pressure of the public sentiment and the power | Edited by her daughter. New York:

~ “Ah! this taking to one's arms a little
group of souls, fresh from the hand of God,
and living with them in loying companionship through allheir sta inless years, is, or
ought to be,like living in heaven, for of such
is the heavenly kingdom. To no one of these
am I more indebted than to the boy who
went.away from me before the: world had

is the

American Edition,
New York: Henry

Blo
one.

sweet subordination to their helplessness,
they have taught me patience, self-sacrifice,
self-control, truthfulness, faith, simplicity
and purity.

| ma, there were big tears in her eyes, as she

| almost

As be bounds away from me.

will

mamma

hy
die.

nde; will his grandfather know him? TIT
Jeyes can cease thinking of hini as -cared
d led by the same hand to which my
| F
own youthful fingers clung, and as hearing
from the found lips of my own father the
story of his father’s eventful life. I feel
how wonderful has been the ministry of
my children—how much more I have learn-ed from them than they have léarned from
me —how,by holding my own strong life'in

and

perished in the cold and snow ; aad yet she

and

ature

who has been his teacher!

other. Whes'we
are naughty, they don’t
do like that awful woman, but take us by

blinded with snow; came in.. Th re were
true,
soul-felt hymns and
pr yers
of
thanksgiving in their home that night, and
the days that followed were truly days of
joyful Thanksgiving.

And the very sleds,*as they skim along,
Seem to feel the rampant glee

they

how he will make

how good

papa

that
could

stands, how he will look when I meet

ard thought her husband and son must bawe

|Leonard

Thé snow-balls merrily fly.

“I don’t believe

to-day, in what.

penny,”

“ We feel better to be honest iis: one,

child

All preparations for the grand dinner were
put aside in the morning, and all thought
““ Yes, and we'll love ’em more now,
was given tp the invited guests who had |won't we? I'd rather have what we've
not arrived.
| found than two fifty-centses, wouldn't you ?” touched him with a stain. The key that
*¢ There is-only one hope left,” said Mus.
“Yes, I would that. If we hadn't given sent him in the tom! was the orly key that
Leonard as the dark ess of night again | up the money, we'd always been a thinkin’ could unlock my heart, and let in among its
came down. ** Gotlis our refucc.” Hark, we ought to, and that would a spoiled the sympathies the world of sorrowing men
and women who
mourn because their
what is that? Oh, thank God! tink God,
prettiest toy in all Pinkerton’s store.”
you are safe!” as the door opened and Me
When they reached home and told mam- little ones are not.

The snbw-flakes soft and pire,

Be ever as pure as snow !
— Christian

my

thought

they liad never been united.in joy, and with
sympathies forever towardall who are called
toa kindred grief. I wonder where. he is

terribly did the Storm rage that Mrs. Leon-

search of them, lest they toe should be lost.

The evergreens catch on their bristling arms

But I
And
Press
And

have

not

with flowers, and then ‘return to, our saddened home, ‘with hearts united in sorrow as

again be with them, brought such a pang
“And mine,” said Sullie; dropplioe it in
of sadness. Now, for a year and a half, | the thin, starved hand.
prosperity had attended them, and sickness | |
“ Thank ye, thank ye; I'll buy a ‘couple
and death had not entered their household. of rolls with ’em. ~ I haven't had anythin
In consideration of this blessing, Mr. and to eat to-day. I'm gtad she’s'got her Half-’
Mrs. Leonard*had promised their children dollar, or I'd never git'a bit 0’ bread from
that this Thanksgiving should be a gala her gin.”
w
Sullie and Pet walked on in: silemce a
day.
wished-for day came, and few minutes; then Sullie-said:
Alas! The
‘brought to tkat home ‘a cloud of sadness £4 I'm glad we took her the money, ‘cause
even heavier and darker than the clouds
e found out two things.”
which pressed on the surrounding mountWhat are they ?” asked Pet, wonder-’
ains, Scarcely a’ smile was scen in ‘that ‘ingly.

Ended is the weary day,
All its sorrows passed awuy,
And we say, with thankful prayer,
So much less of sin and care.

trial and tempat

I get's nothing else from morn-

i Peacr boy ! you may
said Pet.

1 had

I knew that other children haddied, ‘bat I
felt safe. We lay the little fellow close by 1 Te Oi FAITH AND THE NEW. A Confession
x
David
Frederick
Strauss.
Authorized
his grandfather at last; we strew bis grave
athilde
anslation from the sixth edition by

I'm

* Why, she’s my mother; but she won't
be long. I mean torunaway; she'll never
see me ‘gin, the longest day she lives.”

home,

every thought of the loved who could never

Ushers in the coming night,

dreffle.

in’ till|night, where she is,” the boy said,
rubbing his neck and arms where the: cruel
blows had taken off the skin.
“ Who is hep
woman, I mean?”
asked Sallie.

be almost solemn
festal board when

that they felu it would
mockery to spi€ad, the

the great All-Father’s hands

Toll who through

used to it.

giving with peculiar ‘anticipations of delight. For several years their parents had
not celebrated this day, so dear to all New
England hearts. Sickness and death had

——

And

Oh, dear, how it musthurt !”
¢ Oh, it doesn’t hurt so

child could die—that . ny

Thanks-

Bennie had looked forward to this

When the last empurpled ray

When

conor ted.

be just as kind aud pleasant, but they could
never fill his place. Then, tooAmelia and

, BY CARRIE LYFORD,

Of the great sun fades away,
And the stilly starlight sinks

might

Her other brothers

Amelia's heart,

shirts all torn, and your back ’s awful red,

Sd

Since the death of her sisters, Bennie's
presence had been almost all the: world to

10; 1873.
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Semmes is nominated
John Brown’s widow

ed

CONGRESSIONAL.
the first regular session

of the

St.

forty-third Congress was opened.
The House
of Representatives organized by the choice of
Mr: Blaide as speaker and of the republican
nominees for the other offices.
So much time
was occupied in the work of orgunization that

the President’s message was not, sent in, and
the report of-.the Secretary of the Treasury was
also withheld. The Senate began business ut
once, and many bills were introduced.

yndertaken

Beecher is at work

the Territory of Pembina.
Mr. Morrill of Vermont addressed the Senate at length in favor of a
speedy resumption of specic payments,
In the
House of Representatives a bill was introduced

to
up-

;

of Switzerland and Savoy, deat

mutes

are more

wperoun than in'flat countries,
Iwakura is said to have stated that he saw
nothing in all his travels which astonished him
so much-as the changes which took place in Japan during his absénce.
English and French engineers are again cousidering the proposed tunnel under the Straits
of Dover.
)

wind 200 yards over

Padre Paolo Grassi, the recalcitrant priest, has
| been summoned to appear before the Holy Inquisition, under penalty of * imprisorvinent for
life and eternal damnation” for non-a‘': ndance.

a

in-

minister to
Rome, and

Duc de Rochefoucauld sent to the British

The Cincinnati

A raid by Mexicans and Indians on a ranch
near the Texas border was made on the 1st in-

the in-

vaders.

still

At last

accounts

fighting

progress,

was

.

in

i

Assurances are received from the Spanish
government that the authorities in Cuba will
make no opposition to the terms of settlement of

the Virginius affair.
The public debt statement of November

shows

an increase of $9,028,576.84 for the month, a decrease of $6,618,647.07 since March 1, 1873, and a
decrease since March 1, 1869, of $368,082,559.48.

Attorney-General

Williams has

received

accepted from the President the nomination

and

;

Despatches from Havana state that the publication of the protocol for the settlement of the

Virginius

affair caused

much

popular excite-

of a ship which has

one hundred

proves

that

omly

and one

of the

Vir-

in number.

thirty-seven

prisoners

It

were

executed.
A four-story frame building in Passaic, N. J.,
was blewa down by a gale, Thursday, and two
men were crushed to death.—A hurricane caused serioms damage in Malvern,
Tenn.,
on
Wednesday,
unroofing and
razing buildings,
and injuring eight men.—Thursday, a large factory was blown down in Dayton, Ohio.—Extraordinarily high water tvas caused at Buffalo,
aud low places were flooded, but no serious

agreement entered into with the Portland
densburg road, whereby
with the latter at North

Shelby

beem abstracted

The trustee,

ward, has been absent

about

& Og-

the former connects
Couway,N. H., thus

treal and the West.

county
from

Mr.

two

A.

Wood-

weeks.

it 4vill be likely to hold.

The

grand jury is investigating the riutter.

This new combination;
wit l¥*

the previous similar ones between il and the
Me. Central and European and North American
reads,gives the Eastern a leading influence which

the

:

. The snow-fall in the interior of California is
unprecedented since 1821, aad two
inches of
snow have fallem in Vallejo, Modisto and Petaluma, three inches in Suisun, two inches in Stoekton, Sacramente City and Woodland.
The snow

A new trade has been observed at the markets
of Berlin. There were numbers of small carts
with bulbs of flowers which were offered to the

peiblic, and the dealers

exhibited

at the same

time drawings of magnificent lowers which can
be produced from
these
bulbs.
The dealers
has a disastrous effect upon the vast herds of clearly knew but very Iittle German and were
cattle in the Foot Hills, and there is an appre- very glad on being spoken te in French by one
hension of floodsin Sacramente and San Joaquin | or the other purchaser. Its said that these peovalleys similar to those of 1861 and 1862.
plecome from Colmar, and they now offer to
Bishep Armitage of Wisconsin died Sunday in their new countrymen at the capital of the GerNew York.
man empire those wares which they formerly
sold at Paris.
The warlike.attitide of Cuba respecting the
surrender
of the Virginius appears Monday
The Rev. Henry Brown, a Staffordshire, Engmorning to have given place. quite suddenly to
land, clergyman, was married recently to the
acquiescence in the agreament between the govdaugiater of the Rev. E. T. Codd, vicar of Tach-

ernmemts of the United States and Spain, and no

trouble
is anticipated. The proposition to modify the protocol came from Spain merely as a

suggestion, it is said, and ‘not as a formal request.

The report of the resignation of Captain-,

General Jouwellar is not coufimed.

The trouble’

with General Sickles has resulted, as
pected, in the minister's resignation.

>

was

ex-

FOREIGN.

Serious trouble between Germapy and Spain
is threatened
on account of the seizure of Ger-

brook.
As the bride and bridegroom were
ing Mr.Codd’s house, the emstomary old
and a guontity of rice were thrown at
Someof the missiles struek the horse,

bolted.

The

driver was

thrown

leavshoes
them.
which

off the box,

and the earriage passed
over him. The earriage ewbsequently
came
dn
collision with
a eab
amd
capsized, and was
smashed to
pieees. The bridegroom was thrown out ‘of the
window, and is in 2 precarious state. The bride

was nop hurt. .

At St. Louis recently was exhibited some speeimens of barrcls—for flour, fruit, and liquids—
man vessels at the Philippine Islands.
that are of novel construction.
They are double
Archbishop Ledoehowski refuses to comply
staved--literally a barrel within a barrel; and all
with the demand of the German government for
the joints being broken renders this new barrel
kis resignation.
.
‘
perfectly water-tight. This marvel in cooperage
ft is reported that Cardinal Peecci has been
is manufactured by a St. Louis institution, too,
Selected as the suceessor of Pope Pius IX,
1 and the cost is tobe no more than that of the
"A despatch from Berlin to. th> Loudon Tele- | common barrel.
’
graph says that the city of Posen will probably
A curious faet in natural history. has been disbe dealared in a state of sieze in consequence of
covered—namely, that locusts will not eat tea
“the preyailing ultramontane agitation,
leaves. A Darjeeling paper tells’ us that very
Newsjs received of a collision at sea between
large flights of locusts recently settled on the tea
the British man-of-war Bellerophon and the gardens, reddening the surfaee of the ground by
Brazilian steamer Hamsteed. The latter was | their numbers; but in a few hours they passed
Sutil, but ali handg were saved.
on, having devoured every blade of grass, but
“The cholera has appeared among the troops of leaving the tea bushes absolutely intact.

‘the Dutch expedition against Acheen, and, together with
the bad condition of the roads on
account of the rain, has prevented active opera-

During the long vacation several very impor
tant donatiens have been made tothe museums

The Austrian minister of commerce has decid-

seope and the whole of his costly astronomical

SOME.

vo.

r

i

LE

#1 notto demolish the exhibition building in
Vienna, but’ keep it for public use, like the
Crystal Palaceof London,
:

n Surmont

and

‘the survivors of the
ju Havre have arrived at

and library of Oxford University,
ren

de la Rue has presented

his

Doctor Warunrivaled tele-

apparatus to the pew observatory.

A

portant collection of fossil remains

has been of-

fered by Mr. Hopkins,

Mrs. Hope

very im-

has purehas-

ed and presented to the (niversity museum a
very extensive collection (to the number of 26,
000 speeimens) from the entomological

of Mr, Wilson Saunders.

A very

museum

choice collec~

tion of ‘Greek and Roman antiquities has also
id | been presented to the Ashmolean Museum from
the (rustoes of the famous Christy collection,
-

island.

The

struggle

from misrule and

of right which give nobility of character to a republic.
In the interests of humanity
of civilization and
of progress, 1t is to be hoped that this evil influecce may soon be averted.
THE

|

VIRGINIUS

AFFAIR.

The steamer Virginius was on the 26th day of
September, 1870, duly registered at New York as
a part of the commercial marine of the United
States.
On the 4th of Oct., 1870, having received
the certificate of her register in the usual legal
form, she sailed from the port of New York, and
has not since been within the territorial jurisdic-

tion of the United

Oct. last, while

On

States.

8istday

the

of

sailing under the flag of the

United States on the high seas, she was foreibly
seized by the Spgmish gunboat Tornado, and was
carried into th
rt of Santiago de Cuba, where
many of her passengers and crew were inhuman-

ly,and so far at least as relates to those who were
citizensof the United States, were withéut due

It is a well-estabprocess of law put to death.
lished principle asserted by the United States
from the beginning of ° their national independence, recognized by Great Britain and other
maritime powers, and stated by the Senate in a
resolution passed unanimously on the
16th of
June, 1858, thal, American vessels on the high
seas, in times of peace, bearing the American
flag, remain under the jurisdiction of the country
to which they belong, and therefore any visita-

tion, molestation or detention of such vessel, by
force, or. by the exhibition of force on the part
of a foreign

power

1s: in

derogation

of the sov-

ereignty of the U.S. In accordance with this
principle, the restoration of the Virginius, and
the eurrender of the survivors of her passengers
and erew, and a due reparation to our flag, and
the punishment of the authorities who had been
guilty of these illegal acts of violence, were de~
.
manded.

SPAIN COMPLIES WITH OUR
The

Spunish

government

has

recognized the

of $43,392,969.
favorable

But it is not probable that this

éxhibit'will be shown for

the present

fiscal year. Indeed itis very doubtful whether,
except with great economy on the part of Congress in “making appropriations and the sames

economy in administering thy various departments of government; the revenus will not fall
short of meeting actual expenses, including in-

terest on the public debt.

I commend

to Con-

‘gress such economy, and point out: two sourees
where,it seems to me, “it might commence,~to
wit: in the appropriations for public buildings
in the many cities avhere work has not been commenced, in the appropriations of river and bar-

‘bor improvenients iu those

localities where the

improvements-are of but little benefit to general
commerce, and for fortifications, There are still
more fruitful sources of expenditure which I will
point out later in ‘this message.
1 refer to the

method of manufacturing claims for losses incurred in suppressing the late rebellion. I woud
not be understood here as opposing the erection

of good substantial and even ornamental buildings by the government wherever such buildings
are needed. In fact, Iapprove of the government owning its own buildings in all sections of
the country, and hope the day is nof fur distant
when it will not only possess them, but will

erect in

the capital suitable

residences for all

persons who now receive commutation for quarters or rent at the government expense and for
the Cabinet, thus setting an example to the
States which may induce them to ered buildings
for their senators; but T would have this work

Sondusiep at a time when

the revenues

of the

country
would abundantly justify it. The revenues have materially fallen off for the first five
months of the present fiscal year from what they
were expected to produce, owing to the. general
panic now prevailing, whieh commex®ed about

the middle of Sept. last.

The full effect 8f this

disaster, if it should not
rove * a blessing in
disguise,” is yet to be demonstrated.
Tn either
event it is your duty to heed the lesson and provide, by wise and well-considered jegislation, as
far as it lies in your power,against its recurrence,
and to take advantage of sll benefits that may,

be reached and mairjtainéd until our exports, ex-

clusive of gold, pay for our imports, interest due
abroad and other specie obligations, or so near1y 80 as to leave an appreciable accumulation of
the precious metals in the country from the products of our own mines. The development of the
mines of precious metals during the past year,
and the prospective development of them for
years to come, are gratifying in their results,
Could one-half of the gold extracted from the

mines be retained at home our

advance

towaid

specie payments would be rapid’ To increase
our exports, sufficient” currency is required to
keep all the industries of the country femployed.
Without this national as well as individual bank-

ruptcy

must. ensue.

Undue

inflation, on the

other hand, while it might give temporary relief, would puly lead to inflation of prices, the
impossibility of competing in other markets, for
the products of home skill and labor, and repeated renewalsof present experiences.
Elasticity
of our circulating medium, therefore, and just
enough of it to transact the legitimate business
of the country and to keep all industries employ-

ed, is what

is most

to be desired.

The

exact

medium is specie, the recognized medium of exchange the world over; that obtained, we shall
have a currency of an exact degree of elasticity.

If there be too much of it for the legitimate purposes of trade and commerce, it will flow out of
the country; if too little, the reverse will result.
To hold what we have and to appreciate our currency to that standard,is a problem deserving of
the most serious consideration of Congress.
The
experience of the present panic bas proven that
the currency of the country, based as it is upon
the credit of the country,is the best that has ever

been devised.

Usually in

times of such

trials

currency has become worthless, or so inueh depreciated in value as to inflate the valaes ef all
the necessaries of life, as compared with the currency.
Every one holding it has been anxious

to dispose of it on any terms.

Now

we

witness

the reverse. Holders of currency hoard it as
they did gold in former experiences of a like nature.
I!is patentto the most casual observer
that much more currency or money is required
to transact the legitimate trade of the country
during the fall and winter months when the vast
crops are being removed’than during the balance
of the year. With our present system the amount’

ig the country remains the same

throughout, the

entire year, resulting in an accumulation of all
the surplus capital of the country ina few cénters, when net employed in the moving of the
crops, tempted thereby¥iby offer of interest on

call Joans.

Thterest being paid, this surplus eap-

ital must earn this interest paid, with a profit,
Being subject to eall, it can not be loaned, only
in part at best, to the merchant or manufacturer
for a fixed term; hemee, no matter how much
eurrency there might be in the country it would
be absorbed. prices keeping pace with the volume, and panics, stringency amd disasters would

ever be recurring withy

the

autumn ‘elasticity.

In our monetary syst
this is the object tg be
obtained first, and next to that, as far as possible, a prevention of the wse of other people’s

Hosiey in stock
tioh.

and

other

POST-OFFICE

species of specula:

DEPARTMENT.

A complete exhibit is presented in the accom.
panyiug report of the Postmaster-General, of the

operationsof the post-office department

during

the year. The ordinary pestal revenues for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1873, amounted to $22,996,741.57, and the expenditures of all kinds to
$29.084.945.67. The increase of revenues over
1872 was $1,081,315.20, and the inerease of exlegal acts of violence toward citizens of the U.
penditures $2,426,762.36, independent of the pay8., and also toward indemnifying those who may
ments mde from special appropriations for mail
be shown to be entitled to indemuity. A eopy steamship
lines. The amount drawn from the
of a protocol of a conference between the Seeregeneral treasury to meet deficiencies was $5,265.tary of State and the Spanish minister, in whieh
475.
The constant and rapid extension of.our
the terms of this arrangement were agreed to, is
postdl service, particularly mpoa railways, and
transmitted herewith.
The correspondence on
the improved facilities tor collection, transmisthis subject with the legation
of the United
sion distribution and delivery of the mails, which
States by cipher and by cable, needs the verifica- | I ure
eonstantly being provided,accornt for the intion of the actual text of the eorrespondence,
It"
creased expenditures of this popular branch of
has seemed to me to be due to the importance of
the actual text ean

be

received

by

mail,

It is

expected shortly, and will be submitted when
received. In taking leave of this subject for
the present, I wish

to

renew

the

Ai

oh of

my conviction that the existence of African slavery in Cuba is a principal cause of the | amentyble condition of the island. I do not doubt that
Congress shares with we in the

soon be made to disappear,

and

hope

that it will

that peace and

prosperity may follow its abolition.

Tbe embar-

going of American estates in Cuba, the cruelty
of American citizens detected in no aet of hostility to the Spanish government,

the murdering

of prisoners taken with arms in their bands, and
finally the eapture upon the high seas of a vessel
sailing under the U. 8. flag, and bearing the U,
8. registry, bas éWhinated fn an outburst of
indignation that has séemed for a time to threaten war,
Sgn
A
THE TRYABURY' pebaighecvy
The receipts of the governmen
all sources
we

pondence

exchanged

with those countries;

SAFE!

and

ation of Congress to the suggestions and recommendations of the Postmaster-General for an ex-

tensiqn of the free delivery

system

of all postmasters

not

appointed by the

INSURANCE COMPANY

old method of commissions on the actual receipts

of the office, instead of the

present nmiode fixing

i

the pay in advance upon special returns, and espetiully to urge favorable action by Congréss on
the important recommendations of ‘the Postmas-

the public service.
The total number of postoffices in operation on 30th of June, 1873, was
83,244,a net increase of 1,381 over the number re-

CIVIL

by

to $2,021,310, 86.. The total

weight of

mails

with

countries exceeded 912 tons, an in-

crease of 92 tons over the previous year.

total cost of the U, 8. ocean mail steamship serv-

the United Stakes
on
Ww has a guar-

FIRST-CLASS
and mortga|

SECURITIES,

except

State bonds, rp

such

small

Boe

amount

as it 1s

necessary gr bo in cash to meerourreint demande,
and this, instead of lying idle, 18

DEPOSITED

IN BANK,

where it draws interest, and is payable on demand.
THE NEW YORK RIBOSE, of Jan
Tth, in
speaking of this matter, mi
© use of the
follgwing
language;
Ned

“The

fact shows also the entire solvencyof the

Company, and’ tue integrity of i
It
has no wild-cat investments to
cayer up, no suspicious loans 10 hide, no great ‘ balances in the hands
of agents,’ which may never reach the home-office.”
THE TOLEDO BLADE; and all the other leading
papers of the country, endorse the United
States,
ana urge their readers to avail themselves of the advan
8 it offers. It dees only a

Legitimate

Life-Insurance

Business.

Every.dollar of its funds are invested. with reference
to security alone, and it is impossible that any oonvulsion can shake or impair its credit.

Take

a Policy in the United States Life-

Insurance Company,
and secure a
certain provision for your family.
MR. C. H. WEBSTER. of Concord, is the
for this State, who will receive applications for
cies and Agencies.

”~.

p
|
oA

Agencies

RIGHTS.

dressed

WANTED.

mm N. E. outside

to JOHN

B.

Applications

this

State

POWELL,

must

for

be ad-

Manager

N.

* Directories!

D’p’t, 216 Main St., Hartford, Conn.

E.

The Claremont Man’(’g Co., Claremont,
N. HL, wish to announce to the public that théy

PROTOCOL.

Protocol of the conference held at the department
of State at Washington, on the 20th of November,

publish, annually, a

1873, between Hamilton Fish, Secretary eof State,
and Rear Admiral Don Jose Polo de Barnabe, en-

OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,

voy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of
Spain:
i
The undersigned, having met for the purpose of
entering into a definite agreement respecting the
case of the steamer Virginius, which, while under

containing a correct
the

of the

the

vessel. if it

of the

pear to have been guilty of illegal

acts

tion therewith; it being understood

proceed according to che second

in

po

that

be
ap-

connec-

Spain

proposiiion

will

made

to General Sickles and communicated in his telegram, read to Admiral Polo on the 27th instant, to
investigate the conduct of thoseof her authorities

Cincinnati or San Francisco.

GOLD

It is further stipulated that the time,

in watches generally.
Send
culars to the Manufacturers.

manner and place for the surrender of the Virginius
and the survivors of those who were on board of
her at the time of her capture, and also the time,

better preserved in glass bottles than in the common wood, or paste-boaid boxes, and should al-

ways be dispensed in glass by the apothecary.”
If you would use medicine superior, not only in

being preserved fresh and perfect by compliance
with this very important rule, but also in being |
composed of choice, concentrated and chemically

refined vegetable medicinal prineiples, instead of

Mothers, Mothers,
Mothers.
Don’t fail to procure MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING BYRUP for all diseases incident to the
od
of teething in children. It relieves the child from
pain, cures wind colic, regulates the bowels, and by
giving relief and health to the child, gives rest to the
mother, Be sure and call for
;
MRS, wiNjLuws SOOTHING SYRUP.”
"For sale by a 11
13t26e4thw
8ts.

FOR

FoR

Chrystal

THE

HEH OUSEY

ory

Pellets, or

Concentrated Root and Herbal Juice, Anti-Bili‘ous Granules, 25 cents a vial, by Druggists. 707.

NEW

aut Vi is Sf
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“Musical Presents!
Useful!

LIKE

Of

MOZART

EER

.

Vols. each
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|

For the

Entertaining !

MOEN

UBER, 2
LIFIE OF SCHUMARN
” +

PERFUME

andkerchie

BEETHOVEN'S LETTERS
- . . $2.00
LIFE OF GOTTSCHALK
- .
. Lob
LIF OF BEETHOVEN .
. '. goo
LIFEOF CHOPIN".
.
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. . . 150
LIFROF HANDEL - «
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17m

FA

FE.

saves time,

mone , and
Makes hard water soft, labor,
For washiog linen aid fi
heav
it is un

hed: raf goon ot J wha naled . Wi ashes
flannels and
, without injury to colors.
Try it.
Samples sent free b mail.
One
88 (144
Kages) $3, Address
FMAN & Co..gp ral
J
nts, 41 Cedar 8t., New York.
|

crude,bulky,cheap drugs that consti‘ute the huge
pills put-up in cheap wood or paper boxes, then

Finely Bound!

for full descr plive oir-

14
BEAUTIFUL OIL CHROMOS and
a Book of 48 pages, mailed for 50 cents. Satisfaction guaranteed or monev refunded. Address
442
C. 8 RILEY, Holland, N. X.

The United States Dispensatory, standard and
most excellent authority, says: “ Pills are much

pate

CASE,

J. A. BROWN & CO,
11 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

manger and place for the salute to the flag of the
United States, if there should be occasion ior such
salute, rhall be subject to arrangement between the
undersigned within the next two days.
Sign
HAMILTON
FIBH,
.
JOSE POLO DE BARNABE,

mm———

Watch

are all
You will thus SAVE A HANDSOME SUM OF
MONEY, and your movement will have a Case of unexcelled elegance and durability. For sale by dealers

if the consti-

take Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Purgativc

ir

Bind with a fine movement to suit, and you

tutional assent of the senate of the United States be

thereto.

:

Buy a Ladd Patent Stiffened

tween the two governments, and in case of no agree-

given

y

If You Want A Superior Gold Watch.

who have ibfringed Spanish law or treaty obliga.
tions, and will arraign them before competent
courts, and inflict punishment on those who may
have offended ; their reciprocal reclamatiéns to be
the subject of consideration and arrangement bement, to be the subject of arbitration,

Register,

Mrs. Anderson, as contrasts and companions for her
“ Wide Awake”
and * Fast A
Agents have
immense success: call it the *‘ hest
business ever offered canvassers.” We furnish the lightest and
handsomest outfit and pay very high commissions.
Each subscriber, old or new, receives WITHOUT. DELAY two beautiful pictures, full suppl ready for émmediate
h
r itsel Adm
s
AMO!
ov od en BS
80 popular Ney
yn
class it has the largest circulation in the world! Ewmploys the best literary
talent. Edward
Eggleston's
pd A story is just Rng;
back chapters supplied to each subscriber. Mrs. Stowe’s long expected sequel to ** My Wife and 1”
8 in the new °
year. Any one wi
ng a good sa ry, or an independent bpsiness, should
send for
GENTS
circulars andterms to J. B. FORD
& CO., New York, Boston, Chicago,
WANTED.

United

States, and against any of the persons who may

:

Canvassers,
Agents § Sales
men !—~HENRY WARD BRECHER'S family
spaper
starts its fall cam
y
subscribers a PAIR of
the largest and
finest

Furthermore,

law

Aud they

TAKES on sight. OT

if, on or before the 15th of December, 1873, it shall
be made to appear to the satisfaction of the United
States that the Virginius did not rightfully carry thé
American flag, and was not entitled to American
papers, the United States will institute inquiry and
found that she has violated any

.

kind for Vermont,

which is now in the HTth year of its age!
Any person
can have a ©0
of N. H. seat to |
him by mail for Twenty-five Cents, Vi. for
Twenty, or both for Ferty Cemts.
4

government

adopt legal proceediogs against

same

WALTON'S

Vermont

of the United States that the Virginius was not entitled to carry the flag of the United States, and was
carrying it at the time of her capture without right
and improperly,
the salute will be spontaneously
dispensed with, as in such case not being necessarily requirable, but the United States will expect in
such case a declaimer of intent of indignity to the
flag in the act which was committed.

list of all the business men in

at the time. of going to

calk

the Spanish man-of-war Tornado, have reached the
following conclusions : Spain on her part stipulates
to restore forthwith the vessel referred to and the
survivors of her passengers and crew, and on the
25th day of December nextto sadute the flag of the
United States. If, however, before that date Spain
should prove to the satisfaction

State,

also , publish a work of the

(note) the flag of the United States, was on_the 31st
day of October last captured on the high seas by

+

.
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-

.

|
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'LARGS STE
VIEW
;
A FATHER RANDALL'S O8UOPIC
aki,
ay
mail to any one sending 25 cents towillMiss
M.
A.
Dixon, Box 1129, Portsmouth, N.H. Also
sent at wholesale,

the

in

such as Government on

I suggest for your consideration the enactment
of a law to better secure the civil rights which
freedom should secure, but has not effectually
secured to the énfranchised slave.
(Signed)
SN
U. 8. GRANT.
Executive Mansion, Dec. 1, 1878.

ice, including $76,000 paid from special appropriations to subsidized lines of mail steamers,
was $1,047,271,35. New or additiongl postal eon-

in

-

, Every-dollar of this is securely invested in

AGENTS

The

European

exchanged

4

i or i ever
oh phigh a. or prospective
Hability
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Com
to an 4 eroditor. the
has. on habd nearly
ots dollar and forty cents ($1.58 62-100).
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, 8 Vols. each, "3.
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All books sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
2 wi0
Boston,
’

correspondence

rk

have sprudy into existence

A

LETTERS '.
TERS ON MUSIC RITTER'S HISTORY OF MUSIC - .
during the year. The total length of railroad, MOORE'S ENCYCL
OPEDIA OF
GARDNE
R’S MUSII! OF NATUREMUSICmail routes at the close of the’ year was 68,
CHOPIN'
S
MAZUKK
AS AND
WALTZES
miles, an inerease of 5,646 miles over the year
'Cloth,
$3.00;
1872. Fifty-nine railway post-office lines were GEMS OF STRAUSS
ORGAN
HOWE . . Clo rid
in operation on the 80th of June, 1878, extending MUSICAL ATTREASU
RE
- «
gi!
REATH OF GEMS ~
over 14,866 miles of railroad routes and perform30)!
MOORE'S IRISH MELOD. IES «
‘3.00:
ing an aggregate service of 84,926 miles daily.
GEMS OF GERMAN 8ONG
“3000
The number of letters exchanged with. foreign
OPERATIC PEARLS
«
390!
.
. “. «
countries was 27,450,185, an increuse of 3,006,685 SILVER CHORD
gio)!
SHOW R OF PEARLS,
8.00}
over the previous year, and the postage thereon
PIANOFORT® GEMS.Duets «“
goo:
HOME CIRCLE
amounted
ported the preceding year. The number of presidential
offices was
1,868, an increase of 168

Count

years, for whose solvency the
guaranty, that. the United

The policy-holder
Late<Insuran:

danger can acthem

of Strafford

Surplus vee fcinaiiiereiionnsensss 711,558.93

under diskeep up a

restoring

+ Secretary;

condition, January 1,1878:

the services ‘of

No possible

crue to the government
eligibility to hold office.

f

«
fini

CASH ASSETS..............$3,040,990.84

authorize the appointment of a board to devise
rules governing methods of making appointments
and promotions; but there never has been any,
action making these rules binding, or even enti-'
tled to observance, where persons gesire the
appointment of a friend or the removal of an’
official who may be disagreeable to them. To
have any rules effective, they must bave the acquiescence of Congress as well as of the Executive.
TI recommend, the
fore, the subject to
your attention, and suggest that a special committee of Congress might confer with the civilservice board during the present session, fo the
purpose of devising such rules as can be main.’

constant irritation.

Citizens

within the- last
ublic’ have no_

§

ed in the late rebellion jet laboring
abilities is very small, but enough to

-

Btates submits the following statement of ita

In three successive messages to Congress 1
have called attention to the subject of civil- ser¢ice reform, Action has been taken so far as to

secure

the

So many companies

take sueh actionin connection therewith astin
your judgment will most contribute to the best
interests of the couhtry.
4
\

will

YORK,

LifesInsurance on terms favorable to Py
and safe for the Company.

Yhe postal telegraph and the arguments adduced
in support thereof, in the hope that you hn

tained, and which

NEW

Office; 261 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
Offers

again called to a consideration of the question of

;

OF

JOHN E.DEWIPT,
.
CHAS:[E. PEASE,
> ik

ter-General fur the establishment of U. 8. postal
savings depositories.
Your attention is also

CIVIL-SERVICE po

CHEAP!

United States

in all cities

having a population of not less than ten thousand, for the prepayment of postage on newspaper and other printed matter of the second class,
for a uniform postage and limit of weight on
miscellaneous matter, for adjusting the compen-

sation

CERTAIN!

LIFE- INSURANCE.

further efforts have been made to conclude a satisfactory postal convention with France, but
without success. I invite the favorable consider-

honest and capable officials, und which will also
have acerned,
; protect them in a degree of independence while
in office. Proper rules will protect Congress as
SPECIE PAYMENT.
well as the Executive from much needless perMy own judgment is that, however much indi:
secution, and will prove of great value to the
viduals may have suffered one long step has been
public at large. *,
taken toward specie payments; that we can nevGENHRAL AMNESTY.
er have permanent
prosperity until a specie
I renew my previous recommendation to Conbasis is reached, and that -a-specie basis can not gress for general umnesty..
The number engag-

surrender of the survivors of the passsengers
and crew, and for a salute to the flag, and for
proceedings looking to the punishzent of those
who may be proved to have been guilty of il

the case not to submit this correspondence until

To the Peopleof Strafford County..

for the last hiscal year werd $333,798,2 04, and ex- 4 ventions have been concluded with Sweden,Norpénditures on all accounts, $200,345,245—thus
way, Belgium, Germany, Canada, Newfoundland
showing an excess of receipts over expenditures
and Japan, including postage rates on corres-

THE

DEMANDS.

Jjustiee of the demands, and has arranged for the
immediate delivery of the vessel, and for the

[

.

in thuf

variance with those of justice, of liberality and

the entire cargo

made another of
combinations for
This time:it is an

persons ille-

abuse, with no aspirations after freedom, commanding no: sympathies in generous breasts to
rivet still stronger the shackles of slavery and
oppression, has seized many of the emblems of
power iu Cuba, and under professions of loyalty
to the mother country is exhausting the resourees of the island and 1s doing acts which are at

just arrived at Schleswig.

The Eastern Railroad has
these enterprising
business
which it is particularly noted.

safe
of the county trustee after having been paid
but not cancelled.

constitute

reform

opposed to granting any relief

over bishops of |

furnishing a direct ‘route from’ Boston to Mon-

damage is reported. *
Zi
Forty thewsand dollars in
(Tenn.) warrants has

Manning

In some fields pear Doncaster, England, the
following warning is posted: ‘* Remember the
Sabbath to keep it holy.
Beware! my friends,
your names are all known; if you trespass on
these fields, or touch my rabbits, you willbe
prosecuted according to law.”
Here follows the
name of a clergyman—one of the richest in the
district.
-

Santiago, and her commander has had an interginius,

Dr. Heurtley, Margaret professor of divinity
at Oxford, recently withdrew from the Oxford
Union banquet because precedence was given

ing cases, and they

ment there, which ,lrowever, soon subsided.
The
United States steamship Juniata has arrived at
view with the surviving passengers

A new style of wall-papef for diping=-rooms
has medallions of game and birds, real shins and
real feathers being used.
The figures are raised
on light background.
Flowers of wax and linen tied together with bright-colored ribbons, are
also introduced.

‘there to Archbishop

thousand

for political supremacy continues; the pro-slavery and aristocratic party in Cuba is gradually
arraigning Itselfin more and more open hostility and defiance of the home government, while
it still maintains a political connection with the
republic in the Peninsula, and although usurping
and defying the authority of the home. govern-,
ment wherever such ursupation or defiance tends
in the dirdetion of oppression or ofthe maiutenance of abuses, it is still a power in Madrid and
recognized by the government.
Thus, an element more dangerous to continued colonial relations between Cuba and Spain than that which
inspired the insurrection at Corea, an element

German papers announce that Denmark has
fulfilled her part of the treaty of Prague, hy delivering up to Germany the archives of the
duchies of Schleswig and Holstein. These archives are so bulky as to fill eighty-seven pack-

is to be appointed

attorney-general.

promised

the English Church.
He has issued a circular
giving the reasons for the course be adopted.

as

Chief~Justice of the Supreme Court, and Colonel

B. H. Bristow of Kentucky

library, which is to be

started dnder the supervision of Mr. Poole, is a
palace of marble, iron and glass, and costs the
city $450,000.
It will be formally opened on the
fourth of next month, the Hon. George H. Pendleton delivering the oration.

court.

stant; and seven persons were Killed by

public

of’ Representa-

galiy held as slaves in Cuba.
Next the captaingeneral of that colony was deprived of the, power to set aside the order of his superiors at Madrid which had pertained to the office since 1825.
The sequestered estates of American citizens,
which had been the cause of long and frequent
correspondence, were ordered to be restored to
their owners. * All these liberal steps were taken®
in the face of violent opposition directed by the
reactionary slaveholders of Havana, who are
vainly striving to stay the march of ideas which
has terminated slavery in Christendom, Cuba
Unhappily, however, this baneonly excepted.
ful influence has thus far succeeded in defeating
the eflorts of all liberal-minded men in Spain to
abolish slavery in Cuba and in preventing the

Mr. Thomas Carlyle, Archbishop Manning,
surgents as belligerents, were introduced.
Dean Stanley, Professor Tyndall and Mr. Wilkie
On Friday, the Senate was not in session,
Collins are among the shareholders in the comhaving
adjourned on Thursday
to Monday. jgoany which is building “the “ Workmen’s City”
In the House of Representatives
the
standat
pham, London.
:
ing committees were announced.
Considerable
Ong
of the most magnificent works of art in
new business was introduced.
the
Berlin University is a copy of the statue of
Moges, from the original by Angelo in Florence.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Itis somewhat the worse for wear.

Marquis de Noailles, the French
this country, is to be transferred to

House

by the release of several

The valuable cow known as the Firs. Duchess
of Oneida, bought by Lord Skelmersdale for
30,600 at the celebrated sale of the Nw York
Mills herd, in Utica, In September vist; has
reached Liverpool in safety.

bill providing a remedy for the existing
ry derangement. In the House of Represenfutives the salary repeal was referred to a special
committee.
Numerous bills, muny of a finan-

and

In compliance with the request of Congress I'
transmitted to the American minister at Madrid,
with mstructions to present it to the Spanish government, the joint resolution approved on the 8d
of March last, tendering to the people of Spain,in
the namie and on the behalf of the American people, the congratulations of Congress upon the efforts to consolidate in Spain the principle of universal liberty ina republican form of government.
The existence of this new republic was inaugurated by striking the fetters from the slaves in
Porto Rico. This beneficent measure was followed

the parapet of the fort.

On Thursday, in the Senate, the standing committees were announced,and Mr.Ferry of Michigan made a speech advoeating his resolution in-

in his

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE SPANISH REPUBLIC.

son, Tortugas, states that during the cyclone of
October 6, a solid bar of iron weighing 8000

.

impor-

President Grant

tives:—
The year that ‘has passed since the submission
of my last message to Congress has, especially
during the latter part of it, been an eventful one
to the country,
Tn the midst of great national
prosperity a financial erisis has occurred that
has brought low fortunes of gigantic proportions.
Political partisanship has almost ceased to exist,
especially in the agricultural regions, and finally
the capture upon the high seas of a vessel bearing our flag bas for a time threaténed the most
serious consequences, and has agitated the public mind from one end of the country to the other; but this happily now is in the course of satisfuctory adjustphent, honorable to both nations
concerned.
The relations of the United States,
: however,with most of the other
powers continue
| to be friendly and cordial; with France, Germany, Russia, Italy and the minor European
| powers, with Brazil and mast of the South American republics, and . with Japan nothing has octreurred during the year to.demand special notice,
The correspondence between the department of
State and various diplomatic representatives in
or from those countries is transmitted here‘
with.
°

Special courses.yof
medical
instruction for
women have heen esiablished in St. Petersburg
»
and Moseow.
aE

pounds was carried by the

the most

-

last message :

Colonel Langdon, in command at Fort Jeffer—

tion of the loan of 1858, amounting. to §20,000,000. The Louisiama election controversy was
again ventilated, and Mr. Smith was admitted to
the seat ‘claimed also. by Mr. Davidson.
Mr.
Pinchbeck’s case was laid on the table at his own

cial nature, and one recognizing the Cuban

iy

Statistics show thatin the mounthiious Wgions

redemp-

to report

.

the money.

were sworn in, Mr. Pinchbeck’s case is pend-

finance

The mayor of Liverpool has
found an art gallery in that city.

A Catholic lady who recently died in Hamburg
left $60,000 to the Jews of that ¢ity,and now
there is trouble abo@t the proper disposition of

ing.
pl
:
On Wednesday, in the Senate, several Hilly’
were introduced, among them one to organize

The following extracts gover

To the Senate

The number of visitors to the Vienna Nth
tion from the opening day to the close was 7,254 ,687, of whom 2,196,360 entered without, payment.

of the, Cabinet officers were laid before the
Senatd. In the House of Representatives several
bills were introduced. The question of admitting Messrs. Sheldon, Sypher and Pinchbeck of
Louisiana was debated, and Sheldon and Sypher

The President’s Message.

tant points discussed by

covers ninety

A polytechnic school has been started in Japan.

| feet.

On Tuesday, the message of President Grant
was delivered.
Tn the Senate,Mr, Symmer made
an unsuccessful attempt to, bring up his supplementary civil rights bill. Numerous bills were
introduced by unanimous consent.
The Feports

structing the committee on

now

eis

The Rev. Henry Ward

publican members of the House held a caucus on

:

park, London,

on the second volume of his * Life of Christ.”

‘the salary bill, and resolved upon its repeal so
far as thé pay of members and employes is cons
cerned,
A committee was appointed to prepare
and report a bill in the house.

request.

acres.

| :

A skull encrustgd with silver ore has been exre- |
| humed in Nevada from a depth of five hundred

The

by Mr. Dawes of Massachusetts for the

Jumes

\

for mayor of Mobile.
resides at Red Bluff,Cal.
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SCIOPTICON MANUAL (Revised Ed.)
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